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Liyn Tegid, or sore popularly, although incorrectly, Bala iake, 

is the largest natural lake in Wales, For many years the Zoology 

Department of the University of Liverpool has taken an active interest. % 

in the lake and ite inhabitants, Amongst the fishes to be found in the © 

lake is a whitefish, the gwyniad 

  

fish is in many ways a special and atypical member of the British 

ichthyofauna, Included by soogeographers in the category of marine glacial 

relict, the origins and relationships of this member of the family Salmonidae 

present a nuzber of almost insoluble problems, Of the ecology and life 

hiatery of this fish very little is known and much of the published information 

is anecdotal and stens from casual observations, In fact, it is true to 

say that the biology of the coregonid fishes, not only in Liyn Tegid out in 

. other waters, represents a major gap in our knowledge of british freshwater 

fishes. This situation is poral by the paucity of information on the 

biology of the lacustrine populations of chars (Salvelinug) and is a 

reflection of the elusive nature of both groups and of the problems of 

adequately sampling lake fish populations, 30 elusive is the ewyniad it



db 

had even been thought to be extinct in Llyn Tegid (Jones, pers,comn,) 

An investigation of the gwyniad has been made possibie sy the 

preliminary researches of Dr,J,W,Jones whohas spent many hours on the 

lake perfecting sampling techniques, Although a number of prelininary 

investigations of special aspects of the biology of the gwyniad have ° 

been made (Nicholas and Jones, 1959; Chubb, 1961) and there is an 

accumulation of unpublished data on the various aspects of ecology 

(Jones, pers, conn,), there has been no broad survey ofthe life history 

of this eniguatic species, The work I carried out was planned to cover 

as many aspects of the natural has of the awynied as possible in order 

to provide a broad background for sore detailed and specialised invest- 

sigations in the future. Not all aspects have been pursued equally 

far bub many interesting problems for future research are posed by this 

preliminary survey, 

u.
.



  

llyion gill nets of the following stretched mesh sizes were 

most comnoniy used: 

16 mm ( 9 mm knot to knot), 

2m (12m " " "), 

55m (27,5mm " " ©), 

600m 3Om " " 4), 

7 mm (37,5an " Fi py 

Most nats were leaded to sink and were usually operated as 

bottom-set gill nets, Attempts were made to fish the nets at the surface 

and at predetermined depths, but sitths theaey, larger-meshed nats this never 

proved very satisfactory, A numberof gill nets, described as pelagic nets, 

were also used and, as these had been designed to have nearly neutral 

buoyancy in freshwater, they were more useful when fishing in mid-water, 

lets were fished individually or in gangs, Most were fished horizontally 

but some were set diagonally to cover a range of depths, Ons specially 

constructed net of 55 mm mesh was fished from a raft and fished verticaliy



from the surface to the botton, 

(bo), how nots. 

A number of tow nets and modified plankton nets were used 

in the lake, particularly in atteapts to cateh small gwyniad, A 12 hp, 

boat was available to tow these nets and various speeds and towing patterns 

were used, The nete were towed obliquely behind the launch, at depths 

determined from the relationship between the length and angle of the tow 

rope, 

(ce). Seine nets, 

limited use was made of a bag-seine and a specially 

constructed ' minnow' seine. These seines never caught egwyniad and their 

use was abandoned, 

(4). Additional gears, 

Pyke nets, perch traps, and electric fishing machines were 

also used at various tines. These gears never caught gwyniad but they were 

used in attempts to catch ami identify fishes appearing on the echo-sounder, 

Eeho=sounlers . 

Two types of echo-sounder were used on the lake;both were 
}



portable and were operated by 12 volt car batteries, 

(i) Perrograph ' Offshore ' Sounder, 

(44) Simrad ' Skipper ' Sounder, 

Full details about the use and operation of these sounders 

are given in the relevant section of this thesis, 

On one cecasion, a ' Sasdic' sonar was used but was not found 

to be satisfactory, 

  

A @mall & mm cine camera, housed in a specially designed 

waterproof brass case and with ancilliary lighting equipment consisting 

of two 12 volt car headlamps, was used in attenpts te film the sources 

of echoes recorded on tho sounders (Haran,1965). 

? | ion, 

On one occasion, the Department was loaned a Mareoni Under~ 

:water Television camera and this equipment was used on Liyn Tegid, 

Skin Diving. 

Dr.J,lythgoe of the Medical Research Council, Vision Research 

Unit, carried cut a number of skin diving surveys in the lake, particularly



in an attenpt to lecate and idermify the fish recorded on the echoe 

ssoumlers, 

Gridereference systen. 

In order to locate with reasonable accuracy the sites of 

netting and echo-sounding I adopted a grid-reference system, the master- 

copy of which is shom in figure | . Absolute precision in locating 

sagpling stations, although perhaps desirable, was not possible particularly 

when navigating at night, A copy of the reference systenwas kept in ths 

boat and was used whenever appropriate, Throughout this thesis, sampling 

sites will be referred to by quoting the horizontal code letter followed 

by the vertical code numer, 

Gear selection, 

Adequate sampling of the fish population of a large lake, such 

as Liyn Tegid, is extrenely difficult, if not imppssible. A variety of 

fishing gears is presently used in freshwater fishery biology but not all 

of these are applicable to the saupling of lake fish, The fishing gears 

used during my research all have certain drawbacks not the least of which 

is the tendency for a specific gear to select for the fish it catches, the
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nature of this selection being quite complex and v arying with both the 

gear and the fish species sought. 

Any gears which depend upon the action of a net mesh are selective. 

Trawl, tow and seine nets have a lower limit to the range of fish caught, 

below which individuals are able to escape through the mesh, Gill nets 

are doubly selective, From theoretical principles, it will be appreciated 

that a gill net will select initialiy for a particular range of girths, fish 

outside the lower limit of the range are able to escape through the mesh 

whilst those at the upper limit become so large as to be unable to penetrate 

the mesh far enough to be captured, Typically, gill net catches of a single 

species will be approximately normally distributed with a mode at the girth’ 

approximately equal to the circumference of the net mesh, The theory of 

the determination of selection characteristics of nylon gill nets has been 

described by Holt,(195), Such a selection for girth must inevitably result 

in selection for other, associated characters such as length (Margetts , 1954), 

condition factor (Farran, 1936), weight (Kipling, 1957) and sex, 

In practice, it can happen that fish are captured by the net as 

a result of being meshed by the maxillae, spines or teeth, entangled by the



tail or completely embedded in the net, and the total selection curve 

for the net may be significantly. different from that expected from 

consideration of girth/mesh relationships (Olsen and Tjemslami, 1943). 

In addition, various other factors must contribute to the 

selectivity of gill nets, The efficiency of passive fishing gears aust 

ve related to the activity of the fish; seasonal changes and diurnal 

changes “ activity will be reflected in changes in ' availability ‘ 

(Moyle, 1950; Carlander, 1953).. Smith (1957) discussed the effects of 

sex differences in activity on gill net selectivity, The time of 

operation of the gill net, its location and depth, the length of tins 

over which it is fished ani many other factors must influence its 

efficiency and selectivity, 

A detailed exanination of all the various facets of cesar selection 

is outside the scope of this thesis but I will repeatedly draw attention 

to its influence when discussing the appropriate results of ny research,



Measurement of fish, 

  

All fish caught were preserved in 10! formalin, as scon 

as possible after capture, and the ventral body wall was slit te 

‘facilitate entry of the formalin, fish were examined in the laboratory, 

usually within two or three weeks of capture, The standard length, 

fron tip of the nose to the fork of the tail,was measured to the nearest 

mh, on a measuring board, If there was any distortion as a result of 

preservation the fish was returned as nearly as possible to its original 

shape, After drainage of excess formalin, the weight of each fish was 

recorded to the nearest gram on a Butchart balance, 

The effect of formalin as on the length and weight 

of fish has been investigated by Amesov (1950) and Parker (1963). I 

found that ay procedure resulted in a loss of length of up to 4%, although 

changes in weight were variable ani no stanmlard correction factor seens 

applicable, Similar results have been reported for whitefish by Van Oosten 

(1929) and Hile (1935). The effects of these changes are particularly 

significant when calculating condition factors, and Parker (op, cit.) found 

changes which varied from 97 to 135% of live values depending upon the size



of the fish, type of formalin and time in preservation, 

After the routine treatment described above, the fish were 

given various special treatments with regard to the reneval of various 

structures for age determination, removal of the stemach for food 

analysis, examination of the nature and aaturity of the gonads, and 

examination for parasites, All of these special treatments are 

described in the appropriate sections of this thesis,
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The gute ‘eiinces. t© that croup of salmonid fishes known as the 

i. shtterishes and is in many ays 8 Spaciat and anes soubor ofthe. 
es 

British tchthytama, Re whitefishes are found in only a few lakes in’ 

lie Britain and aré nore typical of northern Arctic sanibies antnough the: 

| rolattonehe betwean the seattored Bribish populations and the northern 

representatives are ) obscure ana somerdnat controversial. Por this reason 
at a 

ti they ini’ been the object of ‘peotat ‘abtenbicn by coageoerarhers end 

“eg oyetanatiota alike ana the problens of their origins, Stein asia and 

5 adaptive railéstons aerit some  icealaian here, 

Ay ete ot mci, rocontds, 
| | The taloost fishes of te genie Gorasoms are {ncluded'in the 

- siivefaatly oraconyfis of tiie fanily Selsonides, woieh family ineludas aise 

“the sskione, ‘troute and chars, ‘there exists sous controversy as to ‘ihethor 

the. Salnonidae are oe Srosinater « or ° miaedine ‘origin, sittoags a the present 

Else’ the faakly as rerresented by iatimnée and migratory fishes. 

* sie ?



Day aen, a, csmrla, hold the. ee a. for’ the Ceregente ab 

| least, ie was. tprobably not. far: sacaril  %0 9 conslute that: hey Cra. 

inariing ancestry albhouss, he observed that ‘Respecting the Saigon, rent, 

“ and chante Son diverse opinions, have been - are meats as to, 

_ waether pina’: seals ince marine or freshusater' iB: 5 ye More: recent, 

Gives arginignte. have been aonilaned: by y Tikolskad (1961) wane concluded. | 

Phare is ne doubt hat Salmonoidai originated trois wirisns Glib wile | 

were closely related to the anetent Ciupectdet However, the ancestors of 

contonrorary Salbonidae moved. to 1 Peestnitiee as early as the ‘idle and 

possiplr at the bits of the lela fetal ‘This fo undeniably 

. iTustrated by the: Fact aie Tertiary fresh-water hei of Saiionhiale 

‘ repeonental tye tere found soe Na tae of Jalnonidae have not 

, been bam ta the varie dieaxtte of the foros ei The nese 

of: the frecheatar Salzonttae ¢ Se a migratory node of Eee was Lemiditated 

by tas  frashsatng of the carte waters of the ad eacca 82as caused by the 

: ‘waters from the "backs glacier, That the fresh-water salmon rath or than ' 

“ths narins ) salon ware the ortgtnal forns of Mapatory fish is untowrtedly 

4 alee confined by tha fact that ia alditton to sforatory salzon there are,



| alse purely fresh-water ean of $alucnides wneud rely sarine 

ee ‘Slnontane are not toni to exist Coad. 

The arbitrary nature of the criteria used for the recognition 

oe deitattation of. ‘the Species ' and: sug nature and tinececals of 

: evelntipaeey processes sake it difficult, if not Impossible, to make any 

| Naetiniie:a statement about the tine of origin of the various whitefish. srectee.. 

| i ie schon and comprehensive series of accurately dated fossil 

| om has not exist and speculation cannot be deccvsthied. There is no 

“A {idtarstaitie factual ibsthises in support. or otherwise of specdntaba: in. 

any fish since in enschre belie tise pntctactad eretaten 

has been postulated for whitefishes (Steinnann, 1990, 51). ib does seen that 

sucha via ae at Waehabce with current views regarding the rapidity of 

evolution tn theee fishes pevesents 1957). 

| Ths genus Zoreconus is widely distributed and includes species 

inhabiting the basins of the eakte: North Atlantic and Pacific oceans in 

aurope, Asia and North America, This distribution closely approximates. to 

‘that area most strongly influenced by climatic ¢ hanges associated with the 

Pleistocens Tee: Ages. The various lacustrine poptilations of whitefish found



“tn Great Britain must ae aie in Lali preoat ‘bacihen since the 

= of tn, last (Cana) lactation, generally conoidered to have bess some 

20,000 years BAP. “trtor os this aoe continental seo-shoate rapentedly 

corre large areas of the nortiern hemisphere. Nearly ae of Burppe was 

5 “eovared by a stele vast Loo-sheet, ‘the Scandinavian tee-Shest, which het 

bi 

oe a ies ‘origin on the high divide between Worway and wl the siberian to 

  

Sheet was. a sikilar enpanes of ice aris: much of the northern piain of 

: Siberia, The i ice-sheet eovering the british Isles extended as far south as_ 

“he line bataaen: the Thanes and Severn astuarien, 

“Tye eopegntt Haine ham eo: inne tn th extesory of tglaeiad 

a ; reLicte ' by sturlents ‘of aoogeserarty These views have been suncarised by” 

: thtonosann (2950), sagerstrale (1957) and Hlolaquist (2962). “Whilst the 

; present sdeailaen mst be tauttad toa consideration of ‘the past history of 

: Sen sont S8 40 monsnary bo potnt out that, tho sonzent of aca 

‘rote is unter critician, (o0e expoaiitiiy't Aotnantet, 19675 il: Hares: and 

fern, 1967). I pelieve that ham vet tefohes are dota tnelusod with 

+ glacial rolicts is. the oxstoaar sense of the word even though climatic 

a comiltions suring the Pleistocene to Aes amet have: played an important role



os Eee 

Wan their dispersal, They are not to be considered as 5 Pennants of b purely 

j marine fauna vote beacane atapted to a Frostuater existence dunt the late 

Flaistocene but rather as ® group of fishes whieh had, before that tine, 

undergone a gertain, aount of adaptive radiation and Mipeeey ineluddd 

7 stron ans ee forms, . a 

any attenpt to intorrmat, on ve basis on provonteday ‘distributions ; 

the » past niatory oF. the tailed! Slaciat relicts in anytintng but a very 

general way, mast be oe i Clearly one’ can ra ioe a Reciet 

reg ss oe of the ice barriers and clinatic changes of ee Pleis- 

rtoeene. era in dotersining the aodern distributions of rartieular Species 
oe 

‘ but there de a Aangor of ascorthing these larenhy conjectural Stateuente as 

fed, 2 : 

; It is - Misedy that those species whieh today are either steobtherne): 

or stenotente, ‘and have a eo relict alotrivutton at the mere bine, 

had a far wide dotrivution doring ‘ea ‘Fistatooens Sine arting these 

periets, the southward extension of the polar ice together with the advance 

*. of: the sisile dice: coon col or arctic donditions, and an associated 
mt 

ee 
a 

ee 5



io 

anounted to as much as 15° of latitude for the boreal, or northern, pelt, 

with the progressive climatic amelioration following the end of the last 

(vurm) glaeiation there was a corresponding change in the distribution of 

biota, In general, the really cold stenothermal forss disappeared fron 

the Jowland fauna of the British Isles during the period 13,600 - 12,000 8), 

. Subsequently more continental elements entered the region during the Late=: 

Glacial period, Between 10,300 and approximately 7,500 5.P, habitats 

available to boreal cenera and species were severely reduced and their place 

was taketi by thoraophilous types, The general picture whieh: emerges is of 

a gradual movenent of distribution bands to higher latitudes and altitudes 

pve Saadeh northern and a relict southern dtetribution, ; 

Atteupte to present a sore precise interpretation on tie basis of 

relict ae can only reflect modern, not earlier, ecology. For oxanple, ; 

review of the distribution cf a nusber of critical freshwater bicta in 

Pennoseantia (Harax { Pearson, 1967) y including G,aipula and C,lavarstus, 

” guggested that these species were limited by present~day environmental 

parameters, possibly closely linked with certain critical values of maxdcun 

sumer temperatures, Suggestions that their distributions reflect post—



elactal feator, sh = tn snes tw nd thus see % be 

unjustiriea, Pata eonearain, the distribution of the maximum sutmer 

isotherms is the —. Tsleo, ‘are not pesitly available but 1 an | | 

! eont ident that a | correlation month, be found 4 betinea one sa Asothern 

and the Adotrtbution of the British eoregontiis; ‘oartaindy 5: the sotetation ¥ ; 

ei average sumer (duly) inothon:s smstasion sueh a ee, ‘Sunier pe 

and naan Seotherss are related, Af cay in a vory brea way, eonparton 

of the aistrdoutten of those Loothorse is Scandinavia fas figures ass ) 

reveals © otntiariy botimen tho Attrsbution of 26 26? G (79 = «2° r) 

niet sumer Aeotherss with the 3° C, 6° F ) duly isothera. In Great 

eitate te 6 # eum Laon Soon I fact Uo clogs to the scathermeat 

Lite of the > coragomus ooalittes, (riawe +). 

a totonutst (1967) 5 wrote earooe relicte do ies ade te oi of 

~ reanants but appoar ao, Proprecet, rather oe atotrtbuted, bole 

7 suring, staptabie a animals whieh, peooriting te ctrouctanons, have their 

mata Metrioubion in fresh or marine wabors respectively au. In 2 the 
' 

final analyse conoitered | the Laced of yeartnoretastad velicts ' to ie



| ag 
SWEDENS NORWAY, 

wre 

~~ DENMARK. 

  
Figea& .- The distribution of maximum summer 

isotherms in Fennoscandiae 

(From: Haram and Pearson, 1967).
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| 

Fig. + » duly mean temps. Reduced to sea level. 

( From: Gresswell, R.Ke, Weather and climate of 
the British Isles. London.) 

° Locatién:-of British whitefish populations. 

see also figure 6. 
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iain. although the sole problea of relict species will doubtless — 

| tain 8 saber of sah abate for gone tne to ome, | 

Snith (1957) has iipdoulated in some detail on the possibie course 

of wrote ‘wet led to present scpleceslih distribution and his paper 

‘presents a nunber of interesting and, largely eonvinging RENE s In his 

view the progenitor of the coregonids was a Mind ‘detaned yar plastic! 

meaber of the Visiatdnese tien fauna, similar in habits and ccegeadiags to 

the present day Wnitegfeh genus Stenodus, which is a dibansoy saeltateak 

Living outa ts the oxtrase north, He aera that this ease had 

a etroiipoler diatribution whieh was later very aut modified by the glacial 

and. tibonetnote aiade the Pleistocene era. As a result of the lowered 

| tenperatures whieh produoad the gisctel ase: aginide inichated southwards 

to warner. eonlitions and the: distribution vecane discontinuous, the effect: 

of: the first (oun) eleeialy according to Smith (1957) {to ¢ panel: Nan 

southern range of the coragont progenitor to diwikie the previously 

cireumpolar ssotribution into fdas pee areas, In these four tnveLaus 

arent t evolved the Sona basic coregonid groups, that is, lake formas in the 

Lake region of northeast America (Loucichthyes) » river forms in northwest



Averiea (Prosopiun) and Siberia ((\,Stenodug), and lake and strean forns 

in northeast aovre ( Germania) The subsequent history of these 

groups involved dtepatent, ami extension of their rance and “ve 

ti radiation to nu a vetity of niches, Hlevertheless the groups renained 

ee paffiateanty divergent, Servatein thelr isenates up until the eek dies 

A Tee wis that tho Buropean coregontte at hott origino in a contre in 

“North arid. 3 Contra Surope. is relevant to this discussion because this is 

So a area, in watch they exhibit their most variavle and plastic expression, 

: a variaty, and plasticity which falls off in the eastern extension of the 

ales. In, North saorica, at the oxtrene eastern limit, the genus 4s 

ms ‘Topresented = only one relatively stable species, Gciuleisinnias 

| ‘(epiett) coneloded that ths form that contributed most to the prosenteday — 

“sractoe of sora may iiss resembled G,lavaretus. 

It is, worth pointing da that some of the views expressed by Sedth 

(onto for oxple about the close relationship between Syelbula and 

the genus iauetenthyes, where he stated sencquenibecaaiy both are repienent= 

_ tabives of the sane plylatic line ' (p.602), are ; not: atkogotier in accord 

| with ae rete vislés Two POF the four Saeed species groups seieesaiall



| fy can 3960) are 3 tesla - "group and the Jetcttnn “Ero, 

division whieh outst across ey ides of & close relationship. It is Ory 

fair to, second ‘that, Salt ( op,cit,) was aware of the pas that 

‘Tsolated populations of one genus may LAD through retrocressive or 

parallel eqyekerensy aquired one or more characteristics common to most 

' nexbers ‘of ahether serve (p,603), and in thie way ‘obscure the evolutionary 

history, He: eoneluded ‘that Lnoonsistenctioe of this type do ‘not detract 

4 seri tom in webby of his views altitides I find it difficult to 

| wont views based on Iibtle factual evidence, lio doubt, with the 

aceunuilation of ‘nfornation on eoreconta distribution ana variability ete, 

sone of these proves wind be ssotved, 

B,: ‘olin ot wen a 5 ish. * 

~~ origin of the , aanhon brary Irish relicts has been copdetally, 
3 Se 

‘stscussod by Segorstrale ass. tie wes unable to coneur with the vie that - 

“the reliets are of e-earine orkgtny as Paiieveae by. Moabor (ann) and” 

a mrarlesvortn Gna, and: arcu that they originated fron the Siberian Ice 

at Lake, an. enormous Seo~tasno! body of weator present during the shied lace 

“giatted 46: western > stboray and that & they reached their rosoxt eations



al 

by a purely freshwater route. He regarded British whitefishes as being 

-eottspecific with tthe vootaas ' (C,albula) » Which is a lacustrine or semi- 

migratory species extreuely sensitive to saltwater, and concluded that | 

‘Ino possibility would have existed for the vendace to migrate to the 

Sritish Isles fron the east along a marino route', (p.100). It is 

 Siripes its record that he makes no mention of the gwyniai in his sloe of 

| besties toni although this @walssion is not important to his argusent, 

‘He kan state that. ths ‘sole natural explanation for the distribution C 

: of the wnitefishes and other sr relict would seen to be that they Hunndg rated 

aleng the mkrgin of the bps of the maximum glaciation in ice-damed waters : 

(P. 101) (See map, figure S)s “Ye continued ‘As the ice-masses of that 

gleotatton are thought to have formed a continuous » front up to and across - 

the British tated, such a anereeine would have been bossibie', 

In addition, the peettiee of the Irish and British localities ouszeste 

that during the withdrawal of the ice- the conceivatle tine of the wpetaa | 

in. question - the northern part of that basin which is today the Irish Sea, 

and the wdjeoect area, wore ices pe by a froshwater lake fron wich the 

“Present: elias localities are derived. (Sogorstraie, op .cit,p,10l). The
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pe of ouch a aio, had been postulated a cuir authors, sank e55) 

a “asowned the » extstones of 8 Groat, lake occupying the trough of thie Irish Sea. 

. te explain we present distribution of tho genus Seraconm in Britain ai 

Trolana,: stihoce in Sehartt view the lske had | originatet from the 

5 | yeaa of a glacial sea, 

- Rovent invest tenbions in the NoatedAvartan Lowland had revesiel 

: i bron’ of an extensive depataluidi Uaetn Sc tUih Sibaais n (loenoy 363) so ’ 

vie the eupanatlie my by Sagerstrale. (1957) Wagabding, the-role. of Siberia 

iseudeames waters in the prehistory ot ‘the lacie saver ‘are suspect, In 33 

ty a pestecrint to a rovent review off this subject, cagerstrale (1956) stated” 

wit ne wa Atokaglinad te asandon hts view and on the gontrary, ennai. 

* that suture ‘pgodavtoaa resoareh will provide evidence of ha es 
* 

i soreutare ia tbarta a the (See of the penulinate glaciation, of proglactal 

‘tore sare the relist epactoe ovelvel a fees 0h tiny re able t 

sored clone | the se et of the ico~cap and, throwh caivion, soatiwarts,. 

the: 

| storey the exictanoo, on tre one han’ » of caipti tnelnting sons tresh= 

‘ water fishes of eastern ‘origin, in lakes or bhe Sritioh Islas and, on tho 

Ther of rite erintacet euch a9 Patina An th dort, aropean resica 

s Ta. vy oy 

ee , bee « Si ary 1 ‘ ee,
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is and in the Caspian Sea, seea inexplicable" (p.67)« 

| bate (p 3% ) i will point ok that the taxonomy of coregonids 

| ig very ia confused; enti confusion has im arent bearing ‘on ae 

‘tseusoion of their origin, Site (1957) puts considerable weight 

% upon the Lacutrine or seti-migratory habit of C,aibula, in which species | | 

‘he dnelutes the British coregonids, A recent attempt to revise the 

taxonomy of these fishes (Gasowska, 1965) osncludel that nest dopitabVane 

were Sadistic with, or clossly related to, the polymorphic whitefish 

species Cclevarotue, which includes migratory and lacustrine forns, If this 

cz, true there would ontee Phys — iaciars to state ‘that the british 

waitefishes vhs Cee from an anadromous areas This. 398 ane 

have i a wiaeeproed distrivution aeRAne the early Fletstocene and spawned 

in tied rivers eine oh Sidda she climatic changes panies 

woilere vitae aie ean inf could be the résinhute of wile ‘populations; 

parhape speming in the ‘irish Sea Lake | during the late glacial tines, that 

_begather fora the presontatay british corogonias | Sueh a view was 

"presented by Norman (2947) who thought tha Aneustrina sti Stofishes were 

descended tras nigratery pepulations whiion apconded jatebe to epeini,. as db 

ihe } Br ee ner f ie *
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certain drotic species today, He stated ' There is little doubt that the 

Char and White-fish reached the lakes that they now inhabit from the sea 

during the glacial pericd, when the climate was considerably colder and the 

range of migratory Salmonids extended much farther south, when these again 

retreated northwards, isolated colonies remained behind in the lakes, and 

‘sng ave -gutbiidab’ 40 @telna/ in Sarkeee diseations eotertig te the nebere 

of the local conditions, many being now so distinct from their migratory 

ancestors that they might well be recarded as separate species ', (p.268). 

The origin of these fishes is not to be sought in a lacustrine, Siberian 

form coming from the east, but in an anadromous, widespread form coning 

from the west (Haran and Jones, 1965), 

A similer view has been put forward to explain the origins 

of British chars ( see Powell, 1967) and there is evidence of migratory 

salmonids becoming landlocked even in recent times, (Jones, 1959), 

A further point which must be considered h this context is the 

possibility that the British coregonids comprise not one but two (or even 

more) species (see later discussion, p #1 ),. If this is true it will 

presumably be necessary to think in terms of a series of immigrations uniess 

one accepts the, unlikely, view of post-glacial speciation and regards the differ-
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The distribution of some fresh-water biota 
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Fig. 1. The distribution of the 26°, 27°, and 28° C maximum summer isotherms 

@ in Fennoscandia (after Daux, 1952; Pearson, 1965).
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After studying the distribution of freshwater biota in north west Europe 
a number of workers have postulated that the present day distribution reflects the 

post-glacial history of the species. It has also been suggested that certain distri- 

butions are relict and reflect the distribution at, for example, the period of the 

Ancylus lake, These suggestions are reviewed and summarised by Hotmguist 

(1962), Miner (1964), THreENEMANN (1950). 

In contrast the study of animal remains contained within organic deposits 

which had been laid down since the maximum of the last glaciation (Coopr, 1959, 

1962a, 1962b; Coorz, SHorron and Srracuan, 1961; Lampert, PEArson and 

Sparks, 1962; Pearson, 1961, 1962a, 1962b; Suorron, 1962) enabled Prarson 

(1963) to review the Late- and Post-glacial faunal history of north west Europe. 

In corroboration of the results of paleobotanists and palynologists it was suggested, 
on the basis of #*C dating of the organic material, that the stenothermal arctic 

element disappeared from the lowland fauna of the British Isles and Denmark 
during a period of some 1600 years in pollen zone I. The actual period concerned 

was from 18,600 B.P. to 12,000 B.P. (before the present). Subsequently the more 
thermophilous elements entered the region in the 3000 year period from 10,300 to 

7,500 B.P. during pollen zones IV to VII. During the late-glacial period from 

12,000—10,300 B.P. at the period of the Allerad climatic oscillation the disappear- 

ance of the arctic stenotherms and stenotopes was followed by a temporary immi- 

gration into present day oceanic regions of species whose modern distribution is 

markedly continental. This has been explained on the basis of the eustatic drop 
in sea-level which brought a relatively continental climate to areas which are today 

oceanic (Pearson, 1964). 

EURYTEMORA 
LACUSTRIS   

Fig. 2. The distribution of the copepod Eurytemora lacustris (Porpz) in Fenno- 

scandia compared with the 28° C maximum summer isotherm.     
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As the result of this work it became clear that many explanations of present 

day distributions which call upon per-glacial survival in peri-glacial refugia in 

Fennoscandia were suspect. It was further shown that, whether or not refugia 

did occur in the region during the last or foregoing glaciations, much of the evi- 

dence upon which their existence was based referred to post-glacial refugia (PEAR- 

son, 1965). These were areas in which low values for the maximum summer tem- 

perature had persisted throughout the post-glacial period and even during the 

post-glacial climatic optimum. The purpose of the present paper is to draw atten- 

tion to the fact that many of the distributions of freshwater biota which have 

been explained on the basis of post-glacial events, instead reflect present day 

climatic conditions and have little specific relevance to post-glacial events such 

as the Ancylus lake. 

Daut (1952, 1955, 1961) and Pearson (1965) have suggested that a number 

of alpine taxa that descend to sea-level in oceanic regions are limited by the 

maximum summer temperature. Complementarily Pearson has pointed out that 

the northern limits of more thermophilous species also coincide with these summer 

  
Fig. 8. The distribution of Salvelinus alpinus L., in Fennoscandia compared 

with the 28° C maximum summer isotherm.
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temperatures or the comparable winter minima. Having calculated the average 
maximum temperatures for the highest levels of the local terrain these were 
expressed as isotherms. A comparison of these isotherms with the distribution of 
numerous taxa showed that there was a marked correlation with the species limits. 
Whilst it is clear that air temperature values do not represent the exact value 
which would be operative in the case of freshwater biota a comparison of these 
isotherms with the freshwater distributions provides interesting results. 

In Figure 1 are shown the positions of a number of these in Fennoscandia. 

Figure 2 contains a comparison of the distribution of the copepod Eurytemora 
lacustris (PoprE) with the 28° C isotherm. It has been suggested that this species 
has a relict distribution which reflects the area colonised at the time of the 

Ancylus lake. On the basis of Figure 2 it would seem more probable that the 

species is limited in the northern and western regions of its area by a factor 

related to the 28° C isotherm. A comparable distribution also characterises Osmerus 

eperlanus L., whilst Pallasea quadrispinosa Sars., corresponds in its western limits 
with the 27° C maximum isotherm. 

   

  

COREGONUS 
ALBULA 

  
Fig. 4. The distribution of Coregonus albula L., in Fennoscandia compared 

with the 27° C maximum summer isotherm.
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In contrast to the distribution of Eurytemora and Osmerus one may cite the 

southern and eastern limits of Thymallus thymallus (L.) and the Fennoscandian 

Salvelinus. Examination of Figure 3 will show that this latter species only occurs 

in few localities south of the 28° C isotherm. 

In the case of the genus Coregonus examination of Figures 4 and 5 will 

show that the species C. albula L. only occurs east of the 27° C isotherm. C. lava- 

retus penetrates further to the west and its limits in this region are closely co- 

incident with the 26° C isotherm. In both of these cases it is highly probable, in 

view of the known lethal temperatures of other fish species, that the limitation of 

the species distribution involves an environmental factor associated with these 

temperatures. 

In Figures 6 and 7 there are shown the total European range of the two 

species Lucioperca lucioperca L. and Aspius aspius L. As in the case of Coregonus 

albula the north western limit of the distribution is, in both cases, closely co- 

incident with 27° C isotherm. Although the occurrence of these species is clearly 

      

  

COREGONUS 
LAVARE TUS 

Fig. 5. The distribution of Coregonus lavaretus L., in Fennoscandia. By comparison 

with Figure 1 it will be seen to be closely comparable with the 26° C isotherm.
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under multifactorial control it would seem probable that in the northern area 

of their range, temperature is the paramount factor. Clearly the influence of such 

temperature limitation may be either directly on the enzyme systems of the species 

themselves, or, indirectly, via limitation of food supply. 

Summary 

An investigation of the distribution of a number of critical freshwater biota 

in Fennoscandia suggests that they are limited by present day environmental para- 
meters. Earlier suggestions that the distributions reflect post-glacial factors such 

as the Ancylus lake are considered to be unjustified. 

Zusammenfassung 

Das Studium des Verbreitungsgebietes einer Anzahl als Relikte betrachteter 
SiiBwasserorganismen fiihrt zu der Annahme, daf die gegenwirtigen Milieu- 
faktoren, vor allem die Temperaturen, begrenzend wirken. Friihere Vermutungen, 
nach denen die Verbreitungsgrenzen durch postglaziale Faktoren, etwa durch das 
Verbreitungsgebiet des Ancylus-Sees, bedingt seien, werden als unberechtigt an- 

gesehen, 

  
Fig. 6. The distribution of Lucioperca in Europe. The north western limits of the 

distribution of L. lucioperca L., are seen to be closely coincident with 
the 27° C isotherm of Figure 1.
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Fig. 7. The distribution of Aspius aspius L., in Fennoscandia. The north western 

limits of the distribution again approximate to the 27° C isotherm of Figure 1. 
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Introduction 

ma Classification of acieaguit fishes is notoriously difficult. 

i saaR okie Ghat edats invewtigntion dieble beink px'present a Pow? 

scheme of elasei fication ant there is © wealth of Literature which serves 

only to confuse the non-specialist. In the dient review I can do no 

ies then touch upon the factors which have contributed to this confusion 

and briefly review the various schemes of clessitication of British vhite- 

fishes, with special reference to the swyniad population. 

f sathough andically, problem for the systenatist, the so-called 

*Coregonid problem’ is isha chain of direct concern to the ecologist. 

The presont oorifuston whieh surrounds the eiasedebaiaion of whitefishes has 

prompted Saamatibiee (1963) season that "very research scientist, even 

if he is not engaged in the aystonatination of fish, upon embartcing on the 

study of the Coregonus species, is first of all confronted with the 

miltiplicity of forns in this group, and sahibeiiy is faced with the problem 

of what group of Coregonus he is dealing with, what the relationship of the 

given variety is to other types in the Coregomus population of the specified



; ae au . 

ay ot le afk e 

ny 

+ 

“matory oad connect’ posites of waver, vat characterintics it a“ in 

aa Ngee 3 with Mains and how a sitters fros iti, what, tha reasons are for | 

Bhi thse ait forences wna cohol Geode. m™ present chapter bears ample 

sie ‘to the eias of his Fredonia, 

s That to whttatishs a curecaran a groat dont of morphol oh 
ae 

4 ecto Plasticity nis long: been rovodrised and tats preetiad hy may have «, 

a Ate expression fa terns of bepholoey un, 3939)" or fof physiology (rer 1555) 

| ‘Yaty authors, and notably the Swedish ololecist, pnttegee tale Fopoateay 3 ! 

_drom attention to the Hee te understand the unter iying | causes ab the. ee 

‘vertabthity b before any atteant can be made ‘a, “elaseity whiteftishes patis~ e: : 

." factortly., Svarieon (2949) considered that the coregonis proves has a ties 

ual nature, it ee, a preblan of voth, ‘vVertatien ‘and ommetation, ht 
i. } 

m3 Tt is. peculiarly atecailk to give a  eatsatacteny and cospraonsive 

- 

" definition of the, bia: iepecios ' and the acie of orfein of srectes remsine * 

‘a matter r of some controversy (baing 195k 3962 Bodahansiy, 19513. seppard 7 

9565 Stapseny 1965 ont many there) There is much ALsacreesont as. iat 

. ‘the, fester, or. + Foghorn responsible for sntudabing the i soaraon of. fect 

“ge ;



ae 

_ eter pemnilatsons, into species, It is eprropriate here to > discuss sone 

-aspeats of this controversy to further our understanding of the iataiil : 

‘ Fick tae 

A nucber of authors have ne the view that reproductive 

is 

| folation and, nee ‘Speciation may result Seca purely ceological isolation, 

| (lodtores, 19325. asann, 19475 ‘ortntneton, 1940), ’ Tt is ebtionived that | 

- sasietonk atreovendee sith i hee rise to separate jornlatsons within the 

< parent: ope species within a single body of water, These differences, it io said, 

a — be nadntatned and ro-inforee’ sy a number of Taobors, ptGie 

| “habitat Preferences, spawning and shoaling behaviour ecclogicad Ssolation 

| would ead witinataly to the" coxplete genetical inviailen of the cub-ropulate 

Hons a, in this ts evapatntc speciation aight be brought about, 

Tho ranarcable Fah species flecks found in certain ancient lakes present - | 

Soaiee tae west striking Saetas of closely related Ssiasek whieh would 

"appear te have separatod as a result Mb of cles totationwtaow hy 

settee degree of goograrhical igolaitha: The hundred tpgeien of the 

eichlid ganus aplechronte of oe tyes, tor ‘exatple, ‘constitute a sorts



2a 

of endenic peeckss » sont of which are distinguishable only on the basis 

of their mouth structure: and teeth, Trewavas. (1935) saga that ‘the > Nyasa 

cpio are a natural group and may, parhaps ’ have evolved in the Late: 

‘from a single ancestral form! Such intalacustrine iobdiabnon: ory 

associated with a Beye of footing habite, hae led some investigators 

“ to conclude that ‘ecological! speciation aust have taken ‘place (doitaredk; 1931). 

* 

“na eltiay way the Socarense of wiktattst 7 blolovical races and 

the a of a related sensi differing principal, in ecolnars 

~~ have lod sone authors os intareat the  coregentae as a eorex group of 

f fishes within shich acolnihee. cyspatrie speatation has taken n plage ant, . 

| seasingly, sone nonilabdons are to be Ee ah as tnalodont anette sich 

a view ta) fir oxauplo, proposed by ; Steinmann ‘ion §1) in his attenpt be 

clastity the Swiss coragents, ad | | | 

Ob jdewsness to the theory of ecolozical speatiation have been 

Gealiaiay week “e viayr (19k2, 1983), lie concluded ‘hab. ecological 

specializations’ help to presorve discontinuities ‘vatiweon Ee ‘but are 

not responsible for their origin, In his view, geographical isolation is 

4 pre-requisite for speciation, ‘here spatial barriers divide @ population



\ into south nheebiusis ne groups: “tha separate papulatiions will evolve 

F . ‘ 

trtopontenthy of ons enather by. the ‘poaumiation of many aS genetic | 

7 in pbebaas ta time, hd it cuit be » abronced that tis : asiow /) 

‘on it cay hanped that the differences between the tu popatios | 

7 aan aueh that, = should they seein be bret into eontianti, fia ; 

. rows to eainy Anooopatinte There will be no, or ‘Liited; eink: 

‘Aon and the two populations aust be recognised as “now species... ‘ 

Intra~Locustrine cpeciation, ‘inti as ties: been discussed above, can 

» be y-tnbdepeited in these. verasy: ‘ths reproductive lepiatsen of the various 

eonponents of species flocks cust have been preceded by topographical 

3 i i tsclation, th ‘an extensive review of the Literature pertaining to the. 

| : proses of spectabion in anatont aslies > Brooks (2950) concluded that intron ‘ 

) 4 acu trie geographical isolation affords the bois ‘reasonable exrisnation ' 

fer mes: ‘forsabion of. spect £ flocks. ‘Svardson- -ca9i0 criticized the — 

ae of -ayanatr ocolloctea! speciation in freshwater ctganters | ‘aid argued 

_ that eeologtoal seotenen vation > opmnattons of ‘tne vor sare fish apecies 

es witein one lake can never be so connate as spectabten requires. A similar. 

te view has airesdy boon expressed by Renseh ann 3 + asoont the view that



; ‘he various whitefish species Sats evolved’ is ¢ feoult of geographical 

isolation and that ‘ine a later have been rene contact watainde 

cont tootatet Le Tt will be useful & boris fly eials the 

' alternative courses of events wich. any follow ‘whoa spatial barriers 

>atween conaratal « closely rbinted, species are — down, when 

Pract @ of a spacies whieh have been separated fer a long tins are again | 

rought into contact enn may follow one of a number of aA ae caurses, 

Salil upon tha deprea to: whieh the poets hens have diverges. If tho 

"Populations | have reached the stage of complete fenetic incospatsotitty, a 

hnbriditustion wil be possible; the populations will jae ee and 

i are to ba )Pocoemtisad as species. The similarity, or othoruise, of their 

; scological habits will determine the nature of the spueneeante between the 

tuto species. Similarity in habits whl lead to coupetition, leading in turn 

to oither the coaplete ousting ‘és: one Sicackile ad the other or to the bw 

E opacten Living ng Aptos with a shiéep zone of debehach maintained 

between, than. ; are the species ceeany different ecological. niches they 

ean 1 Live svapabrical but selection will tend alwaye to re-inforca the 

ecological differences between the epeting and thus dninish the conpetition 

vovweee, then.



TE interbreeding is possible, once again, several s lternatives are 

possibile, Free interbreeding will lead ‘ultimately to the distinctness 

of the two foras being lost and. the peauTbing veuitabiuee will exhipit 

: increased varkabttty and toheta vigour, This process is known, as 

’ tntrogresoive hybridization, here the gene flow is aD. the tate 

of the teva. populations wild depend upon the balance between continued 

; soeation for negyetne differences, the hilisdoa's effect and the nature 

of the tied formed. iv. for ee the etal aro at a.groat 

disadvantage it is possible for speciation to continue despite the incomplete 

sterility barrisr (Debzhansky, 1951), shere the gene flow is slight, 

because of ren preferences on the part of the two eat Pemedaten 

s asaRes the ‘process of hybridisstion may taken several Sees ‘of years. 

“hegerding to Svarson (1958) ‘since selection foe ecblogical differences, 

shhabevor they may bey is favoured when tm apenas live synpatrically, the 

eorneey e atversity mst be the last to atsaopear when apirngneesins ie 

sy progress. ‘rorotore & as’ hie’ introgression. proceads » the srapatrie species 

have ineroasinly fewer porrholesteal as corrarat to ocolocical attfarences 

This aay look like! capt bschonnsiy ee
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Hubbs (1955) hes investigated the cosrrne meray 

in fisiies, He found that intar-opoct.ie hybrids are rare or non~ 
be . 

sexistent in marine and tropical creshiater fishes but. ‘Yaat they are 
ea 

much more common ia frochwater i ne in reoentiy erected 

. Svardson (958) stated that within the pepterans spate grote 

{Mintregresston occurs very frequently and Ofna in a ioe sbunishes that 

the original be ean ne longer be ee with onitintinns) . 

piaoyeasie speciation witein the whitefish group ‘Svardson 2 (1357) 

senguaset: at * The natn ree aie ‘that a icin of thitefish : species 

have evolvad during geographical isolation, After the brealddown of this | 

“.. iselation the ili sss secondarily obtained contact and wre thin 

| om svn srsaartan, as > spectes, No* gterility barrier, sitet 

had evolved and seconiar introgression between the snéelen therefore 

cdciere’: very lightly in pret lakes but rather extonatvely in sual ler 

lakes In 2oae eases one spacten has Se cadibik castes tivated abd then 

tt 

net result ‘is just ‘the pugzling web of closely related popudations t It is 

just gue & tpuaeling web ' that confronts any worker avtexpting to dinticy 

the systenatics of. Brtyinh coregonide. 

i 
Ds er
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COREGONID _ Sighanarics. » 

Introduction. 

The work of any investigators (pend, 1985) Pravdin, 155b4 

bry 1950, 132; id thera) ie crater by the doverintion of 

oa sulbiplieity of scrpeloekea ‘oe Such a state of affairs. ig 

paralied in en to classify other proba telacet groups, such 23 

the chars and herrings. (iastmetiiov, 1963 5 Powell, 1967) « Fi the recog=" 

inition. of eRe: of these appeetoet forts is based upon eliarecters wed : 

have since been shown nt to be aecentabie tahonete eriterta: bub rather 

ter be subject to nod fication by the anvironnent and taroughout the life 

of the individual, Hile (2935) cual some ‘stuaihion of this early work 

and wrote ‘For the isost part the investigaters of coragonia cyatenatiee 

have oxhinited smnaieae Grrtgenee in the profuse naming of “species, Subs 

repactas and varieties » bat have demonstrated iittie enthusiasa for the: 

laborous and tine-consuring work of eres the actual degre of ‘soun!- 

‘uae of their clasotfication, ne 

The. phitting ' of the whitefEshes into nuxerous spectes has ‘been 

é‘ considered by sone authors to be emcees ive and atenopts have been made to



present a more unified classification, Steinman (1950,1952) regarded 

the + Sones Swiss vinttertanoe as ecotypes of Ses me in this’ 

sane apes have base included the. engority of British wiitefishes, 

(Gasowok 2965) ‘ a calariion of authors have drawn | sttention to tho 

_siailarity between Agiatic and soerican vwoiterishes (Berg, 1936; Dyoond 19) Se 

Walters, 1955; Saith, 19575 *ymne-shinrto, 1952) although there exists e 

sone confusion ag to whieh of: ‘the various for are to be. considered « con= 

sngulek tia: Hany Anerican coregenids have been diccanea together ao a 

nae cipaton 2 Gqelupeaforats. this + apoctes has woetinnty been deedisactl 

to be = closely related vo or F eonapestttc wet the Surdpeat sepa, | 

G.lavavetiae ne 19573. Walters, 19553 | Yome-stearte, 1952) or ‘Ganagus 

| ‘ freee 1913) or + Gandhian (Gasewska, 1960). The * gblitinadicheny? habure 

of these conglusions affirns that the vedtepishes renain 8 probles group,



296. 

i » ‘Brllisn conegontts. . 

Dati recanty Little ‘attention had been given to the dihcminie 

Ye taxonony of British coregonids, ~The locations of tha various 

lacustrine, Satis ick in, Great Britain are shown in fig. 6 and sted 

in table ley. 

Ab a symposia on | freshwater fisheries: research in eae 

Pentelow said ‘It is true aaae in this comtry the aystensties of all our 
+ 

freahwater fish have boon well known ed a @ tens tine, Yarrell (a3); Day 

(1680 Fh) and nacn(291) hae identi tet the svectos and corte! out the ae 

se “retattonsitys $0 side. gi gate now. appears to be Lit ble saves and. 

little intorest in that field. fle conchisted that the a specttie ic aac 

and _ ralabionttro between the brition so-called species of char (S$ Sesion) 

were the most significant ‘gars. Whilst in- couplete agreement with his 

par ecsace on . the pie char, I aa surprised what he. saw fit to. 

exclude the corazonia fishes fron ‘the = ary of a ‘significant gap",. 

‘the Provan of the Ragriony of Semeepnis fishes is one ution ‘ts 

eae oh att: ebbing wide abteation and the ‘investigations ranse over a 
‘ 

broad fiela of related soological diseiplines. The British screcoitds oan -



TABIE 1 (*), 

Key to location and common name of Whitefish population 

shown _in figure 6 2 

Location, 

1. Loch Eck powan , 

26 Loch Lomond powan, 

Be Castle and Mill Lochs vendace, 

4. + Bassenthwaite vendace , 

5 Derwentvater , a pee 

6. Ullswater schelly, 

Te Red Tarn : 

8. Haweswater a 

De Llyn Tegid gwyniad, 

10. Lough Neagh pollan, 

11. Lough Erne ; " 4 

12. Lough Ree " 

13. Lough Derg, re 

 



Classification of British Coregonid Fishes After Tate-Regan(1908) , 

le 

26 

5e 

6. 

7e 

8. 

9s 

10. 

il. 

12. 

13. 

TABIE, 

Powan 

Powan 

lochmaben vendace 

Cumberland vendace 

Cumberland vendace 

Schelly 

Schelly 

Schelly 

Gwyniad 

1' (bv). 

Lough Neagh pollan . 

Lough Erne pollan 

Shannon pollan 

Shannon pollan' 

Coregonus clupeoides. 

Coregonus cludeoides. 

Coregonus _vandesius. 

Coregonus _vandesius graciller, 

Coregonus vandesius gracillor, 

Coregonus clupeoides stigmaticus, 

Coregonus clupeoides stigmaticus. 

Coregonus clupeoides stigmaticus. 

Coregonus clupeoides pennantii. 

Coregonus pollan, 

Coregonus pollan altior. 

Coregonus _pollan elegans. 

Coregonus pollan elegans.



    
  

DEES, 

IRISH SEA. 

FIG.6 ‘Location of British whitefish (Coregonus) 
populations. 

(See table 1 °), 

eo te a AT



been or. being invostizated by i 25 norphonetric agents n tiieapaaon, 

49573 Dotiwens wel canny, 19655 ‘Waitland, Pers. goin flaraiy 

“unpltb}4ahed ate), by hybridization bach mes (utter and Haran, " 

7 ‘ait haces i nied alscaeakt ‘oases of. blood comm. (akeh 

he oes sh eta: photoptgmeta (orttgo>42 9) pare | 

to Pre gong uston wien exists with recat to: coragonia ee te 

underlined by the ack s acreecont anonzet the var Lous workers as to what 

: constitutes the most, setlotactery charactor upon which vo base even the 

; peer classification. of ee croup, Bie mas 167) a Jere, ( 1948) ware of 4 

? the opiaton that south oottion was. 8, ‘Boat oulbabla character. the : 

coe. a ‘that tie ausner of gill rakare 10%" 

S ts ual as’ one sae mak seaticiers ls ‘fros the recogiltion | 

ry a deiiaitation of ein Spee : déets (1925), rezanded hee er | 

ghect’eiocemtte tapobtanes in‘his eee on Soaps pfeotahion in the: Great . 

‘ aa Ae a he ae ecorein armen andi st transplanting exparionte; 

Svardson (1952) a eat, of ati i dtinracters states, only ¢ si eee 

: “— 
vilaved ta be j genetically stavle and only olga Ly sedi ried by tha 3 anver™ 

£



_ “hates (2987 and saber) Hiackidered, ste the auc ber of be op on the 

firat. gia arch ss noat week, a view shared 3 Debbrens (1959) . 

f Deiat wpe inuretuged also a cas cao the ‘ecart ' or 

a relative lenetn Se the largest gill raker. Gasowsks (1960) ‘considered 

ae “that git vakar counte ‘ak sth only \s eas 44 ferentiation of smaller 

: - sum-ermotti texooale wntto and prongs a new schene of siamattiestion 

ase. upon the ahape of the axillary and cuprocont ary pone. — 

Se “Applied to the aritish lacustrine sttofishes, the: result of these 

altoraative cisssifications is a bod iering and contradictory series of 

statecante = regarding the status and, relationships: of the vartows populations, 

aloquately funvitying & ‘the. inclusion of ¢ ‘dhdtefishes in, the Capaacry of, 

‘fasion gap', 

“The whitefish porolatton of. Llyn Tegid has been referred to ab 

rs 

Loos k aifferent speniés oy atrvoront authors oe ea emi 

ié Pane 19595 Gesounia, 1965; Srartaca, 15495 “A 4 others) fa ection 

7 _ Pe deat reverted, thiat ‘the yn tact population eoneista of not one bub 

tie. wiivef isi pee ort. 1959), altnough & nore recent, Sits cata 

any 

Aasonieny 1958) found fonty one Tors
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a 

: “¥arreil (181), in tis descriptions of the British fishes, attexpted to 

link the various populations te their. Buropean relatives although he re~ — 

= at. ome wa “he species of the genus Goreconug 8 are numerous - 

in Barepe aa several of ins are so otod bar to each aoe that, without 

“the power of sospartns those of this country wt forsisn specimens, an. 

-eprnonetaion of synonyade is at least doub tful, ' Ha noted that sone 

a aubliors” “haa ‘considered au the Sribish coragonids to vain te one species 

but concluded tat ' it will be found that this te not the ones, andl, fron 

Fecenk chnermtton there is Row reason te baliove that the FolZan of 
mh ‘ 

| “Trelaad is atgtinet from the ‘two poets of Saran found ia Great erftain, 

Desnate, this reference to bw British species, * he » proceeds in ttle text to 

“discuss ‘the, midverion other than Pollan under free ees 

Ny, 

@). 

Ba daaial, ‘Anolis the Whitefish populations of Liyn 

j feck, and. Uidewaver ban other 5 ames. Lakes of CunverLand; this 

oe tows was fora, 

ue vovinga, or wanita, os in ochs in n fiighootirhoed of 

. Loenaanen, Daatrtesenires this he ce was Sansaaanss and.



@) ue nom, of Loch Lonond for this he su gested only that 

“tt > mnt well te closely re : relited to wnsnoleseee Seandinavian 

, MOS ate : for, 

“thy. the cella of treland, ition he considered to ‘be eae 

feo 1 ~3, but of iota relationship to other Suropsan | 
iH 

_ ‘species, 

This aus mes rejected by later sein hd 

-‘Sarly atbennts to elassity the BrAtish eoreconiés wore revised ‘oy 
ime 

Regan, 509; his classification, has, until recently,veen wtdody accented . 

a a follow ee classification is outlined in 1 babe Ib. “Three 

stiches and eight sab-apoctes sere > racounined. The. wnt ‘of Lyn ee ia 

was ‘considered to bea subeepactes of Seracons_elaraelten, which species 

? “notes aise the powan ane pone. Be He in Bie ie or ee 

| Svardson (4957) considere’ tho ‘salaretie: members of the wenus- 

Sorscom to be apepes eed of three groups of etales peers each ere 

ie ag ‘. betng. bulle we tron, a nustber of ston, party eryptic: specie. the Utbish 

aeeeie. “i distributed eithies two ‘ef the Soatiee. groups, the lavoratus 

group and tine aloula ercup, basing his faterpretation upea data supplied to. .



Aer 

hin ty Dottreas of ne a he seas that aij : 

of loch Lemon} was ohenucbis o. Lavars bus, whilst the other populations, 

“Neate tho gwyniad, tia Cc. oxyrh vynehus; both these species are eating 

* of ie eae (whitefish) oni of coragonids, The vendaces, although 

not dealt wath in his tele, he considered to be Gasioula. Referring to 

3 ho. mete et the differant popiilations, he susested 2u_ozemeue 

alght wold be sosoehat nodified by een) in the case of the Lough 

Srne pollan by tntrecresstion vith Gc, neled, the other forms by introgression 
a 

40) Setar pea 
=e F 

_ Petrone (195: ) “ Sheet ‘vided Guropean coragonids inte! 5 types. 

Pies | hat. rerresentatt vos in “Grant Sritein coay, table 2 ),. 

  

+a e Bovtan'of Loch Lonond, 

 'Skeaay of ¢ Uswator 

 Guyniad of ilyn Tesid. 

shelly of Haweswater, 

11, type, Gane teen) 

er ta Rs ee ct a “Polteh of owen Noagh 
hl te wit i ‘ - Gwyndad. of et Tegid.



an, type. albuia, 

: Pollan of hong arne, 

“fits classification into types presents a ra ai fferent. picture a 

_coragonta ee eanbeeton than that SUZE voted by @ ither Racan or 

" Svardson. * i The stelly of Havteswater appeared to hie to be a mixvure 

: ee in sost bf his tables he atin at, wth Skelly of ULiswater, 

my he sloifelenen. “a His Se tee that the vopaidesin of Liyn rei may 

 gonetst of Mt aces toe types of sh itefieh ” Sleusly of interest to 8. 

f 2 ps ‘ina capris he related ee whitefish types to 

_ bopmtate mprdtie, os piaeed the Uritish snitetishos into Shecs of these . 

“(08 table 2, Agnoring the coined canpondte nature of the ewyntad 

scctaha aia ‘sapariting the ‘two akelly populations tne separate species. 

  

“Classification of pritish WhiteFishes into snocies (Ar 
Dottrens, 1959), . ; 

eee G. wariasints includes the Fowan of loch Lovoni, Skelly 

eT ee Ullswater, | 2 

“ARS | Saunreobiaas ‘potlan Laoghl Hoag, Skelly Hawewater 

cayniah Gala, 

11, Sy albula pollan Lough Jrns,



See eee ans 

“Here recentiy, ‘Gasca as60, ‘tea 3565) concluded that the 

rena, enya ani shelly represent ey different sorrhotegteal forms 

) of oft: m potyple specter, Gs lara. The pollen, ‘whieh: ahe Fours! was 

as a aenber e the Douaicntnye croup ‘of welteriahes, aha called Seles 

Ades ts er is ‘othertee reprecentot in. hirope only ‘* Speed of | 

rssh as ide darcienie to explain this isolated sodiirrenids in 

ay - Paring hor tnvestization s she found. only one fora ei the canta, 

el rareveentative of the ee doscrined as a tarigteeh b. Dottrens (2959) : 

Tr order ¢ to olatn & the absence: et the tilanfe chan ' provicusly deserived 

¥ ‘ in the, aks she auesoatan that it had bean Anbroduced, found comiktons 

“unsuitable ind had ated out, reevindbae autochthonous tangfisen Pa 

suri to te oreo tars T chal show lator (page 69) that there 

are 20 "Blanteiesoa ' in ‘the lake nor have where ever + been ‘any.



jta the . vid Whitefish Por m, 

Introduction, 

In my review of the secidenaig of British coregenids (pages 3e-43 ) 

I pointed out that there was some evidence that the whitefish population 

of Llyn Tegid was scapes in nature and composed of two s mpatric Species ' 

(Pottrens, 1959), The occurrence of complex pics aktone sonetines 

involving more than two species, is well imown within the whitefish ofthe 

genus Coreronus (Svardson, 1949, 1953; Lindsey, 1953) and also within 

char of the genus Salvelinus (Fowell, 1957; Frost,1963) but it had never 

previously been suggested that this was so in Llyn Tegid, and Gasowska(1965) 

found evidences of only a single species, 

Dottrens exanined two separate samples of gwyniad, referred to 

in his report and in this discussion as sample nusber 7 (which was composed 

of 23 fishes stored in the British Museus and the Zoolozy Museum of the 

University of Liverpool) (though, see page $3) and sauple number 40 (52 

fishes sent to him by Dr.J.¥,Jones), Having exanined the gill arches of 

these fish he stated that sample 7 were Blaufelchen Comciaany) and 

sop 49 vere Gngraeh (Ganarrtuis) cos tevle 2 ween * he



45 

“ ehthoagh ™ aid ps out, that. ‘the variability in nurber of branch- 

slospines in sample 7 presented & ' troublesome anonaly', Gasowska (1955) 

found that a sanple a La tan, sent to her by Dr yi Jones, had a range 

of gill raker cast characteristic of Gangfisch (table a ). 

| I bayan ny meaner with a biometrical analysis of the gwyniad 

population in order to clarify this issue, It would have bean unitise to 

Sea eentical a ‘programe of research into the exclogy of te whitefish 

Ponalation of Llyn Tegid without first being sure shother I was dealing . 

with one or two epenia: 

  

a Hishied bead in this study were “9 specimens taken by me 

in Hovesiber 1962 and March 1963. In addition, gill raker counts were wade 

ona pmath of 123 fish oni by Dp,Jones oetween dhs, Ses and April 1963, 

bah males and fenales were examined although the data for the two ik 

were not separated, and all fish were exavined after storage in deep freeze 

for up to two weeks, The measurenents cade are show in figure and a 

detailed definition of each is given below; the methods of measurexent were 
4
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afopted variously fron Koels (1929), Dobtrens (1959) and Gasowska (1965). 

All measurements were made with dividers and a standard fish measuring 

board and gill rakers were counted and measured umler a low powor 

binocular microscope, 

  

Length (1) - standard fishery length, i.e, tip of the snout to the 

fori: of the tail, If the specimen was distored it was 

1. neheorbal us nearly as possible to its original shape, 

‘Stout todarasl (ad) - measured with dividers from the tip of the snout 

to the anterior end of the base of the dorsal fin, 

Sill NaSigax (ox) -<" nedeeres with aividerdtros the tip of the snout 

| to the base of the dorsal fin, 

: Dorsat/Stinose (da) ~ measured with dividers fron the anterior end of the ; 

base of the dorsal fin to the anterior eal of the base of 

the adipose, 

Since to caial (2¢) ~ measured with dividers fron the anterior end of 

the edipobe to the first upper procurrent ray, 

Head (hn) -—s«—si measured with dividers fron the tip of the snout to the
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extrene bony margin of the operculum, not including 

the opercular membrane, 

Cesiput (0) = measured with dividers from the Junction of the pre~ 

maxillaries to the end of the supracecipital bone, not to 

the beginning of the scales, The exact point was deternined 

by feeling with the sharp point of the dividers, 

Snout (s) = measured with dividers fron tho junction of the prednaxiliaries 

| to the anterior bony margin of the orbit, The dividers: were 

inserted into the eye sockat, 

Pectoral Jencth(p) 4 measured with dividers fron the origin of the fin 

Ventral jencth (vy) to the tin of its longest ray, or in the case of 

Adipose length (ad) 7 the adipose, to the distal end, 

Dorsal hetant (an)| 

saad betent (ah) 

Dorsal base (db)- Length of the base of the fully extended fin measured 

Anal base (ab) with dividers, 

~ ventral di W) - the distance between the anterior ends 

of the insertions of the pectoral and ventral fins, measured 

with dividers,
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Anal ventral distance (av) - the distance between the anterior end of 

the saaabiabis of the ventral fin to the corresponding point 

of the anal fin, measured with dividers, 3 

Depth (d) ~- | The vertical deptn of the body measured with calipers 

in front of the dorsal fin, | 

Gill rakers (er) - tho first eit arch of the left side, after being 

sasetiay removed with a sharp ‘s¢alpel, was held completely 

spread out andithe gill rakers examined under a binocular 

| readies. diay visible gill raker wacfineluted in the count, 

Seales _in the lateral line (ay) - all the scales in the lateral line, 

whether or not they have pores, were counted, 

lonctitudinal scale row (sc) = this was counted from the first shan in miley 

, of the dorsal fin, downwards and backwards, including the lateral 

Line scale, , 

Fin rays (dr, pr, vr, ar) - ides ray in the pectoral and ventral fin was 

counted, In the dorsal and anal fins the first one or two unbranched 

rays are poorly developed, They were included in the count only 

when their length approached three quarters of the length of the



longest ray, The last ani penultimate rays were fused near the base 

in some specimens , They. were counted as one unless a clear space could . 

ba seen between then, 

Resulte. 

In tables & and S are presented the results of the measurenents 

made, In table & sone resulte are expressed as percentages of either body 

length or head length, whichever was appropriate, For comparison, I have 

included data given by Gasowska (1955) although these she obtained fron 

formalin preserved specimens in which shrinkage effects may have been 

significant, In table § results are expressed as various ratios, 

There is close agreenent between my results and those of Gasowska, 

excepting only in the value for the mean length of the snout expressed as 

a percentage of the head length, I found this value to be 2h.52% whilst 

she recorded a value of 19,0%, iler mean value is thus lower than any of 

the range of values I ‘obsarved, The reason for this discrepancy is not 

apparent; it may merely reflect a difference in technique, Mest gwyniad 

nave truncated snouts although there are specimens with the snout slightly 

coniforn (Gasowska, 1955),, The difference between these two is not 

sufficiently great to markedly influence the data, © Mest: important is



TABLE 4 Gomparison of data from present investigation with that of 
Gasowska (1965). 

My results Gasowska (1965) 

ee a 
9-10 9-10 © 
8-9 7-9 

Mean Characters 

et eo 

I-II 10-14 (II 11-13) 

v-rays I 9-12 (II 10-11) 

; p-rays 

%_ Standard Fishery length 

| 18.1 - 22.9 20.5 

: eae ee 26.5 - 314 
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% head length 

21.7 ~ 31.9 

2004 - 29.8 

  

Values in parentheses indicate a difference in method of making measurement
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the stntlarity in our gid rater eounto. er SOn Reoeraee ae values 

close to 39, as did Dottrens for the Casi Sates of sample 40. 

‘The results of ay analysis of the gill rakers counts of an 

additional 123 fish are presented in table 6 and figure 8. a 

| comparison of these Nosaibe wit those presented for the two separate 

s ‘ciate analysed by Dottrens (siguds 8 ) showed that my fish had gill 

\pale SiablinGuiperdhie entg’ to;hie Saaghe-i0? (Gengfiach)- there ako 

3 evidence for the existence of JLaufelenea comparable te ‘those of cams TP « 

kimieh te range of vada I observed (35 = 43) is greater, my results 

closely acres with  Gasowslea C992) and with the results of sy gqiecal 

analysis as presented in table Se ‘ 

  

‘There is nothing in my results, otther as set out in the tables ‘gan Nii 

eiigtaek raw data , shih suggests that the sample of fish I { investigated 

was of more than one type. The variability was no srester, then would normally 

be oe within a sample of fish covering a | wilde, range of dongths . Many 

prey characters ia fishes are known to vary as a result of allonetric 

_ growth although I have not felt it necessary to intensively aialysé ‘ny’
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data for evidence of this, Bho gili raker counts provide evidence of only 

a single population, The fishes examined were collected over a poriod of 

four months ani from at least three different saupling stations; such | 

sampling might reasonably be expected to yield a repredentative cross= 

tian of set ~ I eonclute that the whitefish population of Liyn 

Tegid is to be rezarded as a single unit, coaposed of only one species. 

MAlst I agree with Gasowka (1965) that, on the basis of 

morphology, the gwyniad and scat other British aheariatt appear to be 

clesely related to the polytypic Guropean species C,  lavaretus, in. view 

és tn controversy yélsting to coregonid ‘bexonoait I hesitase eo adopt any: 

revised classification and thus retain the older, if somewhat unsatisfactory, — 

nomenclature , clupgoides pennantii (Cuv .et Val) to refer to the Llyn Tegid 

whitefish, 

  

Having failed to find any evidenceto support the view that two _ 

types of whitefish exist or, at least, have existed in Llyn Tegid I decided 

- t© re-exanine the material included in Dottrens ' sample number 7, I have 

not yet definitely proved that the fishes incluied in this sample were not
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of the ‘es Blaufelehen a merely that I cannot find any evidence that 

Blanfélenen exist in the lake at present. All gwyniad caught in ani bia 

1955 have upon examination been shown to be of the type Gangfisch, Only 

Dottrens has examined fishes taken before this date; his sample 7 comsistel 

of fish taken mainly between 1951 and 1953, although some were caught a 

| far re a tne 2% tis “He bas outa thas thay wade. Blaufetabes; These 

results do_not stout that Blaufelchen ani Gangfiseh have co-existed 

3 and hoe gs has died fo (as Gasowska (1965) pocieiets attenpted to show) 

but ‘that one form aes replaced the other, prestmasly between the 1953 

and ARs « This is 60 unlikely a I will not consider dt Pena 

Rik A | nunbor of tasters: could | be responsive for the apparent anon 

| talous position of sannle a Some or all of thase musta: vneotiniee cone 

lelbtests ech have. .been wrongly identified or, tearnativery, the data ; 

given by Dottrens could be inaccurate, ihilst T vas not able to recover 

alt of the fishes he exacinad. Twas nover-tie-ioog abla to explain is 

suaiahe, 

of the specimens examined by. Roturens , 15 were still in the 

possession of the Univeroity of Lierposl and 7 more were obtained fron 
Ne ela
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_ the British Museum, All had been individually jabelled so that direct 

- Comparison was possible with the original data,which I obtained frou 

Dottrens, My results are shown in table 7 . They will be seen to be 

different from those ibietlins by susincalliiaen are also included in the 

table, in particular, the two specimens said to have ‘ipcaias gtk venae 

counts of 31 and 33 I discovered tiad: counts of 39 and 36 respectively, 

The mean count for the 21 specimens I re-axanined was 38,5, as coupared to 

the figure of 37.7 given by Dottrens for the whole sanple, I ae point 

out one further error, He examined 29 fish, not 23, as stated in his paper, 

The fishes of sample 7 belong, like all gwyniad examined, to the — 

Gangfiseh type and to no pets 

Summary. 

| The accumulated evidence nerenis the presence of ss one eneniae 

of whitefish in Llyn Tegid, as none of the more recently proposed alternatives 

can yet be recarded as final, I shall vefor 06 this species od: imlistiae 

‘ elupeoides pennantii (Cuv, o4.Val), although I do not regard this name as 

completely » atisfactory,



Table. 7. Amatysis of the gili rakers of fish in sample number /.- 

  

Accession Number Dottrens (1959) My results 

British Museum Specimens 

  

37 

al 40 ee ho 
2 | 38 
3 40 | 41 a 
4 _ damaged * (372)  |* excluded from the | 
5 39 40 analysis, 

6 39 39 

Bee eee poe ae eed amet at ts Se BE ea Vy ge Soames 
Liverpool University Specimens 

8 33 36 
9 | 38 38 

10 | 39 39 
11 31 | 39 
12 | 38 “ 
13 | fae HE ag 
14 35 - 
15 36 | 36 
16 | | 39 39 

| 17 eel 38 - 
18 Ean 36 - 
19 37 37 

| - » | 4 
21 38 | 38 

| 22 39. | 39 
23 39 - 
24 35 ~ 

| 25 38 = 
26 37 S7- 
27 38 38 
28 39 39 
29 40 40 

i :
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Pre ults of vant ! s 

Many authors have considered that a classical morphological 

approach to the problem of coregonid systematics presents too narrow 

a view ant Hile (193€) drew wisichiiteon to the need for a@ more experinentel 

approach, Recent investigations have proeeeded along these lines and I 

an. able to pranint some unpublished data, although it must be stressed 

that much of this work is in itgbarly stages and the results may not ise 

definitive, | | 

Important contributions to aieiceaell Watibsaes are made by 

ugbrilidaansod, weit’ and this method’ his ginaaty been used by Dottirens (1955), 

in Switzerland, Svardson (1957) in Sweden, Gasowska(1957) re Foland, 

Garside and Christie (2960) in America and others. More recently, Dr, 

Maitland a the University of Gnaiblee bas begun an investigation of com 

:patébility shown by crosses Se ditto populations of Coregonus in 

the british Isles, because such conpatability is said to reflect the degree 

of phylogenetic relationship (Hubbs and Drewry, 195°). Sasential prelinin- 

:aries to such research involve finding out what is the normal pattern of 

development in the early stages under experimental comitions, and also



deciding the best way to overcome the technical problems involved, — 

for exauple, how to deal with the difficulty of crossing fish from | 

populations whieh are several hundred miles apart and which spate at 

‘different tines : 

I was. able to Gebiatidnbte atch DipJiattisiieiin tid eandatch 

and, in 1965 and 1966, we wore able to achieve a reciprocal cross of 

iia and gwyniad, . Hybrids showed an initial higher mortality than | 

normal controls ‘Wiattland, pers. com.), the most likely reason for this 

ine incoapatability Siedin Gnasakwcidices aia ot ‘tua tees forme 

(se Alm, 1954) « At the present time fiybrids cron the 1966 crossings are 

being ame at areca The ene of my own experiments are included 

ber Unie thesis + con 128-37). | me continuation of this work should . 

var éiuatdntio the aittioult taxonomic problems presented by corayontds, 

The application of eexese tak techniques in fishery research 

has been waviowsd by 3indernann (1952) and others, Their usefulness in 

racial studies in coregonids has bean demonstrated by Henderson (1964). ‘ 

An tnvaot gation of coregonid blood serun proteins is presently being 

ondertaken by Cheilevoid of the University of Hichigan, and Saith of the 

U.S. Bureau of dedielin rishaskie: Avain, I was able to provide gayniad
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material for the investigation. (An account of the techniques used for 

the collection and treatment of soo blood ig stron as appendix I to 

this thesis), — | | | 

The final results of this work are not yat available, Results 

so far confirm some of the cidaiiien ied drawn frou morphological invest- 

‘Meatdons and rad a close relationship between the Suropean coregonids 

exaninad and the American lake whitefish’ (Q,elupeaforuis) (see page 38 ) 

atiietrengthen the view that the whitefishes of the genus Coresonus are 

* geparate fron the ciscoes of the genus Leucgichthys (Smith and Chellevold, 

pers, comn,), . 

The photepignents of fishes exhibit a degree of variety not matched 

in any other vertebrate class, This variety is manifest not only in the 

eceurrence of pigments based on different retinenes bub by acai 

differences in absorption properties fron species to species .(Bridges,1955), 

Dr Bridges of the Medical Research Council, Vision Research Unit,is at 

present carrying out an extensive investigation of the saisk obseaahs of 

coregonid fishes and the data sinelhaaki from this inca may elucidate 

the inter-relationships of the various species. The gwyniad, which I was
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able to supply,has been found to be unique anong the species ao. far 

examined in that it# visual pigment is based upon vitamin A, and has 

an absorption maximun at seh nm. Qo” meter), Traces of this pagmont 

occur in: a few marine fishes, but in none is it the sole retinal 

pignont, In gensrei; freshwater. fishes have vitamin Ay pigments (with 

absorption maxima at 523, 533 and 543 nm) or mised Ag and A, pigments 

Caieorgatin maxima at 500, 506 and 512 nm). The results for the British 

coregonids so far analysed. are sumnarised below (lridges, pers. comm,). 

No definite conclusions on their relevance to whitefish systematics can 

  

Pollan _ traee 536 
Powan er 536, 

The use of inforwation on characteristics not acceptable as 

"valid taxonomic criteria may be helpful in delimiting species. The 

validity of two species is nob affected by the discovery that characteristics 

ef this nature are identical in both, Differences may enhance but sinilar-
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sities do not necessarily destroy the reality of taxonomic distinction, 

Thus, Keleher (1952) concluded that data on the incidence of parasitism 

oy Triaenophorus cragsus amongst four closely related species of 

Leuciehthys paralleled the conclusions drawn fron morphological data, 

Cheerty, as more Antornation accumulates: on the general biology 

: of whitefishes so at ‘biibomes increasingly possible to determine the 

validity of the many alternative schemes of lassi ttesticn, A broadly 

based vty of the Sacto a ears population, such as I have 

ym roe should produce data which have implications for the coregonid 

gystematist,as well as for other ecologists,
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CHAPTER, © 

AGE DETERMINATIONS, 

A. The gwynied scale. . 

(1) Seale morphology and definition of torus, 

At the time of hatching the gwyniad alevin is devoid of 

stalas (see p. 66 ) and a certain amount of growth must be completed 

before scales make their first appearance, Detailed accounts of the 

formation and development of teleost scales have been given by Pevsner 

(1926), Paget (1930), Setna (1934), Neave (1936, 1939), Wallin (1957) and 

Yamada (1961,1964), 

The scale, which is completely mesodermal in origin, consists 

of two different layers, an upper bony layer and a lower fibrillary plate; 

the former grows horizontally in almost definite thickness whilst the 

latter grows both horizontally and vertically by adding successively 

larger new lamellae, Hach scale lives separately enclosed in a seale pocket; 

the anterior portion is embedded in the underlying coriun whilst the 

posterior portion pushes up the epidermal epithelium, when first laid down, 

the scale appears as a minute oval plate recognisable in the adult scale 

as the scale nucleus, As the scale increases in area growth rings appear,



Neave (1939) and Yamada (1941) have pointed out that there is no special 

structure which seam to be forming these rings but it appears that they 

are formed as a result of an accumulation of bony material in the inter- 

:c@llular spaces between osteoblasts at the scale margin, 

It has repeatedly been demonstrated that the spacings between the 

rings on the teleost seale are a reflection of the scale growth rate at 

the time of their formation, and that there is a very close connection 

between scale growth and body growth. Narrow rings are a reflection of 

& slow growth rate woilst wide rings indicate a period of rapid growth, 

Thais has been well estab livhed for coregonids by Van Uosten (1923) and 

others, ‘hilst in many species of fish from temperate areas of the world 

the scales consist of regularly alternating zones of narrow ami wide rings, 

in others (and here is included the gwyniad) the zones are not always well 

defintees, Instead the seales show a ' check! or more or less abrupt 

slowing down of growth, the characteristics of which will be discussed later, 

Van Qosteon (1929) observed that ' in their general features the 

scales of coregonid species are very much alike', and this observation is 

further confirmed by the present study. Adequate descriptions of the 

scales of coregonid fishes by Van Costen (1923, 1929), Jarvi (1920), and |



more recently, by Ovehynnyk (1952) and many others; these descriptions 

ara in some measure applicable to gwyniad scales, 

Seales i¢ 
The surface appearance of a number of guyniad /iliustrated in 

plates ( to 8 , Yamada (1951) drew attention te the need for a 

standard terminology applicable to scale morphology; he pointed out that 

' too many nates have been emploved variously by different authors', Terns 

used in this report were adopted, partly after Yanada (op. cit.) and partly 

alter Ball and dones (1960), To some extent, the adoption of certain terms 

is a matter of personal preference. ‘uch preference is permissible where 

terns are strictly synonymous and where use of either ee not lead to 

eonfusion, 

a _ 

Seale samples wore removed from all fish captured during sy 

research. The scales were removed from the ' shoulder' region of the fish, 

just in front of the dorsal fin between it and the lateral line. This 

area has repeatedly been found, by fishery biologists working with a 

variety of species, to yield scales which are most suitable for age deter- 

:oaination, This was the area chosen by Jones (personal communication) in 

his prelimim ry work on gwyniad scales and, in the early stages of my



research, I saw no reason to sample scales from any other part of the 

body, An examination of the scales fros many different locations on 

the side of the fish confirwed that accident scales were iess comuon in 

the shoulder area and the area was readily accessible when fish were held 

in a tagging block, 

Excess mucus was first removed from the fish by scraping a 

scalpel blade along the body, then a forward movement of the blade was 

used to renove a sanple of scales, ‘“hilst no attempt was made to remove 

precisely the same scales from each fish, the variations do not affect 

the conelusions drawn from as reading (although see the section on 

body-scale relationship, page (o4 ), The scalpel blade was then wiped 

clean by holding it inside the ssiall coin envelope in which the scales 

were to be stored, The envelope was labelled with the accession number of 

the fish, and other relevant information, length, weight, sex etc, was 

recorded on the envelope, 

Sealee were examined after mounting, either in glycerin jelly 

or in a commercially produced reagent, ' Aquanount', and were read on a 

projection apparatus at convenient magnifications, 

ae” , ta
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oe ion, 

“Labe on in my research I discovered that many German workers Fes 

(e.g. Wager, 1941) from the ventral surface, between the two pelvic | 

a for sge~debersination in ett ‘This Was an ree I had not - 
‘ 

rovioteay tnvectigatod, I found ants because of tfiels greater antero- 

restertor extension and’ ee eilidi beens of thats arene rings, such 

sone aia appear to be more easily read than shoulder bine, particularly 

shen clossiy aes checks made Nea ad difficult, However, | 

I considered that 16 was far <u jate on in my roseare’ progra: in@ to ¢ehange 

ay sanpling method although I intend to investigate this matter more fully 

de the near es and t have taken scales from the two areas in receatly 

caught srocinens Onis special probe mae merit further researeh 

a the fact that there is sometimes a discrepancy betanier the number of 

indoles ‘seen on the ‘shoulder sealas a that seen on the ventral scales 

(see photographs ; be Me 2 ‘3 The ‘extra! cheeks on the ventral scales 

ae I an sure, related ud ee t accessory checks ‘ ple A from, iy seale 

sanples (see pages. to et seq,) and ave hot real annuli,



Unless otherwise indicated, the 
magnification of all scale photograplis is x 22, 
and of 211 otolith photographs x 18, .



elates | and 2 

soales taken from “different regions of tie 

sane Pieh, : 

Ace Now 6.06. ole 

Caught June, 1966,. 

Length 241 mm 

i Plate f 

A scale from the punuldes: region. 

Plate g 

A scale from between the peivic fing, 

The ventral seale has reur Clear eliecks 
Whilst only three are readily visibie on 
the shoulder scale, The third check on 
the ventral scale was interpreted. as an 
inseenenr® Mesos ;



 



ye of ; | wien’ | 

Hy typical gies scale has at ‘te centre a snail clear area, 

‘thie geale nucleus, surrounded by more or ties dematlictibad iy arranged 

growth bogs. ping Uo sail-io be ‘aemplake Midn 16°45 pocsibie te 

a it, aid ler a voth the Skok Ss posterior parte of, 

‘ eis baal, oii Sikcnigtial ae this eainot be hile It is possible to 

senites a more or less regular eghibien in the tiasiexintcs of complete 

and inco=plete shies: ' secasee the first rings laid down outside the 

foctn are — a there is a wide space between foes eae rings. 

Later formed rings are snconlote and less widely spaced, ‘pinally, there 

is a Zone of short, sag broken, and nepdonliiated rings laid down in close 

proximity to one another. This sequence of complete, incomplete and 

aprroximated rings may be repeated a santas of iten as the scale increases 

in area, Later sequences may show oie small differences in the 

spacing between adjacent growth rings with a more - Less abrupt appearance 

of a few broken ringefoLiowed by a zone of unbroken rings, In addition, 

because of dathiieasan in growth rates Sate anterior and posterior tlargins, 

setdely spaced rings, although complete in the sense that thoy ‘i be traced 

on both jateral and anterior parts of the scale, may not be present postericrl.,



203° F st ence of the sca _ 

Materials and methods. 

Extensive sampling (20 section on mete Life ntor 

failed to provide eteqiate meso aaturaliy produced gwynied fry 

go that this study is based largely upon habehicry ant aquariw reared 

fish prodused fron apberinenasliy fertilised ages. ‘Details’ 6f incubation 

and mbna of the tei are recorded in the section ori oo life hishiey 

( pages 1a to tH). 

“Selected fry were killed ani their longths innediately 

z rosered ‘to ‘the heakest millimeter (standard. Length) , The skin from one 

side was carefully removed . Normally the skin from sia deft side was used 

“altho: igh this was not considered er ktsoaty where this was not atl 

ides of damaze or mishandling, the skin from the right side was used 

without: specially recording this fact, The technique for removing tho’ 

skin was essantialiy that described vy Koo (1952), After renoval, the 

. skin was stained in alizarin red according to the method of Franklin and 
3s fies 

Smith (1960) . Alternatively, the skin was carefully seraped clean of 

“* attached musele and other tissues atif@exanined, without staining, sounted



C7 
& 

tee 

in water Eo 1952). . For * roconting the presence or > sisal of scales 

Water mounted scraping of ‘the | skin were wed. 

In ally twenty fry ranging in Jength fron 20 to 5Onm were exscined 

by at least one of the mothods described ateres;: ‘The Faauite: are shown 

in sons , No fish ‘under 36m in leegth was found to have scales, The 

gates first appear on the caudal pameas, near to and above the lateral 

- line, and fvom there rapidly ienbad oak ks cover the whole skin surface, 

A fish of 50mm was found to be completely sealed, 

= Bieephen, 
te lg 

. Tt has been confirmed by many workers. that seales in various fish 

appear first ‘in the neighbourhood of he. isteral line although the exact 

site does “ with. the species (Yonada, st) a and that o cartain size, 

rather than age, must be reached before calles & are formed, the figure of 

3 Sam = I secret is in close naviiende’ wi the only published infor- 

:mation on Sritisti wittorishes; Slack at a (952) roported that in 

laboratory rearext tee of powan sedles first: aopaarad a ab 3 length of 35mm, 

Hert (21930) recorded scale development well oivanced in 45 show total Jencth 

fry of Soragome elunenfons 4 in L Capara ee
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(The ssportense of a knowledge of the. length at, first appearance of 

a scales for interpretation of grynitat sealas is diced on pages ad 

to 103 Fav - | 

| The: growth ae of the scales of these fish is discussed on 

* vaee We e The appearance $f the young scale and a's aleeaeiae. of wide. 

; sumer pia followed by narrow winter rings and, “altinately, a 

eugene annulus, - ieptiad the interpretation of the wonie osntre and 

early growth diseussed above.
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The scale of the gwyniad has a pattern<f grewth rings, which 

is not uniform because of interruptions or checks, If it can be 

established that these checks are of annual ceeurrence and that they can 

be recognised consistently and reliably, then they will provide a basis 

  

A sample of scales from 409 gwyniad eollected in 1961-1962 

was used in this study, The scales were collected and mounted as for 

routine age determination (see page 62 ). Two scales were ssasured 

from each fish, For each scale, the distance between the two outermost 

anterior growth rings lying on the antero-posterior axis was measured, 

with the aid of a micrometer eyepiece, This distance will be roferred to 

as ' circulys width ', 

Results. 

The mean circulus widths for each sonth are presented 

graphically in fig, 7 . It can be seen that the mean width decreased 

from Novenber, 1961 te March 1962, ti ec a eal recorded 

in August 1962, after which time the value dropped progressively until
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measurements emed in Decenber 1962, 

Discussion, 

The results indicate a definite annual cycle with a tendency 

to form narrow rings in winter menths and wide rings in summer (fig.4 ). 

However, it is clear from the width-frequency data (not shown) that 

narrow rings were present on the scale margins in some scales in all 

months of the year, In fact, the range of circulus widths wes similar 

from month to month, I have pointed out when dealing with scale morph- 

sology that after the first two scale checks there is seldom a well 

defined pattern of alternating bands of wide and narrow rings, Instead, 

there is a more or less abrupt appearance of broken, approximated rings, 

Tt can be seen from the scale photographs the spacings between crowth 

rings vary very little in older portions of the scale, The seales I 

measured all came from fishes having three or more seale cheeks, 

It would seem probable that there is a more or less definite 

annual cycle in scale growth which is reflected in the pattern of growth 

rings. whilst it cannot yet be concluded that there ts only one narrow 

band of rings formed each year (because of the inconclusive nature of the 

width-frequency data) at least some attenpt can be made to age the fishes



4o 

on the basis of the numbers of checks appearing on the scales, 

  

I have shown that growth rings on the scales of gwyniad have a 

more or less easily recognisable pattern in their appearance and that 

this pattern is a reflection of an annual growth rate cycle of the scales, 

Ttremains to be shown that this pattern can be used to determine the ages 

of individual fish, 

The following criteria were used to identify the annulus or 

annusl check, An annulus was located by a combination of these criteria 

rather than by any one of them alone, 

(th, The annulus appears as a break in the cahiae of growth rings, 

In early annuli, there is a gradual nerrowing of the rings as the annulus 

is approached and the presence of broken, less robust rings, followed by 

an abrupt change to wide rings locates the annulus, As the fish becones 

progressively older fewer rings are laid down each year, In older sequences 

sis diene AN -Aks: Waingdl Sn. ook: peemonat: 

(2). Annuli appear as more-or-less definite bands, lighter in 

appearance than the remainder of the scale, This change in optical 

properties presumably indicates a change in the physical structure of the seals,



4 

The effect is pronounced when the scales are viewed slightiy out-of-focus, 

(3), The mest useful feature for the recognition of the annulus is 

the fact that the first ring of a sumer band embraces or cuts-over the 

outer ends of the approximated rings of the previous winter band, so 

that the previous narrow summer rings appear to back-up on this first 

sumer ring of the new year, 

When two checks or apparent annuli appear very close together 

on a seale it is reasonable to suspect that one is | false, unless it can 

be shown that the rings between the coincident checks represent a whole 

year S growth following a ' bad! sine season, In older fish the 

separation between annuli becomes progressively smaller and accurate ageing 

becomes correspondingly more difficult, The configuration of growth 

rings in relation to accessory checks suggests that the growth of the fish 

may be spasmodic during the tine of annulus CibhenSen, The normal sequence 

of narrowly spaced growth rings preceeding the annulus, reflecting & slow- 

sing down in growth rate, is interrupted by widely spaced rings before the 

ammulus is completed, A return to narrow rings follows and the annulus 

proper is formed. Thus, the initial check has some of the features of the
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annulus (i.e, backing up winter rings,) whilst the later check has 

others (i.e, the line of discontinuity, a zone of winter rings), It 

seens that best interpretation of such checks is that together they 

constitute the annulus, the outermost growth ring of the second check 

marking the limit of the year's growth, (see photograph, 2). The 

terms false annulus and true annulus are not to be strictly applied and 

the term accessory check is Perhaps more acceptable, The terns 

' Sekundarringe ' (secondary rings) (Nagler, 1941) and ' Aecessorische 

Streifen' (Accessory bands) Seligo,(190&) are used by German investigators, 

Accessory checks signe found on the scales of gwyniad and they 

were particularly frequent in the third and Subsequent years of life, Thea 

following criteria were used to identify accessory checks, The exclusion 

of a cheek from the ' true annulus! category was based upon a combination 

of these characters, rather than on any one alone, However, it must be 

admitted that the recognition of accessory checks was somewhat difficult 

and some will have been regerded as true annuli ani Vice-versa, 

(1). Seales bearing accessory checks frequantiy have a confused 

appearance, Often they were completely discarded as ' unreadable ', Cprete 3)
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(2), An annulus is well defined on all scales, this is usually 

not so with accessory checks, 

(3). The limit of the ‘ annulus ' in an accessory check is very 

difficult to determine; there is no sharp line of discontinuity and 

growth rings may be continuous through the check, 

(4). The growth rings preceding an aceessory check are typical 

wide sumer rings, those following are narrow endless robust, Fatlure 

to recognise a false annulus may thus produce a year of narrow ' winter ¢ 

rings, On some scales, repeated alternating sequence of a ' good year ' 

of wide rings followed by a ' bad year' of narrow rings produces an 

anomalous growth history if all the checks are regarded as true annuli, 

(see Sieiaps 3 ayy 

(5). An accessory cheek is most conspicuous on the anterior field 

of the scale and cannot usually be traced with confidence on the postero- 

lateral margins, ‘lacking-up' (see page UW) which is so characteristic of 

the true annulus, is never as marked, 

False annuli or ' sumer checks ' appear on the scales, 

These are different from the accessory checks in that they are not associated 

with annulus formation but may appear more or less abruptiy at any time in



He 

theyear, although they share many features in comuon with accessory 

checks (see photograph 2¢), The occurrence of accessory checks and 

false annuli and on coregonid scales has been reported by a nuaber of 

workers, (Wagler, 1941; Bauch, 19493 Mile, 1936; Fry, 1937; Smith 1956), 

Wagler (1941) discussed in some detail the possible causes of such checks 

although he concluded that they eani be identified only with great difficulty, 

Stressing the importance cf water Cenperatures in the control of fish 

aetaboliem and its influence on the nature of the scale growth rings, he 

pointed out that changes of habitat when the fish pass from warm into cold 

waters, may cause delayed growth and produce false annuli, Saueh (1949) 

attributed the formationof false annuli to the fact that oxygen depletion 

in the hypolimnion forced the fish to live in the upper strata where 

temperature conditions were higher and less favourable for crowth, Although 

he found false annuli on the scales of nearly all fish after the second 

year of life, Smith (1954) was unable to determine the cause or time of 

their appearance, He concluded that their repeals varied from fish to 

fish and according to season and locality, 

The gwyniad have been shown to exhibit an annual aigration pattern



tS 

(see pages 2/8 e%) bub it has not proved possible to relate this to 

accessory check formation, 

ae 

  

Using the same sample of scales as was used for the study 

of the marginal increment (page ©8 ) I determined the location of the 

last annulus and counted the number of growth rings between this annulus 

and the scale edge, 

Results. 

In figure io is shown for each monthly sample the percent- 

sage of fish having closed margins and the mean nuvber of growth rings 

outside the last annulus, Between December 1961 to April 1942 many scales 

had closed margins, Progressively fewer were recorded fron Mg 19462 

ontamds, until the percentage began to rise, after September, An unexpect- 

:ediy low percentage was recorded in December 1962, The curve for the mean 

number of growth rings outside the lest annule is very similar to that 

recorded for marginal increments and confirms the interpretation of annual 

scale growth, presented on page ©? ., The mean nunber of rings was low 

during the period Decenber 1961 to April 1962, after which time the values
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increased and reached a peak between July and September, From September 

onwards the scales showed a progressive decrease in mean number of 

growth rings, although Decenber was marked by an unexpectedly high value, 

  

In gwynlad, the time of annulus formation is extensive. In most 

scales the annulus is completed during the months of December to April, 

although scales which had closed margins were found in ail months of the 

year, Whether these scales came from fish which had only recently forned 

the annulus or whether the fish had not grown appreciably since the annulus 

was completed was often a matter of congexbure and I feel that an incorrect 

interpretation of at least some of these scales, particularly during the 

months of July, August and September, has been a major factor in influencing 

the variability of monthly age and growth data, This matter is discussed 

further on page 77 . 

The occurrence of ‘accessory checks ' and false annuli created 

further difficulties, It was often not possible to decide whether ' new 

growth ' at the scale edge resulted from an accessory check laid down near 

the end of the preceeding growth season or whether it represented the
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the current season's growth, The first indication of scale growth 

following an annulus was seen along the anterior margin as a broadening 

of the clear unsculptured edge. The peculiar optical properties of 

the scale edge coupled with the fact that the first rings of the new 

growing season, although danas mere robust than the preceeding winter 

rings, may at first be incomplete meant that annuli at the shale edge 

could be recognised only after a certain azount of new growth had been 

completed, Thus, the scales I recorded as having completed annulus 

formation had already grown an undetermined, though short, time before 

Tt could definitely recognise them as such, 

That the formation of annuli on the scales of fishes may take 

place over a considerable period of time has been found by many workers, 

The tize can vary with the species, amongst different stocks of the sane 

species, and from year to year and according to age within the same stock



 



 



Pletes © and 7 

Kade Hoe 2526 

Caught July, 1962. 

Female. 

3 checks are viaible on the scxle, 
The outermost growth rings ware 
interpreted as poor current year's growth, 

ACOs. NOs 11.663468, 

Caught November, 2963. 

Length. 227 mits 

Male, 

4 checks are visible. The two — 

eae aot checks were 
amuli, reflocting 

"pad? youre ties above)»



 



AGGe Nop SAD 

Caught FUND » 19624 

Lengths 246 ms 

6 cheeks are visible on the seale, 
all ere interpreted ao annuli, 

hogs Hos 124634103. 

ae } 

7 checks aro visible on the scale, 
ell were interpreted av annuli.
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8, The guymiad otolith, 

(1) .Qbolith morphology, 

The wiabitnes of teleost otoliths as a basis for age 

determination has long been recognised, although they have been little 

used for ageing salmonid fishes because the scales of these species are 

generally readable, Bauch (1949), for example, concluded that the use 

of otoliths for age determination in Corezonus had few advantages over 

scales, Graham (1926), in a review of mathods of age determination, 

pointed out that whilst agreement of age as estimated fron different 

structures is regarded by some authors as proof of validity of the methods 

of age determination, he himself doas not regard this type of evidence as 

very significant. Despite the reservation held by this authority, I still 

felt that somecf the difficulties arising from interpretation of the 

gwyniad scales might well be resolved if an investigation of the otoliths 

was also carried out, 

The teleost labyrinth generally contains three oteliths, the 

sagitta (located in the saceulus), the lapillus (in the utriculus) and the 

asteriscus ( in the lagena)., The largest stone, the sagitta, is normaliy
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exployed in age determination and the terms otolith and sagitta are used 

synonomously in this discussion, The assymetrical shape of the otolith 

is characteristic of the species, and the otolith is composed largely of 

calcium carbonate in tte aragonite form together with a small amount of 

organic material, (Carlstrom, 1943), 

The central area or nucleus of the otolith is usually hyaline 

and roughly cireular and is surrounded, in adult fish at least, by 

alternating, more or less concentric, zones of transparent and opaque 

material, 

Hyaline otelith growth in fishes is usually called ' winter ' 

growth, and the opaque 'sumaer' growth, dJones and Hynes (1950) have 

reviewed the literature on the use of oteliths in age determination in 

a@ nunber of teleost species and they showed that,in fact, the transparent 

band on the otolith can be formed in almost any month of the year, dependent 

on species, and cannot therefore be termed a winter band, The time of zone 

formation varies, to a more limited extent, amongst individuals of the 

same species and it has repeatedly been found that younger fish begin the 

formation of. a particular zone slightly in advance of older fish, 

The cause or causes of the zoned appearance of the oteliths is
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unknown although the matter has been diseussed by various authors, 

Inmerman (190%) and Hiekling (1931) considered the effect to result 

from the different physical structures of the zones whilst Dannevig (1955) 

suggested that it had a chemical basis, 

Hateriels and methods, 

Otoliths were removed from between ten and twenty fish taken 

at random from each monthly sample, during the period from March 1963 

until Nay 1964. In addition, otoliths were obtained from aquarium 

reared fish (see pages Ioet<) , 

The head of each fish was cut vertically along the mid-line 

using a pair of seissors, one point of whieh was inserted in to the 

mouth of the fish. The two halves of the head were then prised apart and 

the otoliths located and removed by means of a seeker, The otoliths were 

wiped clean and, at first, were stored dry in serially nusbered corked 

tubes. Several workers have noted that fish oteliths may become brittle, 

more opaque and difficult to read after prolonged dry storage (Hickling, 

1931; Nordeng, 19613 Johnson, 193; Grainger, 1953) and, for this reason 

no oteliths were stored for wore than two weeks without further treatment, 
‘ 

The otoliths were prepared for examination by dehydration in
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absolute alcohol, followed by immersion in clear medicinal creosote 

ratvebites index 1,538), Despite the ' clearing ' brought about by 

this treatment, most otoliths, and especially those from large fish, 

required grinding before they were readable, The otoliths were hold 

with the slightly concave (distal) face downwards on a fine carborundwa 

stone lubricated with creosote and ground by finger pressure, Care was 

taken to avoid removal of the otolith periphery or breakage of the whole 

otolith, when grinding was completed the otolith was immersed briefly in 

49 hydrochloric acid, washed in absolute alechol to remove excess acid 

ami returned to creosote. Most oteliths were readable without acid treate 

sment but all showed improvement when this procedure was followed and 

showed greater contrast between dark and light zones, All otoliths were 

ultimately stored in creosote in corked tubes, 

Otoliths were read immersed in creosote in a black watch glass, 

using a low power binocular microscope and reflected light. Under these 

conditions opaque zones were seen as dense white bands, and the hyaline 

areas appeared black, 

A small percentage of fish exanined had deformed otoliths but
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deformity did not always malie the otolith unreadable, Such otoliths 

were not used when measurenents were made but otherwise they are included 

in the sample data, 

Some otoliths were measured using a camera incida, the 

magnification of the image being X 47. The measurements recorded were 

the distances between the centre and the outer margin of each hyaline 

zone along an approximate anterior-posterior axis. The radius on which 

the measurements were taken was determined by readability of the ctolith 

used although the lengths of both anterior and posterior radii were 

recorded, 

The oteliths of the ewynial, 

(a), elit and ‘ 

The centre or nucleus of the gwyniad otolith was usually 

readily visible as a hyaline zone, although its size and shape varied 

among individuals and, very occasionally, between right and left oteliths 

of the sane fish, The centre was surrounded by an opaque zone, surrownied 

in turn by repeated alternating bands of transparent and opaque material; 

the number of such gones increased with increasing length (and age) of the 

fish,
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Plate 4 shows the otoliths, both unground, from a fish of 

ieun,, in Lalighhc,. ‘ix eons, Nek Aid deniounding tamer? groith. aie 

readily seen and are bounded by a narrow zone of hyaline material, 

whieh I interpret ss the first annulus, This is,in turn, surrounded 

by en opaque gone representing the current year's growth, I consider 

this fish to be in its second year of life, 

Otoliths from aquarium reared fish of known ages between O+ and 

1+ were identical in their morphological features to those from field 

caught specimens, thus supporting my interpretation, No otolith had 

more anmali than was predicted from the known age of the fish, Gee page 6). 

(b). Recognition of annuli, 

In many otoliths, and particularly at the otolith margin, it 

was difficult to interpret the alternating sequences of growth zones, 

The gones were not equally clear over the whole otelith and those on the 

restrum, or anterior edge, were often diffuse and sultiple zonation was 

frequent in all areas, Narrow, often incomplete, transparent rings sometines 

occurred in opaque zones between more definite transparent rings and these 

I have regarded as false annuli, It is likely that they originate for the 

~ 

game reasons as false and accessory annuli on the scales (see page 74 )
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although I have no direct evidence on this point, Otoliths from fish 

whose scales showed multiple checks were often considéred to be 

unreadable, whilst false annuli may be recognised with some confidence 

when they occur within the main body of the otolith they are difficult 

to recognise when at the inenihs, mined ee ais be that the 

unexpectedly high percentage of fish having winter gones at the otolith 

margin recorded in August, 1963 aids figure ) was the result of a 

failure to recognise false annuli in formation, 

2. Ammusl growth of the otolith, 

All oteliths sampled were examined to determine the nature of 

the margin, This was sree difficult to interpret especially in otoliths 

that appeared to be in transition from one growth type to another. The 

results, ae for each month as the shaiiaectaten having hyaline material 

at the edge of the otolith, (fig.  ) showed that there was a definite 

seasonal pattern in the appearance of the edge of the otelith. The hyaline 

transparent gone was formed on the winter months, whilst the majority of 

fish taken in the summer had white, translucent material at the otolith 

edge. The terms 'winter' and ' summer’ gones are thus applicable to the
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hyaline and translucent zones respectively, 

  

stunin: bale. wdehbi: sik: akesanie: Kies Aik awh hile see 

considered to be readable, that is when amnuli could be recognised with 

confidenee, there was a nlese debhelathing between the number of annuli 

counted on the scales and the number counted in the otelith, Diserepancy 

was usually the result of the difficulty in interpreting the margin of 

either the otelith or seale, In few cases was there a discrepancy of wore 

than one year. It was noticeable that fish with Wirticult ' optoliths had 

correspomlingly 'difficult' scales, Nore research is needed into the 

timing of annulus formation, particularly in otoliths and scales taken 

from the same fish, My samples were inadequate to provide more than an 

indication that otelith check» were completed before those on the scales, 

but I have pointed out that the interpretation of ' new growth ' at the 

margins of both structures is difficult, 

Plates io to 22 show examples of scales and oteliths rezoved 

from the same fish, and their interpretation is given,
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Caught September, 1963. 
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Plate No, 22 

9053024 

Caught Septomber, 1964. 

Acte To, 

245 oe 
Female,
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Before proceeding to the results of my research into the 

eves of the gwyniad it is appropriate to consider the various methods 

of a validating age determinations described in the literature and to 

discuss si ‘ake Wie lbte uo lbs EAGK vor anna 

in this extensive review of the Literature on the subject 

of age-determination in fishes, Graham (192) pointed out that the 

validity of any method of age determination can be confirmed by one or 

more of the following moans:= 

(1), Agreement of aze as determined from the method under 

investigation with ages obtained from analyses of length-frequency 

distributions (Petersen's mathed), This method is applicable only until 

the age of maximum growth rate has been passed, after which tine year- 

:classes are scarcely distinguishable from length frequency data; the 

method is beat applied to fishes with a short life span, 

(2), Observations on the change in appearance of the structure 

which is being used for age determination over a period of at least one 

year, ami demonstration that the particular feature te be used in age
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deteraination is an annual occurrence, 

(3). The foliowing of a dominant year class through successive 

age groups, year by year, If the method of age determination is valid, 

a dominant year class should move up one year group in each successive 

calendar year, 

(4).  Reeapture of fish previously marked at either a known age 

cr a known ‘ne, 

(5). Rearing of fish of known age or retention of fish in tanks 

for varying periods and comparison of estimated with known ages, 

Where more than one element is being used fort age determination, 

Grahan (op, cit.) concluded that agreement between the two mathods is not 

strictly proof of validity although it is taken as such by some authorities, 

I have attempted to apply all of these methods to my data, 

with the following results, 

(2). tri ‘ 

Analyses of length frequency distributions for each monthly 

sample gave no indication of the age structure of the fish sampled. It would 

serve no purpose to present all such analyses, aithough figure 12 shows
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the analysis for the fish caught in January, 1964, both in total and for 

each individual gill net. The figure illustrates quite clearly the effects 

of gill net selection (see page © ) and bias from this source coupled with 

the complete absence of small gwyniad in all but a few monthly sanples 

make Peterson's method of age determination quite useless, fven combined 

samples, using fish caught over two or more months, proved unsatisfactory 

and the length frequency distribubion reflected the sampling officiency 

of different mesh sizes wore closely than it did the age structure of the 

guyniad population, Thus this tiwe consuming exercise proved valueless, 

(ii), htekts 

  

This aspect is dealt with on page G8et seq. Seale growth 

has been shown to follow a definite annual cycle, and the formation of 

anmuli on both otoliths and scales closely reflects this cycle, I 

anticipated that, bacause of the extensive period of annulus formation, and 

because of the presence of accessory check ete, some difficulty niighifoe 

experienced with individual scales or otoliths and that with numerically 

large samples it was safe to assume that age determinations were satisfactory, 

(444), 

  

No dominant year-class was recognised in the samples
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analysed; the effects of gill net selection produced spurious results 

in any monthly age frequency analysis, 

(iv). 

  

Upon recapture of tageed fish, a comparison of the appear~ 

sance of the structure used for age determination as it was at the time 

of tagging with that seen at the time of recapture provides a most useful 

means of validating one's method of age determination, although the method 

cannot readily be applied when age detersination is based upon operculee 

or ctoliths or cther structures which camot be removed without first 

41 Linge fish, Appreciating the usefulness of this method I made a 

special effort to tag and recapture guyniad, with the following results: 

  

All the fish tagged during my research were taken in gill 

nets. In an initial series of taggings (June to November ,1943), fish were 

taken in nets set during the afternoon, on the bottom in some 50-40! of 

water, It was soon apparent that fish captured from deep water in this 

way were distressed upon arrival at the surface, although the degree of 

distress varied with the individual, Distension of the swime-bladder and 

an inability to orlentate correctly were common symptoms, although some



fish were relatively little effected and swam quickly and, apparently, 

safely away from the surface, when released, The removal of the fish 

from the nets frequently resulted in damage to the operculus ard loss 

of scales was usualiy extensive, 

After rezoval from the nets, fish were placed in large tin baths 

filled with lake water, The fish were tagged through the dorsal musculature 

just instupns ‘nt! tae Aswad die uoing numbered 5am squares of plastic 

mounted on silver wire, Tagging procedure followed that used successfully 

for brown trout in Llyn Tegid (82, 1957), using a hollow hypodernic 

needie ani bathing all wounds in a 1% solution of mercurcchrone, In order 

to minimise the handling of the fish only the length of each fish was 

recorded and a small sample of seales was removed from the shoulder region, 

after which the fish were returned to the baths, Those fish which at the 

end of a tagging programms appeared to have recovered from the effects of 

tagging were released into the lake at a point close to their place of 

capture, 

Tt was obvious, from the activities of gulls and cormorants 

iumediately following the release of fish, that some of the fish readily
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fell prey to the birds, 

In subsequent tagging ashinaide the procedure was modified 

in an attempt to minimise the distress and mortalities resulting directly 

from the netting and tagging. In some instances, nets were set for only 

a short period of time and hauled to the surface quite slowly in order to 

puvitil, the faa Stebite ' decompress ', At othor times, when a slow haul 

was not possible, fish were revoved from the nets ani placed in wire 

cages which then sunk to the bottom, The cages were later slowly ani 

_ progreasively hauled te the surface, often ever a period of hours, fhis 

method, suggested by the Lake Baliff, has been used with some success with 

perch captured in the lake (T,Soyle; pers. coua,), Between June and 

Novenber, 1963, 129 fish were tagged and released into the lake, 

In February, 1964, when it was possible to catch fish in 

surface-set gill nets fished overnight near the spawning grounds, further 

attempts were made to tag» gwyniad, Great care was taken in ranoving fish 

from the nets and the fish were quickly placed in wire cages floating in 

the lake, After tagging, fish were kept under observation for a further 

12 hours, before being released into the lake during the hours of darkness,
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Although damage resulting from the netting was minimal, over 10% of 

the fish tagged died within the 12 hour observation period or were in 

such a distressed condition that recovery seemed unlikely, 

in February, 1964, a total of 223 fish was eventually released 

inte the lake and 10 (5 with tags, 5 without) specimens were taken back 

to the laboratory for continued observation in aquaria, 

A final tagging programe, using the seme techniques as in 

1964, was completed in January ,1965 when 60 gwyniad were tagged, 

Results, 

Only 4 fishwere recaptured despite extensive sampling during 

the months following the tegging programmes. The recorded data for these 

fish is presented below, 

date of tagging, length at date of length at 
tag number, yg recapture, — 

(4). 21.2,6h. 1633 23h, 6,3.6b. 233, 
(44), 22,2,64. 1666 239 10h 6h. 239, 

(144),21.2,64. 1609 232 23.7.6h. 231, 

(iv) ol? 0455 . 1428 231 12,4,65 . 231 . 

None of the fish recaptured had grown appreciably since tagging, 

Tt is not surprising that fish numbers (&),(i1) and (iv) had not grown
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during the winter months because I have already shown that gwyniad grow 

only slowly, if at all, at this time (page 63), Fish number (iii) had 

been five sonths in the lake between tagging and recapture, and was 

caught during the growing season, yet it had not grow, In fact, the 

scales showed evidence of resorbtion at the anterior margin, The apparent 

‘itil of this, and other recaptured fish, aay results from the 

effects of rigor mortis and from errors in measuring struggling fish at 

the time of tagging, From the condition of fish (111) when it was 

recaptured, most of the fins were frayed and the tag wound was not properly 

healed, it is perhaps possible to predict the fate of the majority of 

guyniad T tagged, oF | 

The slowing down of growth following tagging is frequently 

reported (e,g, De Roche, 1963.and many others) although I have not seen 

reference to a complete stoppage in any species. That whitefish are 

colniicie-denaeans has long been known and many yearly writers repeated 

the claim that these fish '4f once taken fron the water, will die, ' and! 

that an imaediate return will be of no avail’ (Yarrell, 1éh1). Albhough 

not completely accurategetuch statezents show the need for careful handling
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when tagging gwyniad, No great difference was observed between the 

pabtern of sortality of tagged and untagged fish returned to the 

Jaboratory, None of the fish survived for longer than six weeks, at 

which time the wound in tagged fish had not healed, 

Discussion. 

Tt is difficult to draw any valid conelusions from so few 

recaptures, No changes were observed in the seales of any fish 

between tagging and recapture but no fish had been a full growing season 

in the iake after tagging, The data do not invalidate the conclusions 

I drew on page 75 regarding the annual growth cyele, but neither do 

they confirm then, It is vital that any future research into the biology 

of gwyniad should involve en extensive programme of tagging. Proof of 

the validity of age determination techniques provided by such research 

would be invaluable,
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Transport of live gwyniad in plastic bins filled with 

lake water, although not entirely satisfactory, was possible, Fish 

kept in aquaria showed little inclination to feed and rarely survived 

for more than two months, Similar mortalities have been observed in 

previous studies (Jones, pers, comm,). I was also permitted to keep 

adult fish in the Aquariun of the Liverpool Corporation Museu: where 

despite every attention the fish died within three weeks. 

The artificial fertilization of eggs ani rearing of gwyniad 

fry is described on pagetay ot seq, I was able to keep fish from the 

1964 hatehing until ‘o spray, 1965 and the scales and otoliths of these 

fish of known age were examined at intervals, As my purpose in rearing 

fish was to keep as many as possible alive for as long as possible I did 

not specially sanple fish to look at scale and otelith growth but merely 

examined fish when they died, The fish were kept in indoor aquaria in 

which water tempesratures ware not controlled and which were subjected to 

artificial light regimes,
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Results. 

Whilst it was not possible to relate directly data on the growth and 

tine of annulus formation in aquarium reared fish with that obtained for 

field caught specimens, my laboratory results do not invalidate the con- 

:clusions drawmm in section S , (page 75 ), 

Plate 23 shows a scale taken in September,1964, from a fish of Sam 

length, The amount of growth shown by the seale was smaller than that shown 

on the scales of O+ fish taken from the leke (e.g, plate 24 ), Three 

or four wide summer rings had been completed and these were surrounded by two 

winter rings, Both scales and otoliths of all the fish surviving until April, 

1965 showed a completed annulus and the beginnings of new growth, The 

largest fish had reached a length of 132m, 

All scales oxemined showed complete agreement between the estimated 

axl known ages of tank reared fish, No fish had sore than one 

annulus on its scales, I conclude that, for the first year at least, 

the pattern of growth rings described in the section of scale morphology, 

is a reliable guide to the age of the fish, 

The otoliths from tank reared specimens gave comparable results 

to scales; there was complete agreement between age estimated from scales



“Plates 22 and 24, Both at magnification x 37. 

Tank reared specimen, . 
Time of desth — 19.9.54. 

Length 58 Mls 

Growth of tank specimens was obviously 

atypical, This fish ic discussed on page K 

Acts Hos 2.640210, . 

Length 83 mm. | 
Male. er 

Wypical winter rings are vicible ut the 
scale edge although the annulue is not yet 

completed,
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and otoliths and the known age, The interpretation of otolith banding 

presented on page $3 is correct, 

  

Although not entirely satisfactory as a means for validating 

age determination techniques ( see page 78), agreement between two 

separate structures may be regarded as at least an indication of the 

reliability of the recognition of ' anmli', I found that both otoliths 

and seales gave comparable estimates of the age of a fish and the results 

are discussed in some detail on page as a 

2. 

  

During my research adequate and frequent opportunities were 

avallable to compare my scale and otolith readings with those of uy 

Colleagues, Or,J.W,Jones had made prelivinary readings of scales collected 

before I began my investigations (Jones s UMpublished data) and I was able 

to compare my readings directly with his, Whilst agreement between different 

readers is not entirely satisfactory as a proof of the validity of age 

determination techniques, as with proof (4) it does provide circumstantial 

evidence that annuli are being correctly identified.
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Accuracy in scale ' reading ' can only come with practice ani the 

opportunity to ' compare notes ' with other workers does provide a 

useful yard-stick of one’s ability, Although I have not carried out 

an extensive investigation of ' between reader ' variation in gwyniad 

scale readings such evidence as I have draws attention to the difficulties 

of interpreting closely co-incident annuli and annuli at the scale edge, 

as it was these features which proved most controversial, 

Conclusions. 

The accumulated data suggested that changes in the appearance 

of both oteliths and scales could be used as a satisfactory basis for age 

determination in the gwyniad, The validity of the methods was confirmed 

for young fish iin for older specimens evidence was not conclusive 

and some difficulties were to be anticipated,
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A, Difficulties experienced in scale reading, 

Having established criteria for the recognition of annual 

cheeks, repeated examintion of over 2,500 sets of scales indicated 

that growth vetiae were so variable and annuli so difficult to identify 

with certanity little confidence could be placed in the readings, 

Coupled with those difficulties arising directly fron the 

difficult nature of the gwyniad scale, sampling errors arising from the 

use of gill nets result in selection for the largest individuals in an 

8ge@ group whose size range cveniabe the lower limits of the net sampling 

range and for the smaller individuals in age groups at the upper end of the 

range. It was often Ampossible to detect any great differences in monthly 

mean lengths for fish assigned to different age groups on the basis of 

scale readings and month-by-month changes in length-for-age data reflected 

variation in sampling more than a Mala ‘scceaks growth pattern, How 

far the difficulties result from errors in age deternination, how far they 

are a reflection of gill-netselection and how far they are a real indication 

of the growth rates of the year classes sampled I have not been able to show,
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The total effect of these ie was to force mo, eauaiuiak reluctantly, 

é adopt back-ealculation methods of ih a gronth ciginson on a 

Limited sample of fish, In this way I have bean able to get some indication 

‘of the growth of the guynied oni these preliminary results provide a 

tiseful Background for future investigation, 

$e Back caleslation of grovth history, 

For many species of fish back calculation of the growth history 

is Meet, following the mathods first deseribed by lea (1910). In soue, 

such back-caleulation is. attempted by direct proportion, on the aateapeton 

that the ratio of scale hemi to fish length sibcias constant + Ricoto 

the es of the fish, ie that the srtlaths of the seale and fish is 

isonatric, 

The lengths at each year can thus ts calculated from the formula 

Ly « Vn Ls where (L. = measured length of fish 

v | ‘1, = ealeulated length at age a years, 

¥,, © distance between annual ring 
aml scale centre at age n, 

‘lan’ workers have observed a discrepancy between calculated
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aud observed lengths of various age groups producing an apparent decrease 

in growth rate with increase in age (widely known as the lee phenomenon), 

The nature cf the Lee phenomenon is unresolved (tse, 1913; te Cren, 1947; 

Smith, 1986; Brywagin, 193), although it seens clear that the inaccuracies 

‘arise from two main sources which cannot be Atstingutshed in their nunerical 

expression, | | 

1, ae inherent in the method welds i particular, that the 

sk of the scale and body is allonetris rather than isometric, I here 

ineluie also causes arising fron selective sampling, either because of the 

nature of ene fishing gear or becanes of segregation of the fishes by size 

or nttuettr. | 

2. mortelity factors operate by size rather than age such that the 

ann Aeasliiice Misod inkinienala ine pepeliston of ‘Amer tiny Gat survive 

to an old age will be different from the mean length of the whole population, 

lee (1920) pointed out that the main factor which produces an 

allonetrie rather than an isometric relationship between scale and body is 

the fact that the scale is laid down not at the birth of the fish, but 

some tine later, It has repeatedly been demonstrated that the formation
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of Cicles in teleosts deettide upon the fish attaining a certain critical 

length rather than age and, accordingly, iee proposed that the basic 

formula be sodified te incorporate this feature of scale growth, 

' The modified formula (Rounsefell & Sverhart, 1953) reads:~ 

L, a (Lea)-4¢a symbols as above and 

-_ ; a@ «= length of fish when seales 

. are fifst laid dow, 

For the gwyniad I have seein this length to be 3,5en.(see aie @s ) and 

back ealeulation could be attempted using this nodi tied foraula, ie Gren 

(1947) and Kipling (1962) have clearly Goncee aires that the use of even 

such modified equations may not yield reliable results, 

The cotibditahie may have @ curvilinear character and honce not ve 

capable of. expression by a first whi equation, 

The vetgcaedila relationship has not been previously investigated in 

British coregonids. Published data for dian vnitefion populations indicates 

a curvi-linear relationship for some (Monastyrskii, 1926; Vovk, 1955) and 

a lingar relationship for others (Van Oosten, 1923; Smith, 1954; Hdsail,1960), 

‘Clearly we can make no predications for the guynied, The sost satisfactory 

‘procedure would seam to be to determine, as far as possivie, the exact



“ nabie es the body-scale Saint aches “a guynied and uss this as a basis 

~ for back-caloulations This T have done, - 

Body-8¢ als relationship, 7 

: A sample of 361 gwyniad pikes were chosen fron those collected 

for routine iccslanacaiaage during 1964, As far as was possible, the 

- geales Leics wore froa fishes whose sizes covered the whole range of 

fish Lengtis encountered during the eas progrease, For this reason 

few sales from fishes below bens, and above 30ens, are inclwled in the 

analysis; the significance of this will be discussed later, Following tne 

eivice of Kipling (1952) a single scale was measured for each fish, She 

A - stated that , as the ‘between fish' variation is greater than the within | 

| Fish ' ‘autadecs a more satisfactory result can be cotatned in a given time 

| by winch Sid ‘aid from as many fish as possible ssi by measuring the 

Sioa oe of seales bub taking hd i from each of a smaller 

sai of haat ' Other than ignoring seales having ensisans canbres, ne 

attempt wee mde to select sie seale to be measured, Some investigators 

noasure only 9 specific ' key' scale chosen with care fron a gingle location —
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on ‘the fish's body; in the present study, backscaleulation was to be 

_. abtenpted from scales taken from the ' shoulder ! region and it was 

Gachaatits jusbifiebie to social sone Of the precision of the ‘kay' scale 

ues re order to make the scales selected for determination of ‘iibmaclig 

; relationship Yc to those ao és age determination and back- 

sealoulation, The present method gives a Selsie indication of the wertes 

sbility of the material used for age determination, 

The scale was projected onto the ground glass sereen of the scale 

rowling apparatus and its length, from the centre to the edge along the 

anterior-posterior hats, was abeceien to the maareey millimetre. The 

nagntestion: throughout wos times 32, Fish length was measured as 

described on Pd. 

. a 

| A plot on arithmetic okgte of projected scale length against fish 

fight ciendihag there wae @ considerable scatter of the plotted points 

and that this Suihce inereases with increased fish length (figure (3 ), 

| Although not the bent fit to the data, a straight line was fitted 

to the arithmetic means of each 10mm fish length group using the method
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of the loast squares. This line has the equation - 

fish length = 37,5 + 2,9 scale length, 

_ The point at whieh this line crosses the x axis (37,5 mm) is very 

close to the length of the fish at first appearance of the scales. 

This I have shown to be 35mm ( see page 6), 

The data ware replotted onto logarithmic paper (figure + ) and the 

fish length - projected seale length relationship was calculated from 

“the mean logarithms for each 10mm fish length group using the formula = 

Ya ) where 

or log ¥ elog A +b log X -¥'m. « fish leneth 

or year+b x: ee, Xm = projected scale length 

be ae eae b = an exponent 
¥ = log Y 

a 3 = log X 

a. 2 log A 

bat a. = regression coefficient 

The quantity by. calculated from the sample is an estimate of the population 

regression coofficient Byx If the growth of the fish and scale is isonetric 

then bye does not differ significantly fron 1, The magnification used for 

the scales dees not affect the value of by providing only thal 1% is cone 

consistent throughout the whole ‘sample (Kipling, 1962). 

, Ve
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Fig, '4. Body Scale Relationship. Log plot



There is a high degree of positive correlation between the two 

characters measured, A line fitted to the log data by the method of 

the least squares had the formula 

log body Taesth 2 0,375 + & leg oe length 

or body length « 6,&7& x seale length * 

No anaes difference was apparent, or could be determined etatictieally, 

between the plots for male and female fishes separately, The observed - 

= of by (0,4) is significantly different fron L(ealeulations not shown) 

and indicates that, in the ea case of the gwyniad, growth of fish and scales 

is allonotries Saciscaneriion by direct proportion would not be justified, 

fil Sek ie thus calculated represents the best fit to the data of body~ 

:scale doleiiauiad and wi be used as a aed for all csiteedoblattons 

deseribed in later Be 

" Diseussion, 

idpling (1952) sve uigibet the body-scale relationship in brow 

trout and sucgnsten that observed differences in reareseion coefficients 

, for airteront populations might have been correlated with grown rate. She 

wrote ' Although the growth rates of trout tien the ‘whee fron woich samples 

were taken are not all known with the sane accuracy, there is no doubt that
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in general the order from See a vahises is the same i that of the 

values of the regression Sout fisientels ' She coneluded that whose results 

are siakiaeanig unlikely to have arisen by chanee, ' The regression coefficient 

calouleted for the ponies falls the ten of the range of values observed 

: for slow Lerman trout populations and I bake this as an indication 7“ 

gwyniad bie Likewise, somewhat slow acing The aaeeranenee of this 

observation lies in ite bearing < on the metter of ‘pharpeetation ef closely 

eo-ineident annul oh the scales Ra ss : 

Correction for sliometrys 

an of bere shown that 2 ourvilinesr relationship exists between the 

ber tenet and scale tans and some correction for shlimekity is roniend 

in baahsbaliralahtocs:, A curve for correction for allonetry was therefore | 

dines tron ‘the regression equation and the bachndiiah described by le Gren 

(19L7) used to deteraine the necessary corrections. 

tleing a ames scale aes of the curve of the regrersive equation 

(fig tS) a straight edge laid from the (0) to the point (a) where the curve 

outs the final. length of the fish (f) provides the asans of determining 

. the corrected reading (¢) for any ‘Length ¢alculated by direct. proportion (rv).
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Fig. #6 Diagram showing the method of correcting 

back-calculations for allometric growth. See text
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i i be seen ites (c) wild be 643 ordinate of the point (b) és the 

curve, vertically sbove the point @) where the Sicatant edge cuts the 

- horizontal Sass voldesietane the recorded lengbh (r). 

le Gren (asu7) pointed out ah ‘any formula used for back- | 

calteulations of siete must assume that in any individual fish bes has 

ae an Sdivesrtubibin’ cesta ratio, whieh has probably tee been shown, 

It has been shown, however, that for a nuuber of fish the mean growth 

ratio is relatively constant, and so there is cnt subitidiaton for 

assuning tho moans 60 task=cbleulate lengths of a large saxple of fish 

"te be ciandlaee acaurate, and it is probably Lagitinsbe to ise such 

estinates of erowth for single fish, since it is unlikely that there will © 

be any great changes in the individual growth ratio.' 1 have carried 

out back-caleulation of both individual and mean growth rates,



  

Walford (1945) deseribed a graphic method for determining 

age and growth and the method has been summarized by Rounsefell and 

Rverhart (1953) and applied to pike growth by Frost and Kipling (195932962). 

The advantage of this method is that prior knowledge of the true ace of the 

fish is not necessary and I felt that, if I could use this method to predict 

a growth curve for the gwyniad itwould perhaps provide a means of checking 

the reliability both of age determinations and of the back-calculated crowth 

curve based upon them, 

The method assumes that successive yearly increnents added to 

length decrease in magnitude in geometric progression, until a Liniting 

value of total length (ultimate length) is approached. “here these assuzpt- 

sions apply, a plot of ' length at age n' against length at age n + i! will 

give a straight line relationship, 

To plot the data, the x and y ames of tha graph are marked 

off in units of the sane size, the x axis is the length at age n, the y axis 

is length at age nel; at 45° to the two axes a line is drawn, Once any two 

points on the growth line can be fixed the theoretical growth throughout the
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remainder of the life can be found by successive estimates, Inforsation 

on the length in two successive years (derived fron tagged fish or from 

back-Galculations) gives one point on the line, in three successive years 

two points etc, Knowledge of past catches from the sane environment can | 

suppiy information on the probable ultimate length, or, with more chance 

of error, first year length, 

The basic assunption upon which the method is based is that the 

type of growth throughout life must be fixed in the first year; once a fast 

grower always a fast grower, and vice-versa, It has repeatedly been cbeerved 

for a wide range of fish species that fish which grow at a fast rate for 

their first year in fact slow down somewhat in subsequent years; ali 

individuals tend to approach the same size at sexual maturity, This phenomenon 

hes been termed ' growth compensation ' and has been described in whitefish 

species by Van Oosten (1929), Hile (1936), Smith (1955) and others. A 

review of the causes ani implications of growth compensation was presented 

by éamakhaev (1964) Tt is sufficient for my purposes to point to the 

general conclusion of this author that whilst the effect of the growth in 

the first year of a fish's life on ite subsequent growth decreases with age,



it is maintained, 

It must always be borne in mind that the Ford-Walford plot 

produces an empirical growth curva, and is based upon a nurber of 

assumptions which T have not strictly shown to be applicable to the 

gwyniad and which must produce errors in the shape of the curve, The 

likelihood of error means that the curve must not be too rigidly interpreted, 

The methed cannot take into account the considerable individual 

variation which is apparent in any sample taken fron a population nor can 

it include variations resulting from ' good! or ' bad' yoars, These may 

occur at any stage in the life history. The failure to take account of 

‘bad! years and to include these amongst ‘false’ annuli will lead to 

considerable errors in age and growth analyses and the curve must not be 

too rigorously applied when there is reasonable justification for suspect~ 

sing the presence of such ' bad! years in the gwyniad life cycle, 

A likely source of error is the assunption that the growth of 

fish on a Walford plot will be linear, It is commonly observed that following 

the attainnent of sexual maturity aml completion of first spawning there is 

a marked change in the growth rate, I have shown that ' accessory’ and
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' false ' checks appear more frequently on the seales of gwyniad after the 

third year of life and the formation of these may be associated with gonad 

maturation and spavming (see page ‘T+ ), Changes in diet may result in a 

change in growth rate, The gwyniad is a pelagic plankton feeder during 

its early life, and later feeds on bottom fauna as well as plankton, 

Observed changes in the robustness ani spacing of the growth rings after 

the first two annuli have been completed (see page 64 and plate tt ) may 

imlicate this change-over, 

A final source of error lies in the means by which I determined 

the various points uron which the Walford plot was based, This will be 

discussed in more detail on page 18 et seq., but it must here be stated 

that none of my points is indisputable and a significant error in any one 

of them must significantly affect the shape of the empirical crowth curve, 

I do,in fact, believe that the points are, at best, fair estinates and it 

is mainly for this reason that I have not applied the curve too rigorously 

te individual seales, 

For ay present purposes, where the method is to be used to construct 

a theoretical growth curve merely to give some indication of the reliability
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of age and growth readings from scales, I maintain that the probable 

errorsiare not too important, If it can be shown that there is reason- 

table agreement between the theoretical, predicted growth eurve and one 

determined by ecale reading then we can perhaps assume that scale readings 

are reliable, If no such agreement is shown to exist, it will be necessary 

to look further into the possible causes of any discrepancy, 

Deters    

To construct a Walford plot information is nesded on the Lengths 

in at least successive years and one other point, 

(4) 

  

fhe peaks off a length frequency distribution, if these can be 

shown to be related to the age structure of the population, can provide 

two or more points, On page 87 I have shown that no such relationship 

could be foumd in my data, 

(14) ageing, 

Although tagging-recapture data provides a means for deternining 

with reliability the lengths of injividual fish at successive ages, ay 

tagging data was wholly inadequate for such an analysis ( see page eq ).
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(111). Ultimate Jeneth. 

Tt was difficult to estimate with any confidence the ultizate 

size of the gwyniad, Only © fish of 300 ma and over were caught during 

my netting programe, the maximum being a fenale of 315m. Available 

records for Llyn Tegid fish indicate that gwyniad of over 315 am have 

been caught. A fish nearly 400 mm in length was recently submitted to 

the British Rod Caught Record Fish Committee ( Jones, pers. comm,). 

For the purposes of constructing tle Walford plot I used the 

value of 350 an for the ultimate length of bot sexes of gwyniad, although 

this was likely to be an underestimate and these may have been a di‘ference 

in growth rate between the sexes. 

(iv). Lengths at ace one and two. 

(ah Direct observation. 

I caught very few O+ <1 and 14-2 fish, Gill net selection. 

must bias the results and I can be certain that i tended to catch only the 

fastest growing of both these age groups. The data from ay sampling could 

not be used to provide points for the Walford plot. Aquariun specimens 

were reared under conditions which were too artificial to have permitted
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the data from laboratory studies to be used here, 

(bo). back-caleulations, 

The first two annuli on gwyniad scales were the most easily 

identified of all (see page ©9 ) ami I decided that back-caloulation 

to the lengths at the time of formation of these annuli was the only way 

to previde points for the Walford plot, 

Waterisis and methods. 

A sample of 100 gwyniad scales Wass teed and the lengths at 

age one arrl twovere back-calculated by the method deseribed on page 17 . 

Results. 

My back-calculations cave a value of $5,5am for the mean 

length at age ones; for length at age two, the mean value was 124.3 mm. 

The two mean values were used in the preparation of the Yalford plot, 

Diseussion, 

Likely errors in back-calculation, discussed on page 100 , 

mean that the values used were underestimates of the. true lengths at ages 

one and two, The implications of this are dealt with on page \at et seq.
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Using the three points calculated above, a ‘alford plot was made and 

an empirical growth curve determined, using the methods described on 

page 109 eb seq, Figure (@ shows tho Walford plot data, whilst the 

growth curve is shown in figure (7 ,_ 

Discussion, 

The growth curve shown in figure (7 is theoretical, predicted 

growth curve for gwyniad based on the assumption that it behaves as an 

' ideal ' fish, i.e, that the nature of the geometrical decrease in annual 

growth increments is fixed after the first year of life.(see page 109 a 

Interpretation of missing annuli, 

It was sometimes found that the number of checks on different 

scales from the same individual was not the sane, The ageing of such 

individuals was therefore not straightforward. The temptation existed to 

consider a check which was not on all scales as a false annulus, but in 

each case the annulus was considered on its merits using the criteria 

listed on page 'fo et seq. In some cases a Walford plot was used to provide
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growth curves.
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additional information upon which to base my interpretation, 

(a). & t 3. Fish number 345, 

caught Novenber, 1962, 

female, length 23 &ma, 

Examination of the scales from this fish revealed a difficult centre, 

Sone seales showed 5 checks, whilst others showed 6, the additional eheck 

being located only a few growth rings from the focus, The first ‘annulus ! 

might have been a false annulus or summer check, Sack-caleulation to the 

iength at the time of formation of each annulus, including the ieahoaniended 

first cheek gave the following results, 

check 1 2 3 4 5 6 

backesaleulated Length (mm) (47) 110 162 195 220 2368 

and a Walford plot of these values is shown in figure 18 , 

The best fit to these points, drawn by eye cut the y axis at 44m, 

which therefore gave an estinate of the length at age 1, Taking 6harn as 

‘length at agen (= 1)', ' length at age n +1 (#2) ' was seen fron the 

line to be 114 mn, This value closely agreed with the figure of 110 am 

calculated for the length at age 2 assuming that the controversial annulus 

was 4 true annulus, The plot 
also gave an estimated ultimats length of 340m
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which was close to the value I adopted after considering the maximun 

sizes of gwyniad,captured in the lake (see page (4+), The back-calculated 

growth curve assuming tiat the first annulus was real was in close 

agreement to that predicted by a Walford plot of a slow growing fish which 

reached 64mm at the end of its first year of life, but not with that 

predicted for a fast-growing fish which reached 110 mm after one year 's 

growth, 

Thus I interpreted this fish es a six year old despite a missing 

first annulus on some of its scales, The backecalculated value for length 

at age 1, although very low, was within the limits of experinental error, 

and similar values were recorded in fish in which the identity of the first 

annulus could not be questioned, 

>). 3&8 z in life, 

fish number 357 

caught October, 1962. 

fenale, length 2h9m. 

Seales from this fish are shown in plates 25and26, Plate 25 shows a 

scale with § @hecks, plate 26 a scale with 6, The controversial ' annulus! 

is that appearing in the third year of life. Sack-caleulation to the length
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at formation of all checks gave the following results 5 

cheek 1 2 Beek Orr + 

back-calculated length (mm) % 130 (152) 191 22 243 249 

  

In figure (4 are shown the back-caleulated growth curves 

(i) assuming all the cheeks are annuli and (ii) ignoring the controversial 

third check, In fig. ao I have drawn the predicted growth curve for a 

fish reaching 70mm at the end of the first year of life, and the back- 

calculated curve (ii), 

I found that the predicted growth curve agreed more closely 

with that in which the controversial annulus was ignored, and I interpreted 

this fish to be in its sixth year of life, The exclusion of the third check 

from the category of ' true annulus ' on morphological grounds is thus 

reinforced by the Walford plot prediction, Misging ‘annuli' in later life 

wers, without exception, considered to be false annuli, 

dD. B m_of ad ¢ . 

A sample of 402 gwyniad, collected during 196)+1962 was analysed, 

The fish were all taken in a single 60mm mesh net and ranged in size 

from Jon to')30 mm, Seales were removed and mounted and back-caleulations
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Were atteupted on all scales which were readable. The scales were 

measured on the ground glass sereen of the scale reading apparatus at 

& magnification of times 32, as described on page ©2 , Careful attention 

was given to the interpretation of checks and morphological criteria and 

valford plot data were used to assist with difficult seales, 

Results. 

The back-caleulated growth curve is shown in figure \7 , in which 

I have also drawn the predicted, empirical growth curve derived on pages 104 

et seq. It is evident that the two curves are similar, 

Discussion, 

That a close similarity existed between the predicted and back 

calculated growth curves I taka to be an indication that my age determinations 

were largely correct, Not all the difficulties experienced in ay attenpts 

to get reliable monthly length-for-age data from scale reading (see pages 

44 et seq) are encountered when back-ealculations are attempted, Even if 

the edge of the scale is difficult to interpret it is possible to pack- 

calculate lengths at formation of inner annuli, The effects of gear 

selection are less significant when back-caleulation is attempted from a 

large sample of fish, such as I used, which covered a wide range of fish
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jengths and ages, 

denved 
That an empirical growth curve based upon data/in part by back- 

calculation has been used to validate a growth curve based entirely upon 

back-calculation is a weak point in my argument, bub I still regard it 

as significant that the two curves were similar, Both the Walford 

plot analysis and the back-caleulations are subject to experimental 

errors, as I have discussed, but I conclude that the growth curve 

presented in figure [7 is a good indication of the growth curve of the 

gwyniad, 

The curve indicates that the gwyniad is a slow growing fish and 

the eriginal data shows that there isa considerable overlap in the lengths 

of all age groups, Relatively small increments are added to body and 

seale lengths each year and closely co-incident annuli on the scales are 

a reflection ‘vad' years more than an indication of the frequency of 

escurrence of false annuli,
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Whilst I found that month-by-month changes in length-for-age 

data did not give a reliable indication of the seasonal growth cycle 

(page 94 ), it was possible to use sone of the data to determine a 

growth curve for gwyniad. If I am correct in believing that gwyniad 

do not grow actively during the winter months and that winter to early 

spring is the time of annulus formation, then the mean lengths of each 

year clase making up sawples taken during the winter months can be used 

as an approximation to the mean length for ite respecbive ace group. 

Results. 

In figure {7 , I have included the growth curve calculated from 

the sample of fish collected in November,1963. This growth curve gave mean 

lengths for ages II to V which were higher than both those obtainad by back~ 

:calculation and these which had been predicted by the Walford plot, The mean 

lengths for the other age groups were higher than those of the back«calculated 

curve but lower than those predicted, The curves calculated for other winter 

months showed a similar flattening. The effects of gill-net selection on
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monthly length-for-age data are responsible for the poor fit of the 

curves, (page © ) but if these effects are taken into account the 

data suggest that age determinations and the growth curves based on 

them are valid,
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Back b history f otoliths, 

introduction. 

Otoliths have been sampled from only a limited number of fish 

during my research and they have not been used extensively as a means of 

age determination, I include the results here for the sake of complete- 

ness, but much more research is necessary before these preliminary obser= 

vations can be validated, 

Bedy-otolith relationship. 

Materials and methods. 

A sample of 25 otoliths was examined and each efolith measured 

using a camera lucida at a magnification of x 47, Two measurements were 

made from each otolith, es described on page 82. 

Results and conclusions, 

In figure 21 I have plotted the relationship between the Length 

of an otelith, measured along both the anterior and posterior axis, and 

the size of the fish. A direct relationship exists and the straight lines 

fitted by eye to the two sets of data pass through the origin of tha graph, 

The growth of otolith and body is isometric ani the otoliths can be used
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for back calculation of growth by direct proportion, 

ja tion, 

Materials and methods, 

Back calculation to the time of formation of all annuli was 

attempted for the otoliths of 30 fish taken in November, 1943, Scales 

removed from the sane fish were used also to backecalculate the growth 

curve, using the methods described on page (4 . 

Hesults. 

Figure 22 shows both back-caleulated growth curves, It will 

be apparent that a discrepancy exists between the two, and the otolith 

curve gives higher values of length for age, although the shape of the 

curve is similar, More research is needed befordtire reasons for the 

discrepancy can be determined, 

  

The many problems of age and growth determination in gwyniad 

outlined by ay preliminary research prompt a number of suggestions for 

the future, It is vital that techniques of age determination should be made 

as accurate as possible as so many other facets of an ecological invastigation 

depend upon accurate and reliable ageing, Future research must give special
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attention to means of validating the morphological criteria I have 

used as a basis for recognition of annuli in both scales and otoliths; 

the probles of closely co-incident and accessory annuli is but one 

aspect which needs close attention. An extensive tagging programne, 

with the subsequent recapture of marked fish, must be carried out as 

soon as the technical difficulties of achieving this have been:overcome, 

The use of lead-versenate to mark fish scales, although intrinsically 

not as satisfactory as nunbered tags, might well overcome the heavy 

mortalities which accompanied my tagging programwze,
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it eae 

The Literature on winitefishes in general indicates the 

conetderabie aifctontties involved: re serine adequately the young a 

<8 the, 1ife hadtery (seo later Sacteaas p. 188), Despite intensive invests 

- Migatiot! over severai years (Jones, pars.com,) renarkably little inforuation 

is distaste for this mies in the. is sete of the ewniad, 

‘the work described in this seetion was carried oub partly to 

ok ait éaterial for ‘nyorateation oxperinonts with the ‘Powar of Loch Lenond 

a 

tS Ccatstana, in pie) but sore opoct teal | te evita at least sous mterial 

tee the sluctatton of certain proolens of the gariy life hiatory of the 

| _ intohery production of waricus whktefish “epnotoe is a recor niboad 

. fisher practtco Gagler, 1556) . Ta: addition, whiterish have been reared 

| by a auabor ot workers, for hybridization oe ones LILES 

3 avon, 19585 ovardeon, 1956,575 Siiadee J 1955 ; Garside & Chariotie,19523 

attend, as6 and: tor’ nora a broadly: based inventicattone of the early life 

| lateeytreloen, Lees he; LEEL, 186, LOEE; oud: 1930; Mallen, 1983;
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‘ ie ee en 

Lp! Hp 2 

‘John & hasler, 19565, Braun, we 3983: aby sack, Carvers: fe tt ton a7 

2 ae personal communi cabten) ‘ 

  

op eee tt is conmeelay reported that adult whitefishes | are difficult to. 

transport satis Paetorth:; even | seit elaborate fish Lranaporting er 

bal! ities are “eom: apace (Frante & Corona, 1965) iy. abtounte to 

  

transport. Live’ ew’ oro eubiemt aa by a high imcediate mortality arr 

| the 2 recatntng fish rerely survived for any lencth of time in the Leboratay, 

vanthowen dees (pers. com.) natntained somtad survived for up te five ols ri 

in aquaria. ‘Fish eanetes de not eurvive for. mae. in the untreated dead 

‘arent Ny body (later, 1958) and. it has repeatedly been opistad out that 

that retontly 1 fertilized’ or: tgroma’ eggs are extirecel) frazile and aittiout 

ts. gular! ‘(onreetty 1951; Davis, 1953), It was decided to delay fortiliaat- 

: don ne to egerent Peps tees 

“ature adult + purntad were cotectes ty paldeaotting during the 
i. 

enamine « geason and eege ind ener were strtpped fro: the, fish ci ddubaasbiay 

« rote capture, _ Seton was s onsiiy sesocpltahod in, es ripe! 
i : yp
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fish by holding the fei stabi se one ‘hand so that the ventral surface 

ite signeiy arched outisards ab the bales time, the other hand Gad ua 

to exert a fir, But gontie, acaba along the flanks, passing from behind 

_ the gills tettards the vent, Jefore stripping, mucus and loose enh were 

ronovel fron fie Mish with soft per towels and care was taken te prevent, 

os where ressible, contannat ton of the neh products by faecal naberial, 

Tyme oan particularly difficult to achieve in the case of male fish which 

typleaily produced a tel drops of more or less contaninated milt (ef, 

Butcher, sin . Ngee at spern were stored separately in sterile, aes : 

‘+. vac asks ten contained a small anount of ice sindincel in sealed 

: polythene bass. Uader these fas eeinece storage es AEM for up to . 

| paitidiced of 6 aye is peesibie (Kaitdand, ee. sithough sioraie for such 

lengths of sins ea nob halbiaesily in the praesent savadiduation, when fert= ‘ 

silization sas. carried out within 5 = & hours of collection, The | 

naterial was cransported to the hatchery where fertilization was acconplished 

| by mixing the exes aml speru Ges" in the thermos flasks to whieh waber was 

adled slowly. after a few minutes, , nutiber of egzs used in the present 

tnvodtigabion Was estimated to be between 12 LOU = 15,000, Eges were placed 

oes inh aeundeed wire mesh trays in the hatchory troush, through which passed



a « conocant flow of waber, ‘ | 

: rs “Sart (2930) and Uaitlend (a9in) ried out that a conduant 
a aifcteulty in the rearing of coregonta es is ‘their Punoepeinsaty | te te tne 2 a a ‘this preblew ts _seromtos tyr the tonongy 

8 the arse to sthere ‘getter. Several fethods of resoving ‘the adhesive i 

3 “4 1¢ sueus. after Parttaatton have been descries in the Aberature wa tooite: 

Z ae aden: the eges in wat mas Gorse and Drrtotse, 1952) ani rantaont 

“with hydrochloric acid (Gateviow fe irtwr! vo, 960). ohn | & laodor 986) 

a recon ond washing wits o a \ take aqueous auspanatn of sot ‘particles and I 

use! pans weathod. Son ti00 fine gravel was oe ta: the hatenery trays 

Be “pat tints prastice was Stecontinied we tt ms dtesovers tiny the aegs re, ied 

easily buried, Desrive tho wapaichss rontoont, sone eiceiaiting of the eges 

. ‘was apparaat, and Seven cae Pura! “abback were p RABM ihe Plenary offices r ; 

Papert that, foantve galt troatoent the ogee wore. “Pidiiere ouneaptibie ! 

te Semalaznia tan ore the oeee of sazen > (Gale anda which. were ‘unatfooted 

fn nated trays” ia ae sas > broths 20th save — below Bans | pers, 
+ 

‘; shai: cS : te 4 

After 2h hours the percentage 2 fertilization of tha egES vas ni 

fe if ites <  
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dietaaeaines by treatent of a sale bateh of = with glacial acetic 

anid (atte, 1952), The eleuige of ah fertile blastediae can 1 readily 

cet be seen ia egies a0 treated. During later ener a ouapie visual examina 

ee sion served to Alstinguten the white, opaque dead egg ani the: translucent 

= “ralmorage fortite O28. 

-_Buept ‘ab vookconta, ages were tnapest’ ind varougtiout | the 

eodiskton jurkaa and dead 4 ant singers ages wore removed as soon ioe fuathass: 

Two atieniite collections “were gate te obtain gwynield ova: and silt 

and the revults of those coleetions are resentat in table lo , Tt is 

Antares to ty record a tobal failure of the rirst abte: apt and & nuuber of 

Sentors may have. contributed to this dack of suecess . It io waliicely that it 

was  starty a | Lack of skill in perforating the string and fertilization, 

| a is difficult to say exactly when the s 296% spawning period qhachet:s but i" 

rent fish had been taken in the note as carly, as Decenber nee pales). ny 

first sane « should baie provided anes nusbere of Lee ee fish, 

‘roms at this bine the » saparate sheen of nature and stidtertpontng 

fish (ee ze had not been anbictated The net ages for this first sanple »
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was set n ‘inte s oie oad ab has been ade one that nets set 

in deer at. bite station tend to eaten immature females with exiles 

nusbere of sans bales, “siaek sat (1957) reported that in powan 

‘ova and milt can be expressed by manipulation at deast from: Hevenber 

‘diets’ but attampts to obtain fertilized ova by this means have nob 

“been ivcaess until the tine of ‘natured release nore ‘than a moith later a, 

Ib is likely Ae that I striped Fish watch were not fully ripe; this 

ahd ies be the reason we the first guyniatmpovan cross failed (iadtiand 

pers, com.) . 

- To avoid strippag: sare fish 1 the dstonl ‘saxple was taien at 

‘station an and a satisfactory fertilization of gwyniad egos was accoup= 

lished, although Gs the material sent for hybridization with powan only 

the @ggs proved viable (leitland, pers. comm), — 

Fertilisation of the sazple bateh of eres was determined to be 

aut See. 
7° 

96% successful after 2h hours, No information on the fértilization of 

guyniad eggs under natural coniiticns is available, Gllis 2 Jones (193°) 

found that, in trout, artificial insemination of the eges gave a higher 

“percentage of fertilized eges than natural spawning and thie could conesivably:



hs (3d 

| tne so bi gaeolad : ) Hart (2930) regent that it was possible eae there 

| was considerable variation in the proportion of. exugs fertilized in 

“ater years ‘onal: on different spain geclates and that. a hich eapictacn. , 

"between aes and 100%, of the ocge of Uorogonse eluraatorsis are fertilized 

under natural cotton, Lasoratsry etidias with fin sane species | 

(Garside & Christie, 1962) roduos! a gar of &97 forttsizatton, For | 

ort corecentds the: ony fures available are boss of Hadtland (pet 

cua) wao a with: powan mya artifielal fertilization was betiwean 

96% and wos: { sagcessfu,



Ne etal let otal of. the dowelopine ens wild be. reported here, 

ie ts — be exyected, a close sintlarity was apparent betiteon the 
#F 

iy prevdcusiy santytnes | eabryontc dda ciara of the Powan (tack et.al 627; . 
> 

or rateans, 1967 and that of the guia The  paskioes Oe wietatity reported 

by the hatchery ak: closely reed les in its general features he 

pees deseribed for the nora seebens es of powan OBES.» Two periods of 

Ps heavy sortality were. chars one ‘during the first us ange of incubation — 

(tavedvias a Woes of en estinated 30% of the is oe and a second between 42 

days after forttisaatton and haveing. -SaitLand (ops: eit.) concluled 

7 that the death of oe tari the initial i mrt prtot (which he 

| sora as “baking pee dotioen the + the and 15th dare) is Jeickas’ Caused 

: : » aither inadeuate PPM Ma wion. or . $4 a definite sortaLity Phakor ite 

: factors) o Soucek a at tats phase of :tomeonoant A siniler pattern of 

5 nortality has heen reporter for r trout aes (2949) eee, (2953) and 

appears to ‘inal with the iene 's of the blastopors 4 is the carly, SOLEYO» 

‘ Hany of the deaths davies the second period of * hoay cortality recat from 

Baik 

¢
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ly 

. ‘the mechanical difficulties ‘of hatehing - Wiasvaana, on deh lyse ope. ‘ | 

At LP c, ages in the iktoteler mehchad the eyed 1 stage after 

27 days and the first alevins hatched after 64, days (501 day wduareud 

Hatehing was conploted by the Elst. oe. (623 day - degrees). “These 

results are in dleke agroeoont with Figures ‘reported, for — O283. 

Attar hatening, alevins, stan at the yoik-sac stage, were 

transrorted to the ‘Laboratory in relytnene bags se in. a small amount. 

of ice, Here they were ‘transferred we ‘tensgallon tbe aquaria at a stocking 

denstiey af 2,150 fry per tank, Tanks ‘wore sersted but it was not possible 

bo sented the hdeanastve or to provide circulation of the water, Initially | 

the fry wit tad wash Infusoria eis eee yolk (Korovina, 1962) and, seiehy 

with lake plankton (mainly Crelops and Daphnia) and with laboratory reared 

Dasinia and Arteaia, Older fry were fed Bubifox, Snehytridas and chopped 

| -‘A-heavy mortality was apparent at the time of final absorption
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of the yolk sac aml the commencement of active feeding when an 

estimated 40% of the fry died, Tsvetkova (1963) reported a mortality 

of 68 during the transition to active feeding for Corezonus peled reared 

in fish ponds, Whilst they were able to achieve up to 95% survival, 

John & Hasler (1956) showed that in Leucichthys artedi survivors were 

significantly fewer after than before feeding, The high mortality rate 

recorded in the present investigation appears to have resulted from a 

failure to provide sufficient food at vhat is clearly a critical stage 

in the life of the fry, 

Whilst little is known of the biology of the early fry stages of 

mest coregonid populations, there is sufficient evidence to show that, in. 

general, whitefish fry are plankton feeders, This creates a number of 

problems when any attempt is made to rear fry artificially, The current 

fishery practice of stocking whitefish fry at the yolkesac or alevin stage 

is a response to ' the presently insurmountable problem of supplying an 

adequate amount of required planktonic food for large numbers of young ' 

(Lagler,1956), That whitefish fry do, in fact, consume a let of plankton 

is perhaps best shown by the work of Braum (1964) who recorded that, only 

afl
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three days after the commencement of active feeding, at 11° c one fry of 

S,wartaannl consumed 43 copepods in 10 hours, whilst at 6,.5°c. one C.fora 

needed some & copepods in the same time, John & Hasler (1956) showed 

quite clearly that, although at low vomporaturestolerant of prolonged 

starvation - up to 34 days at temperatures betwoon 3° and 4°c ~ the fry 

of Leugichthyes artedi normally demonstrated the first signs of feeding 

behaviour within a few minutes of hatching, From such date it will be 

appreciated the feeding is the major obstacle to be overcome in maintaining 

whitefish fry in the laboratory, 

Young fish were kept under aquarium conditions for nearly twelve 

months when, despite losses dus to natural mortality and sampling, some 

25 fish remained alive, Unfortunately in February, 1965, the fish were 

poisoned by an unidentified agent possibly introduced into the experimental 

tanks by the careless activities of painting contractors, The last fish died 

in April ,1965.



  

The biology of fry stages of mést coragonids is unknown, 

and most authors have commented on the difficulty or impossibility of 

sampling the fry in all but a few species. Gwyniad fry have been seen 

only at the time of hatching (Jones, pers, comm,), after which time they 

disappear and are not seen again until the fish reach an age of some 

three years or mora, During the present research programme considerable ~ 

effort was put inte the problem of sampling gwyniad fry, effort which met 

with remarkably little success, 

  

4n indication of the probable incubation peried for « wyniad 

eggs was given by laboratory and hatchery investigations. shenevor possible 

fron late March onwards inspection was made of the littoral in the regions 

where gwyniad were known to have spawned, Water levels at this tine were 

higher than those met with during time of spawning and it was not possible 

to reach more than the upper limits of the spawning gravel by wading andi
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inspection from a boat never proved vory satisfactory, fo fry were 

observed in 1964 until mid April, when a number of fry at the yolk sac 

stage were taken in a pond net, using the same ' kicking ' technique 

described on page (8 ., Fry were never taken in great nusbers and 

after the end of May, 1964, rising water levels prevented further sampling 

by this method, 

Use of Tights. 

A number of authors have shown that some species of fish, and 

particularly the fry,are attracted to bright lights shone in and under 

the water (Kuroki, Nakayama and Ueno, 1964), I observed that gwyniad fry 

kept in aquaria showed a preference for swimming beneath the lights used 

to illuminate their tanks and tried repeatedly to find a way of attracting 

gwyniad by this method in the field, lights of various colours and intens- 

sities ware tried at various times during the late evening and at night at 

many stations on the lake, Whilst the method showed some promise as a 

means of attracting minnow fry and young perch, or as a means of observing 

fish lying on the bottom at night, no gwyniad were ever observed to show a 

positive response to any of the lights used. The method was abandoned,



Use of a minnow seine, 

Repeated attempts at various times of the day and night to 

capture gwyniad fry in an extremely fine meshed seine net which I 

constructed for this purpose proved negative, although the net captured 

many minnow fry and adults, as well as guigeon ani perch, 

Indirect sampling. 

There is no reason to suppose that gwyniad fry are not taken 

by predatory fish species, The adults can be found in the etomachs of 

pike end the remains of halfseaten gwyniad left in gill nets testify to 

the palatability of the fish. I examined the stomach contents of many 

pike, perch,and trout taken in my nets without finding a trace of gwynidd 

fry, Despite intensive research on the lake by fishery biologists from 

the University, gwyniad fry have never been reported as forming part of 

the diet of any fish investigated. (Jones, pers. com.), 

Tow nets. 

Having available a 12 h.p. launch I was able to construct and 

use a number of midwater trawl nets and modified plankton nets on the lake 

and these caught newly hatched fry on one occasion, apart from this small 

iN
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Success the nets did not prove to be of any use, almost certainly 

because the fry can swim auch faster than I could tow my nets, 

Einewnesh gill nets, 

T have found that surface-set fine-mesh gill nets fished 

overnight do sometimes catch small gwyniad in the summer, I never 

succeeded in catching enough to make a detailed study worthwhile, 

although I have used the scales of these fish in my investigations 

of ewyniad growth. The stomachs of the fish I caught contained plankton 

ami aerial dipterans, That young gwynial aust lead a pelagic existence 

is certain but the sampling of these fish is fraught with difficulties 

amd it is likely that the enigma of their early life will remain unresolved 

for some time,
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THE FOOD OF GVYNIAD, 

The only published account of the food of gwynisd is the few 

observations made by Dunn (1954) during the course of her a 

of the bottom fauna of Liyn tegid. She examined & aia asa concluied 

that small gwyniad (up to 150mm) fed exclusively on the bottom and that 

larger fish ware plankton feeders, The data presented here cover 

only @ preliminary ananlysis of seasonal variations in the dict of adult 

gwynied, when dealing with a lake the size of Llyn Tegid and with a fish 

which ranges over a wide area and which shows complex diurnal and seasonal 

patterns of migration which change with both sex and age (see chapters on 

reproduetive biology and movements), it is very difficult to present a 

short yet conprehensive picture of food and feeding. fo simplify the 

present analysis I have dealt only with fish ¢ aught during the early 

afternoon in a 40mm gill net at a single netting station (g S-@), All the 

fish were caught in a net fishing for approximately two hours on the bottom 

in 70' to 6 feet of water, ven @ cursory examination of fish taken at 

other times of the day and at other atations and depths in the lake
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unlerlined the pervading influence of sampling bias upon the data 

accumulating from my main food analysis, A more detailed investigation 

of these factors is necessary and I do not propose to discuss them here, 

Heberials and methods, 

The stomach contents of 325 gwyniad caught between December 1961 

and Novenber 1962 have been examined, For each fish the contents of 

only the pyloric region of the stomach were analysed, This region was 

delimited posteriorly by the pyloric sphincter and anteriorly by a cut 

made in the cardiac region at the commencement of the loop of the stomach, 

This portion of the digestive tract is termed the ' standard stomach ', 

A review of the methods of feod assessment was presented by Hynes 

(1950) who coneluded that ' There are grounds for stating that, for any 

fish with a generalized dict, providing that a large nunber of specimens 

is examined, any of the commonly accepted methods of assessing the composition 

of the diet of fish from food contents will give substantially the same 

results', I analysed the contents of the standard stomach as follows:- 

{a}. An estimate of the fullness of each stomach was made, using



the points scale reproduced in Table \l » The scale wae slightiy 

modified from that of Sal] (1961), 

(bv). The voluze of food present in the standard stomach was 

measured using a piece of apparatus described by Graham and Jones (1962) 

amd designed by Chubb (1961). The apparatus consisted of a 3" by 2" 

microscope slide to which was glued a piece of millimetre square graph 

paper covered by a 3" by 2" cover slip, A 3" by 1" slide with a thickness 

of exactly 1 millimetre was then glued to the larger slide making a step 

exactly lum high, The contents of each stomach were scraped out onto the 

measuring slide and piled up against the edge of the step, Tho volume was 

thus easily measured by laying a 3" by 2" slide on top of the food and 

pressing it down gently, at which time the number of squares of graph 

paper covered gave the volume in cubic millimetres, 

(ce), The contents of the stomach were then teased out and examined 

dry, using a binocular microscope and transmitted light, Sach food 

item was identified as far as possible,



TABLE {it 

Degree of fullness of the stomach. 

_ Empty | Stomach collapsed, no food present. 0 points 

Trace Trace of food present, 4 point 

} Full Food occupying about one quarter of the 

total volume of the stomach. Wall feels 

thick and hard when pressed between forceps. 1 point 

§ Full Stomach containing food, generally along 

most of its length, but the inner surface 

is longitudinally pleated, and the wall 

feels thick and hard. 2 points 

i Full Stomach nearly filled with food, but with 

some space remains and a small portion of 

the wall feels hard, with shallow 

longitudinal pleats internally. 3 points 

Full Stomach full. Internal longitudinal pleats 

shallow or absent. Entire wall is soft 

and can be indented with forceps in 

intact stomach, . 4 points 

Distended— Stomach packed with food. Wall cannot be 

pinched with forceps in the intact 

stomach, and is thin and stretched with 

no internal pleating. 5 points



  

Table ‘2 and figure 23 show the number of stomachs not 

containing food in each monthly sample, expressed as a percentage of the 

total nuaber of stomachs examined in that month, All of the stonachs 

exanined in December,1961 contained food, yet 40% of the January, 1962 

sanple had empty stomachs, the highest percentage recorded during ay 

research,  Setween January and May the percentage of fish with empty 

stomachs dropped progressively, although the value for April does not 

quite fit into this general picture, After May, virtually all of the 

stomachs examined contained food, 

Table (3 ani figure 2% show the seasonal variation in 

stomach fullness, expressed as the mean number of points scored by all 

the stomachs examined in each monthly sample (fullness index), The 

stomachs examined in Decesber,1961, were on average a little over half 

filled and in January, 1962, the fullness index dropped to 1 (} full), 

After January the index increased and reached a peak in June, when the
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recorded figure was 3,4 (between 3 and completely full), The period 

June to August was marked by a progressive decrease in fullness index, 

after which time it remained more or less steady at approximately 2,5 

(between 4 and } full), 

Table (+ and figure 24 shows the seasonal variation in volune 

of food eaten, expressed as the mean volume of food contained in all the 

stomachs examined in each monthly sample, The shape of the graph closely 

follows that for mean fullness index, at least until April, 1952, After 

this the average volune decreased slowly until duly, From August the 

curves for mean fullness index and average volume are once again sinilar, 

The reason for the diserepancy in the sumer figures for vhat are essentially 

estimates of the same thing lies, I am sure, in the change in composition 

of the diet recorded during this time (see later section), The differences 

in ' compressibility ' between stomach contents which were conposed largely 

of bottom fauna (with grit, hard-shelled molluscs and abundant chironomids) 

and those which consisted only of plankton resulted in what was virtually 

@ change in method of estimating volumes, The degres to which stomach 

contents were squashed between the two measuring slides was difficult to 

\
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control and variation was apparent when estimates made before ani after 

sorting were compared, There was also a discrepancy between the volumes 

recorded by different workers (Rothwell, pers. cow:,). The trend of both 

volume and fullness curves was sihilar between May and duly, although . 

there was a ahift in relative values, This is exactly what would be 

expected on the basis of the errors described above, 

  

There is a clear seasonal pattern in food intake, In the 

early part of the year (January to April), gayniad eat very little, 

although with the approaching sumuer months feeding is wuch more active and 

remains so until well into the winter, 

The period of low feeding intensity coincides with the time »/f 

of spawning (page 1©5 ) and the time of annulus formation on both scales 

and oteliths (pages 74 and 64 ), During the summer growing season the 

gwyniad feed actively, although towards the end of the year the development 

amd maturation of the gonads (page jes ) makes ever increasing denands on 

the food supply,and, despite active feeding during the autum, there is a 

progressive fall in body growth,



B. Gomposition of the diet. 
One 

Tn table 16 / Listed all the itens found in gwyniad stomachs, 

and table (6 and figure 25 show the analyses for each monthly s ample, 

The data are show as percentage frequency of occurrence in stomachs 

examined; this method doss tend to over-estimate the importance of 

organisms which occur in small numbers in many stemachs (jiynes)1950), 

but Ball (1957) foun that, for trout at least, the occurrence method was 

‘quite strikingly successful in indicating the most important itens in 

the general diet, and could be employed with confidence; 

  

The diet of gwyniad shows seasonal changes ani the year 

can be divided into two main periods; December to July, when gwyniad feed 

mainly on bottom fauna, and Auaust to Noverber, when the diet is composed y 

of both bottom fauna and midwater and surface foods, 

(4) Bottom feeding. 

Detritus was by far the most frequently oecurring iten 

in gwyniad stomachs throughout the year and was found in 50 to 100% of the 

stomachs in each monthiy sample, The seasonal patterns of frequency index



Table 5 list of food organions 

Diaptomua gracilis. 

Cyclops strenuus.



~ Insecta (contimed) 

Chironoms anthracims. 

Sergentia coracinus, / 

Cryptochironoms sp. 

Prooladius SP. 

Pentaneure. ‘iuesnda. 

piscine (indet.). larvae and pupse. 

Dicrencta Spe 

Ceratopogonidas (indet.). 

 Pupes of terrestrial Diptera (intet.). 

lamesia maculata. 

Lebertia sp. 

Amelia — 

Glossiphonia complanata, 

Oligechaete egg cases (indet.). 

Pisiclttsm 111) joborgii. 

Sphaertum corneum. 

Valvata piscinalis. 

Zigoee - 

Guyniad eggs.
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for both Pigidium and Chironomid larvae were, understandably, almost 

identical with that for detritus. Ostracods, which live on or just 

above the mud surface, were found in a large proportion of the stomachs 

each month, Ceratopogonids were absent from the October sanple but were 

otherwise found in the majority of stomachs exanined each month, llydra- 

scarines were found infrequently in stomachs in spring and summer, whilst 

Asellus occurred in winter md spring, Witesehaied tad dibek appeared 

very infrequently in the stomachs of gwyniad in winter and spring, and 

Hemipterans appeared mainly during spring and summer, 

Humphries (1936) drew attention to the need to distinguish between 

the permanent bottom fauna of a lake (e.g, Molluscs, liydracarines) ani the 

temporary bottom fauna (insect larvae and nymphs), Allen (1936), in 

considering the bottom fauna as a source of food for fish, pointed out that 

the permanent bottom fauna is available throughout the year but that the 

temporary bottom fauna, though present in the winter, is then composed 

of small sized individuals and only becomes suitable for fish food in 

spring when individuals have grown larger; temporary fauna will also becone



So 

scarce in the sumer, because of the emergence of adult insects, A 

detailed etudy of the botton fauna of Llyn Tegid was maddoy Dunn(1952}1962) . 

The permanent bottom fauna of Liyn Tegid contributes Aselims 

hydracarines, atdeliivudineans to the food of gwyniad, Oligochaete egg 

  

i was found by Dunn (1961) to be abundant at 

all depths in the lake and is the only member of the permanent botton 

fauna to make a significant contribution to the food of gwynied and other 

molluses ware found only rerely in gwynied stomachs, $phagriue was not 

Gai Sole Xk. 0 35 am, Thus the occurrence of molluses reflects 

availability rather than ing seleuiteihey an the part of the fish, and this 

is true also of the other manbers of the permanent bottom fauna, The 

greater contribution from the bottom fauna to the diet of gwyniad comes from 

the temporary forms, and of these the larvae of Chironomidee are most 

important. Chironomidae dominate the bottom fauna of Liyn Tegid at depths 

greater than 3 m (Munn, 1961). The species found in gwyniad stomachs were 

mainly Sergentie coracinus, Chirenows anthracinus , Polypedilum nupeculosus,



3) 

Trociadius sp, and Fentaneurs monilis. 

  

described by Dunn (op, eit.) as ' an abundant species ', especially below 

20m,' For Procladius sp.and Pentaneura sp. she described a seasonal 

migration, In August and September the larvae were most abundant at 

depths between 20 ani 30 m but after November they were evenly distributed 

throughout the profundal and oublitteral zones, Between January and August 

the largest numbers of larvae were found between 5-12 m, The occurrence 

chm astad Wir ins esaminstia? de sjalblak eukaniat diane “ind tera el 

again, more frequently, between August ani Cetober thus reflects the 

availability of these animals to gwyniad feeding in deep water, The 

seasonal appearance of C, anthracinus in stomachs likewise reflects the — 

life cycle of this species, as described by Dunn (1961). The low numbers 

in the summer months co-incide with the swarming of the adults, whilst 

increasing numbers as winter approaches reflects an increasing availability 

of full-grown larvae, 

The Ceratopogonidae, Bezzia sp. and Fokcipomyia sp,,were abundant 

in gwyniad stomachs, at all times of the year eithough Dunn did not find 

then below 6m, The reasons for this discrepancy are not understool,
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Other members of the temporary bottom fauna appeared only 

infrequently in the diet of gwyniad, 

(41). 8 and f * 

Dunn (1952) huss that the highest population on the lake 

floor occurred between December and April, after which the fauna decreased 

to a minimwn in July, beginning to rise again in August to the winter 

maximum, The time of lew population densities on the lake floor coincides 

with an increasing preoccupation by gwyniad with surface and midwater 

food, Planktonic coepods which were found in the stomachs of fish between x 

December and March, became progressively less frequent as March approached, 

None was found in April and May, but from June onwards they reappeared 

with increased frequency, Planktonic Cladocera appeared in stomachs from 

August to November and the resting eggs of planktonic Gladocera were found 

with increasing toiecatatie from August onwards, Chironomid pupae appeared 

in stomachs only in July and August, It is apparent that my samples were 

very much biased towards fish feeding on the bottom in deep water, The 

appearance, even in my samples, of fish containing planktonic and mid-water 

food in Sumuer and Autumn suggests that the gwyniad population as a whole



183 

shows increasing dependence upon this source during this period, 

Hiscellaneous food, 

The presence of gwyniai eggs in the stomachs of some fish caught 

in February is worthy of note, 

Discussion, 

The items found in the stomachs of adult gwyniad would appear to 

be strongly influenced by availability, anddo not indicate any special 

selectivity on the part of the fish. This opportunism in feeding is 

recorded in many fish species and Carpenter (1940) wrote that in salmon 

parr ‘every food is taken in ite highest numbers at its seasonof best 

availability', The present data are considerably influenced by s axpling 

bias and I intend to carry out a more detailed study of food and feeding in 

the near future, I have stomach samples available which can be analysed to 

show diurnal as well as seasonal changes}in diet and feeding activity and I 

hope to be able to link this study with cad dada investigation of 

fish movements in the lake (see chapter || ), Dunn (1954) exanined 

© specimens of gwynied and concluded that suall gwyniad (up to 150mm) fed 

exclusively on the bottom ani that larger fish were plankton feeders, It is
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clear that her data were much influenced by the saapling methods and in 

fact show that gwyniead taken inseine nets had been eating bottom fauna 

and those taken in gill nets had been eating plankton, Of special 

interest is the fact that Dunn found that Micronecta powerd and Caenis moesta 

were the most important foods, with Gazmarus pulex, Aseliue meridianus and 

the caddis larvae Agray 2 and Tinodes sp.akw present in the 

  

diet. The difference between her results and mine may be, in part, the 

result of changes in the littoral bottom fauna brought about by the lake 

level fluctuations since Dunn completed her survey in 1951-52, llynes(1961) 

reported that these fluctuations had almost completely wiped out the 

Gamnarus population, and some mayflies and caddisflies had almost or 

completely disappeared, The gwyniad, like the trout (Graham and Jones ,1962) 

may have been foreed to change their diet as a result of lake level control, 

although the extent and significance of this change cannot be determined 

from the present data, I hope inthe near future to be able to compare ay 

results with those obtained from specimend collected by DUr.Jones during the 

early stages of lake level control, 

The only detailed study of the food of a British coregonid is 

that of Slack et al (1957) on the powan of Loch Lomond, They found that



iss 

the bulk of the summer diet was made up of planktonic organisms, 

(specially the cladocerans Bésuina ani Daphnia) The schelly in 

Haweswater was reported by Swynnerton and Worthington (1940) to feed 

hear the bottom on Entomostraca and molluses, although some ‘ had made 

excursions into the planktonic zone', They suggested that these 

coregonids feed at times on the true plankton, and, following the diurnal 

vertical migrations of the plankton, come close to the surface at night, 

This observation is important to my discussion of gwyniad diurnal 

aigrations (see page 2/8 &), Aecording to Bergenal (1956) the schelly 

is mainly a plankton feeder. Folian in Lough Derg were found by Southern 

and Gardiner (1926) to feed almost exclusively on plankton, especially 

Insect larvae were taken only rarely. According to 

  

Regan (1911) the staple food of the Lough Neagh pollan is Mysis relicta, 

@ planktonic crustacean which also occurs in Lough Derg, but does not 

appear to be taken by the pollen there, Lough Neagh pollan also take 

insect larvae, Gammarus, small bivalves and the fry of other fishes, 

Twomey (1956) looked at the diet of a few pollan from Lough trne and 

concluded that they were mainly plankton feeders,
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Slack eb al (op, cit.) pointed out that although the general 

composition of the food of British coregonids is similar there are sone 

local differences, and that some of these are directly related to faunal 

differences, whilst others may be the result of limited sampling, They 

concluded that all the British coragonids seem to be primarily plankton 

feeders, but that they can supplement this diet with bottom fauna either 

when necessary or when available, The gwynial which I investigated were 

primarily bottom feeders, This does not necessarily indicate a different 

Sbhtis de th of coregonide in other lakes as my fish were all caught 

on the bottom, My echo-sounding records (ses page 242) show that 

gwyniad are usually concentrated in mid-ewater and that thay show camplex 

diurnal migrations in many sonths of the year, Investigation of the 

stemachs of fish taken in midewater will no doubt reveal a different diet 

to that of fish caught on the bottom,
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quarter 9, 

Biology, 

A, Recognition of the sexes. 

There are no obvious externa). differences vebueen aale and 

. fenale Lehtea, So called ; pearl organs ' which are a ape on. some of. - 

the scales during the breeding season do alee to be more profuse and 

aii in the males, resulting in a much Sec to the touch, but 

this curetor ts is not, sufficiently critical to permit seems sexing. 

It ts thus necessary to dissect the fieh to determine the sex. 

. 8 It is’ difficult to sex imzature tien. Beth ovary and testis consist of 

paired, ‘narrow, flat, white strands ‘of geaaiiad tissue, Rxtending fron 

a 

the daalor to the posterior — of the body, cavity along its dorsal 

wall, Jur} ventral te the \sanaye, they are separate throughout their length, 

Witiiebegheel exenination’ is necessary to Shien sex, In aangee iamature: 

rahos the two kinds of Bex organ may be atebtngstshot a my otenaharee) | 

the ovary bairtn a transverse folded or layerod appearance whist the testis 

Ais nore compact =~ heieibenadus .: In still larger sandals fish tie sexes | 

can be readily distinguished because the ovary is orange-yellow and the
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testis retains its whitish eolour, AG this and ser stages the develop= 

ne ova are easily seen and ew ‘of the sexes As easy, 

Saith oo i pointed out that Seek the factors which 

may contribute to variability of sex ee in skip’ frou a 

ei elk are : 

4) Secaeation of the sexes Pee various periods of the rte 

including segragation wesnkhttg from sex Gh fferences in age! 

and ties tmeburity,. 

2) Pifferences in mortality (natural - fishing) between the sees, 

5). | Gain 'belnctivisy in relation to ou differences in activity and 

Ho conshvad that to evaluate any of those fastore woslt be 

tat 

atectent, perticularly since they. are. interwpiiabes and some or ell of 

~ them may affect the sex composition ofa sanele. 

In table( (7 ) is presented an analysis of the sx compor ition
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of each monthly sample taken between November 1962 and July 1964, 

Fishes for which the sex could not be determined have been excluded. 

The’ sex ratio for the total catch of 2514 fishes was 70.3% fesales to 

: 29,78 a. A oer Ae of at females to 27,14 males .was 

* found ina cane, of 402 gwyntad taken over the 12 month period, worennns 

ys to Decouber, 1962. hee map Hehed data), 

Nonthly Sox z tonposition, expressed as gorse nce females, ranged 

from 61,2° in aped, 1963 to 54h in dune, 296k There did not appear 

a ‘be any general trends ia the nontidy 20x composition, although shoes 

Was perhaps a suggestion that the cebmanbaed of fenales caught was higher 

in winter months fg the sampling programze was not reproduced month by 

. sonth acheles io research this trend may seanlt fron aac differences 

ey Lecatien, time and duration of iia for each saxpls ineluied in the 

| mat To oininate these variations the sex Pets of samples taken 

in a single a at spect fic netting stations oi been compared, (fig,2@). 

A Goan. mesh net was chosen as the standard ety unless otherwise Andicated, 

the net was fished for some two hours in the early afternoon, on the vettom’ 

in 70 = &' of water, It aust be eaphasised that this data has been
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2601 7109 
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2563 7167 
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extracted from the general. sampling data, the nets not being specifically 

set for the purpose of carrying out the present analysis. It is not 

‘thought that such slight differences in location and timing ef the net 

whieh did occur detract from the general conclusions drawn, although they 

: ; 26 
must contribute to the variability of the data, In graph/tio natbing 

stations have been compared, one (g5=6 ) offshore in the main body of the 

lake, the other (dll) closer inshore, and nearer to the likely spawning 

grounds, The net fished at the offshore netting station caught a hicher 

than average proportion of female fish during the months of January to 

March 196h., In fact, all of the fish caught in Sicunrs were females, As 

the sunner months approached this selection was no longer apparent. In 

| ay routine netting programe most nets wre set at ' offshore ' netting 

| stations, comparable to g5-6 ani these seineresiais ts showed @ selectivity for 

sex dint ate to that shown by the standard net, This Liat the impression 

s givas We Ak tein presented in table [7 . It.4s interesting to note that 

an analysis which I made.of the unpublished date of @aubb who.0! 

used a sha ek at stabion g,5—6 showed _ ath identical selection 

‘for females in the winter of 1961-62 (a value of 971 daiatiin was recorded 

in January), althouch the trend is not so marked in my data for the winter
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ae 4962 ae | the inshore nab aid os show the game sex selectivity 

_ as the net set in the asin body of the lake: The monthly figures renained 

p wr nae to the meah fron Dacesber 1963 onwarde. and it sai! nob until 

Haren 196h that the tio nets: showed sindlar sex senpoaitions. It was 

: further noticed that the maturity of fishes making up the catches differed 

for the two nets. In Jamaryy the offshore net back only females at 

- stages Iv ~ V (see g rt aiadel classification, p (3), Hales were 

; dintshei in et inte s ‘tats ide and their gonads were at stage IV, 

: ~The Goalies neb, on the other nai took largely ripe fishes, (stage VI)éf 

: oath afl, with lavas two spent (stage VIl)females,, In February, 

Ros ‘spent fish of bobh sexes ware taken in both esta, along with a small number 

"of wdepant fish at ancien TinV, although the proportion of unspent fish 

was higher in the inshore net, Ripe fish (Stage vq) were taken only in the 

“Anshore net, Thug the whole be igs landing captures for the winter months 

move that a sia definite movement sistiie as the fish henna: a 

oaturtty. ' anne had sabre’. serlior than the : and hago congegrated 

: . ees to the es erownas | sone aonths vefore the actual spawning period, , 

was desdins Vie Gu Gohatoed are influenced by seasonal



WR 

changes in the condition or girth of the sexes and I an aware that the 

. conclusions drawn above are based on very slender evidence, (smitn (1954) 

drew shiaekti to an additional factor which might influence the sex 

composition of an net catches, He recorded a definite change in sex 

composition with change in depth and showed thatft spaming time gill nate 

"took @ hghor poreantace of fenalee in the deeper strata, fle did not aesept 

chad reservation the conclusion that the sexes are : ine hprelsty segregated 

according to depth, He reasoned that with gill nets the activity of the 

fish was a validates determinant of the number of fish taken by then and that 

changes fin sex composition of catches 1 were ‘apparent. di eas ' resulting 

Grou bux, diehewentad in activity, ' In other words, the males may have ae 

much sid siinken than ie females near the surface, whereas the activity 

‘of the sexes may have been equal ‘ys nearly opt at greater depths ' (p.121) ‘ 

The report of Hile ami Deason (1947), who stated thatfine males of the kiyi 

Giusekenhiren’ a0.) of Lake lichigan becobe auch more active during tha 

spawning period, perhaps adds some weight to this argument, although for 

gayniad I have no information on this point,
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7 
. es gonads of Aa poems in conwalin were renoved 

vinnie ‘dniat fron the bob eau atter recoval of the stomach, 

exeept that ovaries of ‘ibis in late stages of development were 

Nias eA ey sithek ‘The wetght of both pelinte’ Sapeiaie was 

recorded to the nearest 0, lem, and the. length and naximun width of 

: = the right gonad recorded to the auaess 0,len, only the anterior gull isie 

of the savas st measured, arthouh in late stages of development the 

posterior portionbt the testis duet was also swollen, 3 

ae gonads were exanined and classified, using an arbitrary 

sctiéne of lt conde sien, modified from that proposed for pike by 

ae (amo) ani adopted by. the Conseil International pour 1 seploration 

de la Mer (Borembaus, 2550). Other schemes of classification have been 

desabibed for alias (ony Van Oosten, 1923) ond features of this 

‘sila wed as those described for salnon (Orton, Jones and King 1932) 

and trout, (all and Jones, 1960) have Soka: aymnipeesiaet\ th Van penned 

classification. The adoption of is present scheme was perhaps eel 

arbitrary, It is not clearly possible to kmow at the outset what morph-



bye 

seloteal stages Wild prone an ca bo recognised {nt epacia to be 

Lnvestigated and, to some dagree one's schens must eae as one 's 

prodttion are, or are phe realised. " stages chosen are conveniently 

Serie nts of got same a var sro ison. reaatly rood | 

inisable h the pnyntat, ; They do not necessarily relate to any specific 

sta in the aaturabion of the eenksit: producto, arthouh the classi ficat- 

:fon based on baeroscopie external criteria has, been shown to be sn aa 

correlated with internal microscopic changes in the ~— ‘of salmon parr 

"2 (orton, en and Mine, (op.cit), brown trout sap and Jones, (op.cit) 

and shorring (Bovere a | Holliday, 1951), 

| In general, we vets, stages dn th nale eyoie of gwyniad are 

See clanely delinited end ‘the ovarise: along permit m a rather definite 

classification and! ‘therefore. more oarhanis is piieas on them in the 

following discussion,



  

Classification. Appearance of gonad, 

i, 

iit, 

Iv, 

“Virgins. ~ Gonadiial tube sall, close under the vertebral 

colusn, Ovary wing coloured, torpedo shaped, eggs invisible, 

’ to the naked eye; testis fawn in colour, translucent and knife 

shaped, 

“Matubiog wirgine oF recovering apante: Gonad developed as an - 

anterior aaa of the gonatial tube in the front half of 

the body cavity. ovary flat and rigid, eggs of the year rowaly 

vaitish, easily visible to the naked eye, Testis compact and 

thicker, but stilt thin and knife shaped, 

7 Gonad nore pmiian, occupying about half the body cavity, tggs 

erange in colour and not transparent. Testis white, | 

Ovary fills body cavity although is not swollen, Eggs larger and 

rm yellow in colour, . Anterior 3/4, of testis and posterior end of 

v, 

testis duct enlarged, | 

Ovary compact ani ewollen,filling all available space’ in bedy



vir, 

cavity, yellowish eggs nearly tipe and some transparent osgs 

| present, Testis swollen and hard, 80th sexes may have 

pearl organs, 

Roe and milt reine Sparn is prosent » the, testis duct and 

ogee out through the urinogenttal eperture wien the fish is 

handed, In the renals, pe transparent eggs shed fron the 

. we? x9 free in ba ey cavity and can be ) extruded by slight 

pressure on the fisnks, 

Gonad spent, vary 19 s0Ct and fiaceta, “has aabured eggs 

retained in ovary ‘and / or 3 pails are bali resorbed, Testés 

spent with patches of relict sper po or may be conpact and 

of reddish pore Resorbing eggs and | roUtotepe: may peels 

for several months , | 

Intermediate aticies are ceeds a a ¢ sien folowing 

the lowest stage with which they are associated,



Results. 

In tables (9 and 20 are presented, for males and fenplas 

‘respectively, the numbers of fish at each stage of maturity froa 

“Wareh, 1963 through to July 196k. The ‘sane daba is presented 

graphically in figs, 27 and 28 , M2\exuressed/percentages of the total 

monthly catch, | 

Discussion. 

It is apparent from the tables that spawning took place in the 

winter months, the first spent females being ‘aie on and after December 

12, aiébeth diaieti ii spent. males were not cael until February, 

This last feature will be Riweneatl in ed detail later. Recently spent 

fenales sale. recorded through February, although after this time it becane 

progressively more difficult to decide with eontdatien how recent spawning 

might have been, Van Costen (1923) Ikewlse found that the doubt in 

identifying recently spawned fish increased “ the period of tine between 

7 the spawning and ok date of capture Sanne mors sabia Theutiret 

fenales woiech were definitely and enti ies resorbing the ages ee seen 

in Sarly February, It is difficult to place precise Limits on the spamming 

ae



TABLE \4 Gonad maturation sequence. Males. 

  

Total Numbers 

Maturation Stages 

  

June 4 

July 2 19 8 s. i | | 

| sear | 16 | | 

Pee eG Bag ee 
rita | eee ty Poa | 
J woes | | | 

| Pecmmber | | te 
Jamary Et 1 | | 

etsy 
ae ree Lee 

par gee | aa ee 
eat ta 

July 4 10. | | | 
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TABLE 20  Gonad maturation sequence. Females. 

Total Numbers 

    

pmo p eet loo leE a pew. 
sen | Sal ae aoa sl Say | 
my ff tt an | 

  

  

| (3) | 
) | | 

} 

| 

ee = 
dnnpeies 

} 5 | a 
| | 96 | 
| 51 is 
} 

(oe oy | 

i 
} 

- vT 

; ; 
j ag Pog Ee Sates g | Re an 

Figures in beaekets relate to fish 
captured during the early stages of 
the research which were described as 
spent (Stage VII) but which included 
various stages of recovery. 

The first three months have been omitted 
from figure. 
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period although spawning would appear to have existed at least from 

December through to late February, after which time only wery few running- 

ripe fish were taken and then their recognition was not always certain, 

In December many female fish, observed to be ' running ripe’ in the field 

were not recognised as such back in the laboratory because the effect of 

formalin preservation was to make the ovaries sli friable, From the condition 

GB putasas aliaiie do. thes cleetae Winey iN’ sacQ dade Unik 0X1. Vee cond of 

an individual fish are shed at a single spawning sequence, very few ripe 

females which could be described as partially spent being found, 

Fully spent males were not recorded until February, possibly as a result 

of failing to recognise them as such, possibly as a result of sebective 

sampling, or possibly because difidividual fish have a more extensive 

spawning period, or, more likely, because of a combination of all three, 

Running-ripe males were recognised in the field as early as November; 

on being lifted from the nets these fish emmitted small quantities 

eof sperm. The production of only small quantities of sperm would seem to



ut 

| characterise later ripening fish (see sestinn on artificial fertilization) 

Sain may a further evidence of at least a comentdalty ichabe' ve individual 

spawning pars 

Nhat emai be stressed nerd the failure after preservation ‘in 

formalin to recognise in the laboratory, (and to record in the table and 

figas)y: “ni which in the field were clearly SPORE TIONS It is partly 

for this reason thet the table shows an ra ES ' stend~etill! at stages | 

ITT and IV for male fishes taken in scihdale to Siete; followed by an 

apparently rapidly completed maturation and spawning in January ami February 

respectively. thilst it would appear to be true that spawning dogs. not 

take place until quite spécifie environsental conditions pertain (see pagels2) 

and spawning may be delayed, ‘it 4s unlikely that the hold up would commence | 

as early in time or at such an early stage in development, Another factor 

heh mst contribute to this apparent, standestiii is ths migration inshore 

of the ripe males {see page (60): “Repeated offshore netting, as in the 

present research, will result an a. bites for immature stage Tit and IW fish 

in the avtunn dekiins: 

“As has already been pointed out the criteria of size and ‘colour 7 

"ef gonads as given in the maturity s¢ale used, and in maturity séales in



— 108 

in yeneral, are > Anadacuate for distinguishing reliably | between early 

developing ite (12) and gonads which are idavsenite. from. spamnins (Vit ee 

This’ te especially true for young fish. The freshiy ores is soit, . 

flaccid and Sollee and may stili have sicnbyslated eggs attached to ib or 

retained in the bedy cavity. The ovarian wall is te and ili, folded. om 

The » Bawly spent ee is likewise somwhat coliapned and patehes of relict 

sperm are apparent. — is aise ead in the egatts duet in newly apent 

moles, but a sage. it is only in. early stazesor recovery that one can 

voutye identity a spent: pestle macroscopically, Recovery of the — ‘4 

Asvpreceded by contraction and as — phase is nite aro 

recognition becones tnoreastngly nore wifrseatt In the ovary the disorganised 

appearance and taiokening of the tunica albugtnosa hoseas erect Lo less ; 

coviows, , and the beatis Likewise becones very compact. “Vauaily untsenarged 

eggs are aiidenty resorbed, although a ‘fish with pescrbing ges in the body 

cavity was capture! as late as Soptoxbory 1953, Developing eges in this 

Fish were at ¥ hoe III, The presence of dain bint -eege is ‘a useful 

indication of a. previous spaiming in fish in. inten the parent of the 

eggs of the’ year is far procrasoads Lskewteo, relict spern may persist 

for sone. months gibbsite nbkeat aa ¢ it soon Radbpeaieg The testis agaumes a



1A 

reddish erpearance vite dltinately changes te while as ronan recoads. 

In the female, the developing and ck petint ovary Py Oreanes 

eredtaiy in size and small, scattered coeytes becone beakiia These 

procressively inerease in ize and nuaber, atértine anteriorl» and 

spreating backwards throughout the ovary, Tha development of the coeytes 
and associated inepeaes in yolk are indicated externally in aad colour, 

whieh changes fpih opines (stage 111) to yellow (stace 19) endhetoateny 

te the typical, ‘transparent mature "eek (stage V). At gull indienity tne 

desl fill and distead the body cavity. 

The testés likewise show a progressive increase in size, although 

they asets get as big = a mature ovary, At maturity, the neaite debate 

ofa baile enlarged i portion followed by a testis dig whieh is 

itself enlarged at its: posterior end, Phe sperm mature first at the 

anterior .end of the testis ‘and this ts reflected externally in a chai 

frox red to stig, As more spern develop the changes become nore ialientins 

until at stage III the whole testis is white, 

  

Pigs, 24,30 and 31 illustrate the annual cycles of gonad length 

(expressed as a percentage of’ body lengtti): and gonad weight {expressed as a
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  33. Seasonal changes in gonad weight.



To 

percentage of body weight) for each monthly sample, Gonad a act 

were recorded trent March, 1943 to duly 1961, but gonad deichte only’ 

from August 1063 onwards, 

1, ia | nal 7 

(a). testis Jenctn. 

aM mean testis length varied fron 17s to 26 of body 

length, In 1963 , there was a steady decrease i ytaun testis length 

fron Maren until they started to lengthen in duly, Lengthening continued 

until September. Between Septenber and Noverber there was an apparent 

Secrest waich I interpret to have bean produced by sampling bias,diseussed 

“on page (Sq, which resulted in a eetnatioy, for slower ripening fish in the 

autumn months. The period seine’ 1963 to Sisuats 196), was arkel by 

an increase in relative testis sang. The December eden included fish 

‘having a wide range of ratattina gonad Senet, cera from the eahure 

| of fish is various staces of spaming. After January there was a peacrecsie 

decrease in length,lasting at least oben duly, a, : 

| (b), Teatis welsh. 

‘The mean testis weight varied from a saxiaum of 2,55 toa 

ainimun of 0,3/ of body woight. Fron August to October, 1963, mean testis



(7 | 

increased after which tine ae graph shows a decline, slow at first but 

nore rapid after January 1954, Onee again, the pre-spawning decrease in 

relative testis weight is most likely a result of sampling selection, 

although it is lnhetovtine a note that,whilst he does not iene a sis 

feature, ‘Barr, (2963) tigneee a similar pre-cpawning decline in Flaice, 

(a). Qvary length, 

} During the time of sanpling, monthiy mean ovary length 

varied between 2h% and L7 of body length, Graph 50 shows a slow, 

progressive inerease % mean baa length from varch, 1963 through to June, 

= ifhee Mitts tine: idevedbe i andl Suckk ‘and candace! Saadeh wnstessaied is 

January 196k, ‘there’ tattered a rapid decrease in Length, the lowest point 

pret in si: 195k athes nish tise the cyele began again. The rapid 

es iio by the May = June, 1964 sanples wah the unexpactedfirop in 

duly, 1964, are hoes certainly a result of selective saxpling aft those 
ie) 3 | 

Pn. Gvary wekdat. ; 

thie monthly mean wiediahts of the ovaries fluctuated between



VTA 

ue and 15% of the 5 ity weight and in  ‘aieialen, features the eycle closely 

parallels that deseribed for gonad length, Fron August te Deceaber »17 63 

there was a phase of rapid increase in weight, whieh paralleled the 

increase in overy length, whilst the ‘period from January to Aprit 96h 

_was emracterised by an equally rapid decrease: in gonad weight, Recovery 

in A woth was at first slow and lasted from ay te wehy 196 when there 

was some initeation that the aceolerated one rhase had comueneed,



  

Le Gren (1951) has reviewed the fundamental bases for the 

concepts of Length ~ weight relationship and conlition and discussed 

sons of the methods of analysis of Length - woight data, He pointed out 

that suena analyses have been reget towards ts different objects. Firstly, 

towards doeseribing eee NTE the relationship between length and weicht, 

so that one may be converted into the other length = weight relationship) . 

Secondly, to measure the variation in the expected weight for length of 

individual fish or relevant groupe of iniividuals as indications of fatness, 

genoral ‘Well-being’, gona‘ development, etc, (condition) ° 

The length - weight relationship of most fish ean be 

adequately described by the formula 

= weight 
e length | 

© a constant 

= afr exponent, 

Ww Ole Where 

5 
P
r
 =
 

For an ideal fish which maintains the samo shape, n = 3, In the vast 

majority n + 3 and this value can Bi ee errant by selective 

sanpling (Kiplang , 1957) . us
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The exponent « is also the ratio of the logarinthmic growth-rates for 

length and weight, the increnent in log. weight for any period of time 

of reasonable duration being n tines the increase in log, Length for the 

sane period of tims, Thus, 

log. W = lee. kw bleed, Where W = mean body weight _ 

= ‘mean body length — 
= 8 constant 

= an exponent 

log. weight 

» dog, length. 

= a constant 

or YY ww aeb x 

*) 

r
e
 

K
R
S
 
O
P
E
 

a 
vy = Saeedittets coneffietont, 

A variety of analyses of deneth, « weight data have been used 

a snvestigate variations for different fishing gears, with age, Sex, time 

of year, ete, Ky anslyois is limited to a detnaabiihses of the hegrditien 

coefficients of the lencth - weight relationships of the two sexes to 

support the usqot the foruala for condition » adopted sala bates section, — 

It is tuportant, that the data fos whiten the length « et 

pelphtelegis is caleulated shoula not be ener to a bias pawaltding” 

from any ‘selection ts waight against dangh.. ‘as the fish I use aanthe analysis 

iain ees    

  

in ‘gid ~ nots there may be some bias. le Cren (1951) nent Loned



Ws 

that giiinste say select sick Sate ile the short fish and the thinner — 

ora, Woe ama: Pista thew! ahaa cities ‘ab the racression costtietent, : 

ever: Shotgh the’ mnatio. of the Udiigth nk. twelghh day be oniffeated. & | 

| detailed investigation of the effect of gilienst selection on the estimation | 

of Longthewoicht relationships in char ani perch has been described we | 

Kipling (1957), She found that a sik iihecdanbin Ab the selective aul” 2 

of a gillenet was given by assuming that truneatiorfmas a wat although 

in peated the gill-net okie not by weipht or Length, but by girth, 

She sinsipied that; for these species a satisfactory gstinate of the 

population en cooffictent, ‘which does hot differ significantly fron’ 

tha Be population regression coefficient, ean be obtained when & relatively: ee 

“wide range of a is covered by the sample, This wide rane of fish | 

lengths can be achieved either by using gillenets of ied: or more eesheeiube 

or by chance catches of big or “a fish in a net ore nosh sige. Both 

of these conditions are satisfied oF my samples, thus my calculated eereséton 

coefficient is a satisfactory ectinate for the iin 8 popuiatton, 

ee
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Methods and Materials, 

The length- weight relationship of the gwyntiaghas been studied 

by plotting the logarithm of the mean body length against the logaritha 

of the mean body weight, A total of 793 fish were chosen at random from 

the samples taken in August and Sibwibier 1963, and April and fies: 1964. 

These months were chosen because they lie ater and after the s pawning 

season respectively, The effects of gonad development, which tend to 

increase the weight length ratio jare thus avoided, ! The fish were divided 

into 25immn length groups and the logarithms for the mean body length and 

os body sagt tev each length group were then plotted ( fig. 32 ). 

Results, 

The resulis lie in a straight line, indicating that there is no 

fundamental change in the length-weight relationship over the size range 

sampled, The regression line was fitted by the method of the least squares 

and has the equation:- 

log. weight = 3,03 log. length - 5.0021, 
or weight = 9,975 x 10° (1engtn) 34° 

Separate regression analyses were carried out for the males and 

- females, The regression lines had the following equations:-
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gales. log. we, + 2,96 log, length - 4.823, 
or wt, © 2,471 x 107 (length) 79% 

feuales. log, wt, = 2,99 log, length ~ 4.9092, 
or wh, © 1,32 x10” (length) 2499. 

Tho Amportance of the observed values of g i discussed in the 

next suakiae. 

  

Ugthots ani materiais, 

Many breeding phenosiona in fishes are associated with the 

well-being or condition of the individual, Condition is generally 

expressed in terms of ea ‘ponderal index', © in the generalised equation 

@ = weight, 20% 
: ae: 

\ibiiin n is an exponent determined by Spasuring the slope of a straight 

line fitted to a plot of log. weight dcnlinet log. length (one fig, 32). 

The values for n, calculated on page 1% » are sufficiently Glose to 3 in- 

wale ant fenale gwyniaifio permit the use of the usual condition factor, K, 

enploying the cube of the length, 
3 is st 

; Lancth? 

which yields values of K of about 100 if the metric system is used (Allen, 1936) ,
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The coefficient gives only an approximation of the condition of the 

fish, but for comparative purposes it is quite suitable, | 

In the present itiventfantdon K has been calculated for a sub- 

sample between August, 1963 and July, 1964, Only mature fish were 

selected, and K was calculated isthe body weight nila gonad weight. 

In this way, the seasonal cyele in the mean value of i uhkbhy anetigee 

(fig. 33) is independent of the wis cycle of sexual maturation, Some 

authors (e.g, Clark, 1928) edawuns the condition factor using body 

weight minus oe weight of all internal organs, The use.of thie method 

does exclude the effects of weight of the gonads aa ingested food, bub 

oe, also the removal of internal fat, the anount of which es 

greatly and is significantly connected with ths condition of the fish. 

Results, 

It can be sa from figure 33 that there was some similarity 

between the curves for both sexes, aitbousl values for mean K were 

generally higher for males than bia females, The most. important iawn 

of the curves is the marked decrease in condition in late autumn-winter,. 

It will be seen from figure 31 (page (64) that this decrease co-incides 

_ with a phase of rapid gonad development in both sexes,
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Ball (1957) concluded that in brown trout the pekbuelihaneed 

in 2 lle: potbed. madediy. Sbenpsigia Su tend deakovel and showed that 

there was a close invieabeiisitaa between the cycle for K ani that for 

“iheg encais ‘at Kah ehatarven shared solicited pyloric caecae and around 

the stomach, He described a bienodal curve for both K and fat reserves, 

aA 2 dee peak in July si & minor peak in Decexber, Similar patterns 

have been desorived or the shanny tutaiies cats (Qasim, 1957) and 

for the, bull head (Gotbue sebte)(vorrts, 1966). = 3 

_ No clear indication of binedality is seen in the curves for gwynial, 

The combined culve duane @ high peak in October and a Lasser peak sd July, 

Either, the nature and binine of the peaks is different in gwyniad froin 

that deseribed for other species, or, Siuiciioe eve fanabine from the pikciieiacoll 

segregation of spawning fish by sex and maturity (see page $4) has | 

influenced the data’, The curves for the two sexes , althoug’ sintlar, do 

jhe individual twetds which perhaps reflect sampling of.as ¥ mack the 

true seasonal cycle. Alternatively the snrissh te not have ‘ bimedal eta 

a the combined curve may be an accurate reflection of the sities oyele, 

Gas reason why my observations may not ve too rigidly interpreted 

is the effect that formalin preservation ani storage may have upon the
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length and, phstsaalec iis ti weight of fish, Parker (1963) and 

Anosov (196) clearly. dencnstrated an increase in length and a decrease 

in weight in preserved, ls the inagnitude of these effecte varying wits 

the Lise of pniedng,. The tine he Vrawn capture and treatment of my fish 

was not always the same and I now suspect that this may be significant, 

  

| As might be sshutliod a4 deteg bt aatewls aka poe 

such a ‘nindicictie tin anount of adaptive radiation, teleost fishes display 

a great variety 2 reproductive habits. (Bertin, 195; Hoar, 1955) y 

“although the eadoerine mechanisas doteeiyli ths Sicotanes structures, 

behaviour ant baht have deen Fa stees © only. a few eeciee 

| (ieee 1955). The few ea by Ball (1950) represent the only 

Si gob iletind Aaleabecdol yiv Sih dahil shdekalaay F pana: 

| cf rt is outside the scope of the present discussion to 

consider the possible machanions controlling the phasing of the whole 

arale of gonad develonsent, as deseribed on pages ibs tol . I shall 

confine myself to those environmental factors which initiate the spawning .
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behaviour, Ate (1957) sities that the ersdbdsdakie. cycles of at | 

least some fishes are gutseiniiy: taiiavces by way of the central nervous 

system and the pituitary, tt 4s wee that gonad development and 

spamming behaviour are under separate endocrine control an Bali.(1960) | 

discussed the reasons for suspecting the presence of two sicetoteathid 

: in the fish pituitary, Of importance sibs is the inane deciise evidence 

whieh indicates that. itm most fishes eggs are not ovulated spontaneously 

| “when fully grow, but rather in response to particular stimuli provided 

by the environnent (Salli, op,cit.), | 

3 The itheration coneerned with the role of environsental factors x 

on the control of reproduction of thibas has been reviewed by Atz (1959) . 

The more recent review by Harrington (1959) is concerned primarily with 

the role of photopericdisn in the annual sexal cycle, Henderson (1963) 

elatoed that ‘a brief survey of ths finiings 1s precluied because the 

experimental conditions which have been euployed are so diverse, ani the 

| results a semtgedtotory, that each investigation: ‘gia have to be 

presented ated dengtny Bt ita ' She coneluded that it is sufficient 

to note that ' in soxe species, the length of the photoperiod appears to.



| be the enter regulatory factor, aa in others, temperature oo 

to be more influential, . 

\ Data relating to whitefish Sedinaes suggest that in these | 

fishes the Ccoinaaiieiank of spawning is strongly Linked with specific 

tenperature values all of which ae yolatively low, and which vary 

from species to species and region to nahn (see the review oy skal e/ 

Its well known for other species of fish that there are critical 

tenperatures above ‘ak below which mr will not take place, and 

} Fabricius (1989) showed that fish — te the combined stimulus of 

suitable somata grounds and stoukbta critical tempsratures, On the . 

ohhed hand, Hart (1930) concluded that for £4 clupe sti den ' neither the 

cibelacsteiee nor dilies of cuales are suitans from year to yoar, nor does 

there appear to be a reciprocal afreak: Sohn (1956) concluded that 

for ki exesls egg Laying is initiated cs specific value of tenperature 

provided this value obtains early in th season, If the arrival of this : 

tanperature is delayed, spawning is demand delayed, but not for an- 

iaterintte period, Rather it occurs at a eee higher than. that’ 

whieh wis thought to merit the tern neritical”, lie cited Slater (2913)
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as recording the samé phenomenon for C,warmanni in Leke Constance, Yet, 

Monti (1929) stated that whitefish did not spawn in Italian Lakes where 

winter temperatures remained above 7° or &6, 

  

It is well recognised that, in general, coregonid fishes are 

autum-=winter spammers (Nikelsky,1963) and information sdntih is available 

on British whitefishes confirms this broad statenent (Slack et, 21,1957; 

Maitland, pera, comm; Thompson, 1835; and others). There is little 

published information on the exact timo of spawning of the guyniad. 

According to Pennant (1776) the gwyniad spawms in December and 

this information is quoted by most later authors (e.g, Day, 1&8); 

Seeley, 168). Bolan (1913) found both recently spawned and ripe specimens 

in March and a recently spent, possibly late~spawning female in May; he 

concluded that spawning tooke place ' in early spring.' More recenbly,Jones 

(undated) suggested that the peak of the spamming period was in February, 

although he reported that some ripe fish had been taken as late as early May, 

Qheervations., 
The exact times of the commencement of spawning of the gwyniad 

for each year of the research programe are not know with certainty, No
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anoet” faeh were recorded in the samples for Decerber, 1942 and no 

‘saupling was possible for the months of January and February, 1953. 

howkivel’, because at that stage of the research I was not aware of the 

ye shoaling patterns of the mature and maturing fishes, samples 

for james were taken at ottehire Ghaktone where in fact one vena not 

“emct to find spent fish at the comsencanent of the spawning season, 2 

Thorefore no great Sri iAetion ost be placed in the data for the 1952053 

spaming aria By Maret 1963, when sampling was resuned, fully spent 

‘fish wate taken at all-tetting stations, The 1953—h spaming pertind 

would Lance to have commenced some tine etry in Decexber as spent fish 

wore first reconled at this em pages (eSet.), Surface water 

: tenporatures ware between 5° and 6°G, Once again, it is possible that 

‘spawning hed es prior to vila tine ona had not beon recorded passin’ 

of ine biased siete of the carseat. sampling progranne (sea coments 

above +), but I consider Ri unlikely that a i place any 

‘daitec'taan the secoml week in December, ib: Bxtensive sampling was 

not carried out in the 1964-1955 spawning period,
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Although inadequate sampling does not permit an extensive — 

discussion of the time ani timing of gwyniad spawning we can say 

that these activities somuence sometime between late December and early 

Serniaiey, ‘the asthe timing probably being dependent upon certain critical 

iil temperatures, Jones (pers, coun.) has confirmed that, although 

| extensive, much of his winter sampling was carried out at offshore 

netting stations and his conclusions concerning a February peak for 

spawning (see above ) perhaps result from this sampling bias and do not 

reflect a real difference in the time of spawning over the years in question, 

‘T have not caught enough small immature and mature gwyniad to 

: maice more than a few general cs ihenurbe about the age of maturity and 

the ies of bees spawning, I have pointed out in the section dealing 

with gonad ce eae that it is difficult to distinguish between a 

recovering spent fish and one vith haw not previously spawned, especially 

in male fish, ly comments will therefore be limited to fish taken at the
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- Spawning season, when the maturity stages are easily recognised, 

The majority of fish taken in gill nets during the spawming 

shasbn a the spawning cual were older than three years of age. 

saat at aaaak sone gwyniad spawn before this age ‘ shown by the capture 

& a desi of spent three yoor old fish of both sexes, No spent fish 

younger than thts have been captured. Most of the danature fish I 

caught were betwee ons ant two years o14 and a few weet three years old, 

Some gwyniad pain at the ‘end of theirs ccond year of life, 

nictit at tihe'Gla o£ their third year, and a fow remain imature until the 

end of their fourth, There is sone indication from the data that males 

mature at a younger age. Because of net selection my data of the numbers 

of each age group maturing will be invalid, No evidence of cinoubde 

or resting thea spawning was noted in even the ‘Tiesest and oldest fish 

sampled, ris of nine,ten and more years of age showed gonad maturation 

stages appropriate to the Gime of capture, 

sand i . 

The number & eggs was estimated by the dry-weight method
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| developed vy Sechneyer and ieinioee and deseribed by Smith (1955), 

Ovaries were er from formalin-preserved fish, broken up thoroughly 

| and the ares pieces of @énnecbive tissue removed, The remaining 

Nien was then ovenedried at 60°C, until there was no further weight 

pans The dry weight of the ovary was then determined, hesckdiing to 

‘saith (2956) ‘weighing is facilitated I Shs died atertal 4 dndeet 

tiret = reach abketane equilibrium with the atmosphere, Two samples 

of 100 eggs were removed and weighed, ani the total number of eggs computed 

from ovary witeil and average sample weights, 

Smith compared the dry-weight, wet-weight and volumetric methods 

of estimating egg numbers and showed that use of the dry-weight aabhod 

‘cinta tae error in any determination, He recorded a mean error 

of 0,34 ( range 0,1 -2,2), I made 20 estimates using 5 ovaries for which 

the actual egg number had been determined by counting. I found a mean 

: error of 0,5% (range 0,1 = 2,5%),in my estimates . 

te oh te. Graph. ide shows the relationship between the 

nuntign wt ogee and standard Length for cdenaie of 4@ fish taken in 

“Novenber’ 1963. Although nuabers vary widely there is nevertheless a 
a ny 

; F 
eS
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a significant tendency for the number of eggs to inerease with 

" Inerease in length of the fish, A regression line, fitted to the data 

by the method of least squares, had the following equation; 

y «= 3771L kh + 61.9 ( i= 235.5) 

where y = estimted numberof eggs, 

«sw ptandard fishery length, 

  

During January, 1964, it was possible to survey the lake 

shore to determine the extent of the spawning ground used by the gwyniad, 

The cvuiel at the chosen sampling site was disturbed by kicking and a 

| fine mesh pond nat was then swept once or twice through the area. Clearly, 

this ‘technique doos not perait investigation of the gravel at depths — 

“greates than mastasi tending depth,’ To investigate the'depth renge of the 

yes grounds, an Eknan grab was used at swam A two s amples | 

_ taken at 1 moter depth intervals fron 1 es 20 meters, and the gravel 

above the water line was inspected by hand sorting, 

The location of the sampling sites and results are given in
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‘ee 3 _«  Bggs were found along alwost the whols of: thie whobe Lins, 

wart atthe SW end of the lake and in the vicinity of the mouths of the 

| rivers ; There was is suggestion that there was any utilization of 

discrete, separate spawning grounds ani, with the exceptions already 

; ik be was no noticeable preference for any part of the shore line, 

whilst ho hackiatee sade to ascertain accurately the density of eggs 

i any one site, it was apparent that less eggs were found at stations 

where the oats: was most coarse. This apparent scarcity of eggs may 

“ anal? reflect.a saupling bias; because eggs wiich lie in the crevices 

between larwe stones are not as easily collected as eggs deposited on 

The Skman grab Ratied:te ‘yawsdl’ Wie prescen of tage’ in water 

| deeper than 3 meters which was the maximm depth at which gravel could 

be found, Uggs were found in the gravel some way above the water lino, . 

which at the time of sampling was at 523,5 fest. : This has been noted 

proviowsly (Jones, pers, comm,), 

Discussion, 

Whilst there is no abtenapt at redd construct lon in Coregonid 

aarls
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| fishes they do have a preference for spawning on gravel. The inflinencs 

of bottom saiteite on choice of spawning grounds has been referred to 

: ss a oid of authors (e.g. Jervi, 1928; Freidenfelt, 1934; Wagler,1941; 

Fabricius, 1950; Svardson, 1951; Slack, 1955; and many others). Fabricius 

and Lindroth (1953) reported that their experimental pkuitas of coregonid 

sui failed to determine the role of the botton material in the 

- spawning Snidien! This preference may be explained by the fact that 

the ancestral whitefishes spawned in rivers with gravel bottoms and this 

nents has been retained by lacustrine populations, .. ..: This preference 

te gHaNG2 would explain the absence of eggs from the Si end of the lake, 

Where the bane is covered larzely with a layer of fine gravel and oud. 

| Slack (op,cit.) eneaten that the choiceof spawning ground is 

influenced by water currents, the powan iieeohins 4 See where currents 

| ~oceur of sufficient frequency and velocity ia prevent silt from covering 

the ees. ' ‘The harmful nature of silt on the eggs of se lnonta fishes is 

wall’ ieicw (cid ciss ind Kelly, 1941; and shine) Guynisd and other 

whitefish species, have been shown to readily beeen their own eggs (see. 

pace.ten): ees 6i22ire on gaily bottoms must stand a greater chance of 
i 

ee
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falling toul of eannabllistic a predatory prisaey 

The value of Sika teak preference in terms of ultisatepurvival 

"ef seis is clear, although it is a little more difficult to suggest 

mechanisms whersby the process is controlled, 

Re “Make Jove) Ouctugitons, 

| Tn:1955: ws basrane was’ built aiftie oubfiow of Llyn fegid so 

that tha dake level is me sceteetats Before this the lake level 

- fluctuated sone 6 to € feet. The barrage enabled the water level to be 

controlled for an extra & feet below the original lowest level, a total 

"palige dt aivout Ts toot. The lake level uctuates a great deal between 

the two’ extremes, “the purpose of the barrage is to control flooding in 

the Lane Don valley ghd Ko cduttte iakanaee seni in dry weather, The lake 

‘Lassd Si teed Tater t the year so ick Wik ciilnktcn un bos ved babe 

_to be released later as anicidiy and cortiplenkty as possible, In the suimer 

‘months the fluctuations of level are net so violent oat the lake remains at 

or near to ites mean level, The annual eyele then is the reverse of that 

encountered in a lake used as a reservoir which would have low sumer
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drawedowns and remain high in winter, 

(a). Gervations. 

In figs ,3¢371and 35 =6are presented the lake levels for the 

periods Novesber to April for 1963-65 and 196566 respeciivaly, these 

periods adequately covering spawning, incubation and hatching for the 

years in question, The wide level fluctuations, particularly in December 

and Jamary are readily apparent, as also is the general tendency for 

the water to be high and flndtusting at spoming tine and low ant stable 

during the incubation period, In 1964 a maximum range of 13.33 feet was 

recorded; in 1965 the figure was 10.68 feet, The violence and rapidity of 

iia) ab ke geil” aiden: dadih Bow’. on seen. Sek Whe Haleia of Grand 

7.71 feet recorded for the maximum weekly range in 1964 and 1965 respecte 

tively, 

There can be little doubt that the extent ani pattern of such 

fluctuations, which can quickly innundate or expose many yards of the 

littoral, have some effecb upon the success of gwyniad spawning, bub how 

far this in its turn affects the strength of year classes is a matter of 

conjecture, Hynes (1960) as cone so far as to say that ' It will be 

clear that not many years of such treatment must inevitably exterminate
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‘@ unique and interesting fish! 

  

In this section : an pe solely with those factors 

which may affect the cea success and continued survival of 9668 

ah eitdanteny stock sises, 

Heehanocs whieh control eninal populations are a aatter of 

ata eee Lacky 195L5 restates, ie and others) and these nechanisas 

in fish ceiaiahhdek-+ have not ae been Uc tinted Much of the work 

relates to vmlottan fish populations. i Gren (1964) has stated that an 

. understandiin: of the dynianics: of the utiole reproductive and recruitment. 

» process is sreomay nootel and As + metas the largest: gap in our “tdi ee 

of the es of ‘Tish populations» 

T an concerned. with the possible effects of a high mortality 

of ages eS from leks level Fuetuations ‘Whilet the two are not 

strictly to be outed, mortality of sone eggs after spawning is similar 

to reer adult fish from spanning. Thus we ean relate recent findings 

let effects of ‘fiantng ‘ti removal of potentially spawning fish), 

In eat an inverse: reer Getwnen population ii
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and growth rate has been repeatedly denonstrated (e.g. Dahl,191¢; 

Jones and Bvans, 1966; le Gren, 195€) and changes in the size of spamming 

fish will change tha nunbers of eggs deposited (the relationship between 

size and fecundity in gwyndad has been discussed on page (87 ), That — 

this may be somewhat more couplex than a straightforward quantitative 

relationship is suggested by Nikolsky (195231953) who stressed that a 

F competition for food at different sed den densities will influonce size 

dek'tek content of the eggs produced, 

Mortality factors operate continuously although their interinkty 

gis viby ah distant weeds SF the atte nikteey aul ch pattera will 

vary for dsptevens wieetel, Por many species mortalities i the egg stage 

= normally vary low (ietioe; 3980; Jones, 1959; le Gren, 1961) and 

survival values ef over 90! oe common; this nied not be true when spawning 

‘conditions are atypieal as, for example, in Oncorhynchus where an 

Snaidetede tel year class very often results son the death of eggs when the 

redds are frozen (llikolsky, 1963), | | 

No data are available on the aatural survival of gwmiad eggs 

althougi a mortality of only LOjwas found in eags maintained in the
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hatehery ( see pages (27 ete), The only available figures for. 

British whitefishes are those for powan, yer to Slack (1955) as 

few as 4” of the egss not eaten by the parente survived to hatehing 

under natural conditions, This figure contrasts markedly with the 20065 % 

survival recorded under hatchery conditions (Mattaend pers, comm.), The 

trichopteran larva Baygania is responsible for 655 of the losses in Loch 

‘ese this seeidnbel is absent from Rtas it is likely that 

survival there is much greater than that of powan, Hart (1930) coneluded 

that in G, elupeaforuis natural aortality wes heavy and he eotinted a 

36% erty te ae remaining on the boii throuchout sis winter, 

How far will changes in numbers ace vest affect the nunbers 

of fry and, ultimately, adult fish produced? Ricker (1963) pointed out 

thet in the absence of yeast ine pmeatiem estimates of the seis “ 

“ stoek abumlance and hance, ene degtibaen, in nian recruitment hed & 
= 

population have usually varied between the assumption of direct wibanicks. 

sality and that of effective independence, although clearly sia ttion: dahinesin’ 

ean be applicable over the whole range of possible stock sizes, Recent 

observations tond to suggest that over a very wide range of stock sizes,
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recruitment is more-or-less independent of gthietiee although at steck 

i levels close to zero there must be an initial rapid rise in recruitment, 

le Gren (1951) stated that _ July and August the nunbers of trout fry 

in beeks in the Live District did not vary much inspite of variations 

in spawning the previous autumn. Similarly, for saves he found no 

correlation between the number of eggs and the numbers of survivors to 

" _& years of age, _—_ (le Gren, 1955) Ricker and Forrster (2948) showed 

that for Saluon in Cultus Lake the production per egg was greatest at 

‘lower egg ainlilttie: 

: in many natural populations atteupts to supplement natural 

spawning by plantingbt Batetsiiis fertilized eggs have not been shown 

to have any significant effect on cetek size, This has been d enomtrated 

for whitefish populations (Van Oosten, 19423 ‘idler, 19h6; Christie,1953) 

# well as for other species of fish (idle, 1937; Sarlandey 15145 ;Dymond 1956) 

sina Sadak pedanled GS Wak, Ad Selanne sahax tall wh: biecdubiountion then 

veneficial (hopes, 19h&;Ricker,1954). (Although ses Evans and Jones,1966) | 

| Fisheries which have been responsible for ok renoval of sub-. 

:stantial proportions of the spawning stocks have often continued for many
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Soeades with little or no change in the long-tern detabin of the 

exploited species (ntekéer, ’ “195k; Beverton, 1961), althoug! this is 

net tbo say that over-fishing to extinction is impossible, 

3 ‘Sven the ectpabin collapse of the epininite in any ongyear need 

not cause disaster for the population as a while, Where the spawning 

stock is nate up of individuals from more than one year-class fish from 

the years clined al following the collapse produce a sufficiently | 

iarye spawning stock in later years. Clearly, the repeated occurrence of 

such total or almost total failure for aii a short ae of years would 

be felleied Uy a.deeline in the romaiién whieh would be both swift and 

drastic, ; | 

| On the whole the footy of Bis much higher than that 

- of terrestrial vertebrates and the abendiies of eggs casa must act 

as an insurance aide’ exoaptional density independent losses but, in 

saimonid species at least, density dependent factors operating sacha early 

fry stages of the life history are acre inportant in determining the stock 

size than is the nusber of eggs from which the fry wore derived (ie Crenl961) . 

Wilpin quite wide bounds, the loss of even a high proportion of the eggs
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on the spawning chbads will not sai kuathty assis the stock size, 

: (Ia Oren (1964) has eoneluded hak in normal fish populations there is 

an unnecessarily large expenditure =é “teftort "on gonaiproducts and the 

ep reproductive ant rearing process. The biological significance of 

aa nin levels of spawning and heavy juvenile losses is doubtless 

biseiethed abs the dpatet tion of: density-independent mortality wateh 

seas cause iene fiuetuations in survival, Thess factors will normally 

obscure the operation of density~depenient factors, but in the long run the 

latter will be siodetiask for the maintenance of stable populations, both 

in dat and fished atoake; . The fluctuations of lake level represent 

just ouch @ density independent mortality factor in the gwniad. 

(c). Gumist snaming. | 

| Gn pages 138-41 I discussed the survey made of the spawning 

grounds in 195k, at which Kine eggs were found aSiseak: most margins of ‘ne 

: Lake in an area extending from the edge of the od wale to one or two 

fest higher than the water line, At the time of sanpling the water level 

stood at 523.7 feet. I propose now to discuss the possible effects of
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lake level Fiatuations during the periods of spawning and incubation 

, on the scot ourvivel ‘a hatching of the eggs observed during the 
pes, 

The maximum and minimus water levels during the Likely spawning 

“and hatching periods for 1963-54 are awe in teble 2! and the whole 

. range Ag thems tx-tiglive 34 é | 

Discussion, 

I have [oa that spawning was unlikely to have taken place 

before early Decenber, 1963 and that the peak of spawning was in January, 

1964. To gocnian! tuk maximum possible range I shall deal with fluctuaijons 

fron Decasber lst, omarde,  Spamin: may take place in only a few Siches 

of water, the gwyniad could have spawned up to 525 6h feet, In the 

incubation period following, Which we can sini. to extend at most to the 

eni of April, 1964, the water dropped to a minisun of 523, feet. Thus it 

is certain that any eggs deposited higher than this would have been exposed 

et shorter or sides periods, I tan no iitbaake as to the possible 

survival of eggs under conditions of intermittant exposure; it may be that 

they can survive for short periods but clearly prolonged exposure and



TABLE 2l Water Level. fluctuations during 

  

Water level at tine of Sampling (10/2/'54)  § 23.76 

Minimum recorded during spawning period. 523 020 

Meximum recorded during spawning period. 526.46 

eo vionnetidd during indubation period. — : 523556 4 

Maximum recorded during incubation period. 528.36s .
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resulbing desiceation sage produce a high morsalith. fects mortality 

has been observed and vadended for a number of years (Jones, pers,comm,), 

It is unlikely dia it would have occurred to any great extent prior to 

. lake puston because ab spamming time gwyniad would then normally have 

: been alipiel to a rising water level over the nonths of spawning and 

ineubation, : | 

Sggs have been observed in numbers below the aininum water level 

recorded in 1964 and there is no reason ‘Ss dienes that these would not 

| denen: The effects of wave action ami possible silting might be 

impebbant for the eges remaining in only a few inches of water but for the 

others little harm should result. ‘th stormy weather wind induced wave 

action along the shore line can produce a marked clouding of the water for 

several feet e from the shore. The subsequent sebbling of the silt upon 

eggs not directly exposed might a a significant aortality factor but no 

direct evidence is available on this point, 

Miller (1952), discussed the relationship between whitefish 

"year class strengths end the wikther and concluded that vulnerability to 

weather conditions was most apparent during spawning time ani that it was 

not the adults which were affected but the eggs which they laid, He found
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(a) no oigieieidies between year class strengths and temperature, 

(b) é siegentioni of an sedaes sap aits with ba at 3 

spawning time, and (e) although not opucttalvety demonstrated, 3 stronger 

inverse eluiteasias Sia niads’ ag described, for one lake, how as | 

action of the wind "rolled high windrows of ages upon ths beaches". He 

continued “in any ldke, it is conceivable that egze in shallow water 

could cies considerable battering without being astuelly rolled oub on 

shore, Furthermore, high turbidity, vinich high stile cause, might, wien 

calm returns, smother the eggs in silt", High precipitation would enhance 

the turbidity; this may aecount for the apparent association of high pre- 

reipitation with weak year classes, | | 

16 does seen ek the cio deposit ad in areas where eit 

to hatching is unlikely, but that a considerable proportion of the eggs 

are in fect deposited An suitable areas, In conclude that, in the absence 

of more capil tnbomnahtiod on spawning mortalities, the spawning of the 

gwyniad is not seriously jeopardised by the Aes water fluctuations, 

“AL eal adequate apawning Ce seelst below 523 feet, the hemes 

level normally recorded during spawning and hatching periods, aliteugh:
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there is every chance that continued deposition of s4]t will limit 

the availability of suitable gravel, In recent years the extent of 

the gravel beds on the shores of the lakes has progressively diminished 

(Boyle, pers, coms,) and it may well be that this factor, less — 

spectacular than the observed 888 mortalities, may jeopardize the suceess 

odfsuyniad spawning,
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Chubb (296132963) carried out an extensive investication of the 

parasite fama of the fish Llyn Tegid. In the gwyniad he recorded the 

  

mois in the somatic musculature, the cestodes 

Exoteocephetvus sn. in the pyloric cascae, and Diphy 

    

stomach serosa, and the acanthocephalan P 

 daneanmaide * ta ephecoinih iy: Sadhana toe: Gees bed tan sateiiad onset 

isso ae giotalod ob 1ga WigiA hl. bial unt Soin uabed aueilieve. (Rubstin’ 

and Jonés, 1959). | 

During my study I made an incidental survey of . number of parasites 

of the cwyniad. sid: deg 0b ons seal lan SG dain’ th Sn Sane. I 

merely recorded some date on three parasites which were essily seen as I 

examined the fish for other purposes, As I examined large mmbors of fish 

many useful data on perventage infection, seasonal changes in musbor, etes, 

were resdily available. In particular, my date for the myxosporidian parasite 

  

sis answer some of the questions raised by previous invest= 

“4getore an? draws attention to certain important features of the annual 

incidence of this paresite, Likewise, the data which have accumlated
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concerning an,as yet, unidentified sporogoan gill parasite prompt some 

exciting speculations concerning the gill chamber as a parasite micro- 

thabitat, The final section deals with the mongenetic trenatode 

Discocotyle sagittata, a parasite not previously recorded or investigated 

  

Ideally, a parasitological examination of a fish should be mate as 

soon as possible after capture, Preservation makes it difficult or impossible 

to identify parasites with certainty (Chubb,1961). I had to preserve ay 

fish, thus the list of parasite species examined is limited to those 

parasites vinisk al eueaeg th aiabttad 4x daveinaild scien without a 

prolonged examination of the fish, On the few occasions fresh material was 

available each parasite was given appropriate treatment as outlined below, 

The external body surface of all fish was exanined for the presence 

This myxosporidian parasite forms conspicuous oval 

  

cysts which are immediately recognisable, After removal of the contents of 

the body cavity it was possible to make easily identify cysts on the lateral 

body wall. if the fish was held so that a strong light shone from behind and
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| Borowh tie bey way at wits Use tia o/oteaxpmared oa dark patahon 

; Desk ‘the Mehter, trans ugent muscle, This ‘candling! Le picts is 

€ sesie to that used for the censor 3 erat of fish, The nusber of 

. arate an. ‘ath *toh/rovordoa. Sonatas the  eyata and a small portion of the 
«Cr 

A host tissue were resoved ani ‘seeded, in a 5s sciablile of formaldehyde, 

“The gills of all Ssh were exanined for tha-fiirise & of two parasite species. 

: es Specinans of the eeuknids Dgsocotyaa sacittata aro readily ovsorved 

| ated to the gill ftlanents and the ausber of parasites on: ouch fish wos, 

| Ei recorded, ‘Identification of the parasite was confirned fron whole mounts of: 

| tr aatertal: re arhlichs haeaatoxy/Lin in aqueous solution, 

“the inveoticabion of the second et piiacite followed a seightly mere 

“elaborate procedure. Ror gach Hiss the praseace of aaail cysts on the At 

> Aims was recorded. Tha organion causing, ‘these cysts has not yet been 

dienticiea out the cysts” tenet TORRY, vientitioa ard cote. I 

4 etttion, We teeta of the nn within the gill chamber was oe by 

‘recordtag tha gid on which thay were found and whether eo were on thie. 

8 Laseliae of ‘he. antarior or posterior neatbranch. flo aistinetion was ‘at 

: votitoen parasites’ ‘tous is the snc and left gili chacbers Identification of



ise - M9 eine Fs x Se ti. 

the. parasite was a stoned from squasies of rest  savortal, Setar in 5% 

4 forsale or in ehyeorts Senay, or after staining with velvety 

an 

iactopnono} iodine,
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Qbservations . 

Ae domnaruya toridsencts. 

' The occurrence of setonttente is recorded in table 2and fig .de | 

5 Of 2327 ewyniad examined 22 (0, 2%). were > found to be infected with, cysts z 

of this parasite. The meres number of cyste per itifected fish was 1, 2%. 

_ The most I found on one fish was 6 aa Chubb: (1961) observed hoe ‘than | 

forty cysts in ene ary, infected t peta (p.3.5.), an dite naliy high 

SENS No effect of the parasite on the tost could be detected, 

No seasonal occurrence of tedtttenets was found i Nicholas & 

: : Jones (2959) The observations of Chub’ (1962) oldiaied a sumer oceurrence 

‘Sage he did conclude, from the available data, that the evidence was da 

. supnort of.a notvasnepeid eccurrence. The present observations (Mie. 4o ) 

‘strangthan this view, | : 4 

, Chubb (1961) drew attantion to a striking difference between iis 

own cluniibeas kane and those of liicholas and denis on the percentaze of gwyniad 

found to be infected, He recorded a percentage infection of O42 (5 out of 

/ - 2166 fish examined); Nicholas et al recorded 2,91 (19 out of 647 fish), I
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* lade thst ee infection to 3 0,€2, Some unpublished data (Chubb, 

personal comunication) indicated an overss2 percentage tnt aan of.1.5. 

(6 out ol fish)... a the available inforzation is presented in bande 

A point which aust be emphasised is that ‘a have ah as siicenithales 

of data on one paesite found.ien: orily ak host. Several chen RG 

tows halen examined over 4 jams of nearly ten years in a single Ieonlaty’, 

Few, if any, fish Seventhee Rows Gage, Sac 4h seek Saves vada Laesma, 

Yet my interpretation of the date is cautious and I do not feel Justified 

Ingooulatng why the’ apparently randon Piuebuattons in annual incidence of 

the parasite take place although there cue exist a conplex balance between a 

fish population and ite parasite tx, “T thnc that a further nore tntenstve 

and eribical Lnvestigation of ‘aa parasite would be profitable, Fron the 

 F date it is apparent that one: y cannot place too mse iphanls on sindloritios 

or hie found in i aiackan thhedtdons for a ‘avanti ae the same 

nest but in a different lccality, Statements appear in fishery ilterature ; 

1 whieh rs ssa strens 00. the 4nportance ¢ otherwise of a plans 

“pabanind in a baredenloce bedy .of ites; the implication being that the degree 

of infection is largely stable, “The wide variations foun! here within a



 



ata (lavekart, 142) Diesinz, 150, 

  

Piscostaaacitata sei» parasite has been recorded in Lys 

rec on the sparing ses possibly, the trout » (Chabe, 1962). meee it 

bao not boon fod on the emia Te nao toon found on tie glide of other 

ag corazonts species, for: exasple S.oeerunee an! gadavarstas (Sproston, 1946) 

ge es vel as on trout: (Revertoen, 1953, (quoted by Chubb 1961); Llewellyn and 

own, 10 Powell, 1966. and. siaiteel: and on the Welsh char (Powell,1965) . 

i: Fioa this it wowld appear that the host specificity of tois parasite is not 

oo rigid (although the List does inelute only galmonid bpigiiel, 

# Lie reoulte of may cosorvtioce are shown a tote 23 and nt he e 

‘2 Of thie 2327. wnt exanined wi ©, 29 were found to be dntwonee, tn average 

ae 2, 6 paraatto was ' recorded on ss infected ae the > highest nusber being 

* : i on ithe tion caught in December, 

a : a nauk clues ctsberiel variation in jnfestion energes from the 

; ‘tate, «soins the rece i ‘ sareiihas on each tntocted fish shows 

soe annual variation, high in the suaer and Low in’ the vinter. Pravious



Table 2Be ete 

Seasonal occurrence of Discocotyle in gwyniad. 

March, 1963 

April, 

May, 
June, 

Julys 

August, 

September, 

October, 

November, 

December, 

January, 1964 

February, 

March, 

April, 

May, 

June, 

July, 

No. of fish 

examined. 

45 

-45 

83 

91 

125 

231 

224 

180 

130 

84 

282 

223 

149 

172 

166 

48 

49 

No. infected. 

14 

27 

18 

15 

total no. of 

parasites. 

33 

67 

44 

26 

17 

58 

26 

24 - 

54 

15 

10



au. 

workers have coneluied that, Dasagittata has. a definite seasonal cycle 

with high rates of infection in eumer (see Shubb py 951) « gearing in wind - 

what has already been said ‘gout the duiibenss of placing too such vadhiate 

on the differences in infection pihsai even where these are recorded for a 

single host species in one locality (see p. 208), I.wili. de no. more than 

. peek out that published figures indicate jadcatias raves of ‘eas on 

hase trout an seeded (Lal, Seertukad spits) Guia uy Cun, 1961). to 

67% on rein trout in the Lake District (Llewellyn & One, 1960). 

| ‘The hain of the parasite appears. to have no effect on the swyniad 

: aatnougn there 30’ the poankbtlty that pb te wae ahiis might facilitate 

secorviary invasion by other parasites (Roberteon,, Op. eit.). 

A
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: I have not been able to Adent ity sis datas wey: Sean 

white, ovate su-outansous ite on the gills. Sxanination of squashed 

| eyate ‘qaleitid the ees of sant, eiaiiik Pie ‘cents ies 

Seas ate as a stage in tee tee bintory of a sores, Or, ‘tepataet the 

‘ oe ey of herhoal eres Food and Fisheries, Seotbland, kina exenined sone 

‘ of ee: sateriel but ne unable to tdentity the neers Dr,Davies of the * | 

a3 Departoant of fetes. tnivarast, ef F piers has 2 tentatively 4 Wentified 

the parasite as a sporcgzoan of the cial sentdoorortion, Order lapooport ai 

"Tate is a Little stuied croup oscurrine on the eis and skin of fishes and 

copa (Sehulnan & & Stein, 1964). The: sorghology and Life cycles of the 

mented of ‘the: Order are incompletely kno, hesording to Gheng (1964) these 

A parasites ‘pul only one host (ee et.al state that it has been assuned 

| want t copereds act as vectors. Thoir Utonlotory 3 is sola to ) Anclude a 

nulbinueleate Pasnatioy soain which are > foraod uninueleae eporot lasts. 

" 4 After Ppeeitdise of the placvodiue, tnd ipsnstinc ature inte spores, So 

-° far, i have only founi mature spores and clearly a further investigation of =
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“the ) mrecerve naterial is necessary, In addition t sust pclhects and 

oxnitne fresh waked: The mature — I saw resguvle those figured 

fr tm Goes Banasrston( Souls % Stat) ant Dy Deane hap 

been reconled on the gills of brown trout in Ireland, but until Pr,Davies 

and T have sxanined wore siterisi wo shail tot low whether we are don}in 

with this species, 

Cysts were lo on. the ellis. of eontad throughout the year and 

the rosullte are shown in tableb’24 and fig.40.A mean infection rate of 

bye O59 fish out of 2327) was recorded, No narked ies eycle is 

scart although there is a fie of a ta infection in spring. The 

| average misber of cysts Linh infected fish changes very Little ere the yoor 

aod hat a soan value of 1,95 the highest nimber of cysts recorded on any one 

“Esai hens ‘i Fish were) ae averse infected on more than one gill(mean 

value ay pills por infosted fish), The presence of the parasite does not 

sear bo oes the host, 7 

In table coveak data recorded Suite chhenss of infection, that is 

“the musber of tines a particular gil] or henioranch was infected, without



Seasonal occurrence of unidentified parasite on gilis 

of gwyniad. 

No. of fish total no. of 

examined, no. infected. cysts. 

March, 1963 45 6 7 

April, 45 Il = 

May, 83 16 35 

June, | 91 15 24 

July, 125 25 46 

August, gp aol 28 37 

September, 224 32 80 

October, 180 31 48 

November, 130 13 19 

December, 84 24 45 

January, 1964 282 15 24 

February, 223 20 AA 

March, 149 a7 a $8 
April, 172 49° 89 

May, 166 38 87 

June, 48 a ies 16 

July, 49 ) a 2
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4 reference to the nusber0F ovate savelvets we will be seen that ane 

FACED of ‘Shtection of the ties, secon’ ant else gills was 2 2.44, by, 

(rs 3h © and 27,2, respectively. p i. Bi infection of the ronaining oat 

was varkedly lower, as the gills ware net infected to the sane > extent, 

‘An analysis of tha data recorded for the entersor and postertr a 

| potion of individual pals. shows that the Incidence of infactsion of each 

, henibranch. was not vs: the" % infection of the anterior portion was: 

5 Snaps grote than that, of tho pootertor. Of 526 anaes sntectioas, 2B: r 

| : er ir recorded on dcudeabee: there is no great oimtlarit 

vata, : be ‘i Anfeetion me ‘ik of 8 gil and és 6 thtadsion of the: next 

gili, a thea the first eigure is. aiays significantly lower nen ceed: 

the highont Inetdeneae: ‘of Anfaet ion ware recoried on tne ‘ahterior hamid anehs 

7 of the’ first two gilts where, pe of infections ceour, wtitlst the most 

introsuontay infected oes was the pectarior heerensh of ‘tie lart nae wht ot. 

| ‘carried coaty y BA of ‘tn "yeti. infections, 

“Tf the. data are. eiited stent differently and eens th ree 

of the intensity of lateation on » els, | by talitg into account the pusher 

ef cysts ectitted sah the sace’ general brands are apparent: ‘Tho chase,



es 
tatenottton a are at the anterior end of tae gt gill chatber and on the 4 

. satortor haaibranei of “ Sndividuad gill, Cie ete 20> 

The overall mean nunber of cysts produced = infoetion was ia: 

; nie if the data are presented ‘for. each Andividial henibrangh a mont 

coon plot exerges. (table 27). le | 

| : ion: ane ce for the anterior heaoranehs there wonld appear to be | 

a hii tor infections to consist OF fewer oyota, at the back of ial 

ein shasbor tian at the front, Phe. data for the posterior hecibraichs are 

a. uttie more aictic le be saterpret. There appears alnoat to be a reverse: 
ao ip 

* of conditions deserted tor the anterior hemibranchs , because here the 

tot m nunbers ef of ite per intsetion are found on the front ellis, although - : 

we valte for the third ella 2 on not fit into, this goneral pattern, Perhaps | 

: es safest a tc sake is that there is no clear inmiie: osten of a. 

_cerpsation between the iti of infection and the mean nu ber of Ct : 

isaac: anthough the hoatbrancie sa to have ‘the lowest incidence of 

Antotic (tte bask of eld ve ‘has tte nighest value for the meen nucher of 

| :? erst: per infection. a ‘doveited statistical treatacnt of the data, to ‘be
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) “made Sie sa provid telat, 

so of the taitare Likely te be of greatest importance in doterdintn 

‘the enttability o of a petite site for sebtlenent and Senin oan ‘A 

. of a gill parasite oust, be slosely Liaked ¢ to the water fiow through ‘the | 

5 guts; ‘Bughas & Shaiton 959, have reviowsd the aa veottaating  woshanian 7 

of valenete nore does not , seen to be ay sntorention relating Os ‘the ' 

aifferonces in water flew eu past aittarent haetirenche, although ouch <itfor ) 

sences ‘ak exist. It is otonorthy that Leet & (2369) found bhab 

dat the See ventilating current ‘strongly influenced the atbachaent of the 

A octoparasite Dissosots saci on the ats of trout, they fount e. 

: prefersnce for attachuent te the anterior 1 rather Sion Ae the ootertor feiptic 

roranel (31 o out of 50 specimens) and the > frequen» with whlch a partieular 

an was infested : Senet parallels the Anfection ‘by the att eayne on the 

sine teible i noreaiy 4 dove not change its bosifich in 

the gili chamber but ronains in the place of inittan isecaitig: 

Zable, —
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able, 28° 

Ceopartoon of datetbution of gill cysts anong the sina of 

gwyniad with that of Disecectyle savittata in ice 

Parasite -—«=—=*=<~*~<s«SAnbnhty Of Anfection —=>=— Source 
aes - per gill arch. . 

GH Gysts, BUS 33, 26. 20, saran, 

Diecooptle, 2 BARS Se. BG eweliyn & Oven 
(1960), . 

The statiarity b between the relative. Anrookion e each gill arch 

, at both an endo and sake parastte ts remarkable. i natbabively suzgost 

that the dife Md steiny of the gnyniad gilt parasite Cosa: not idvelive infect- 
yy 

son tron ‘the elinentary esnal via the blood strean (000 De 212 ‘) but that 
er 

the initial ieidoabon is thiotigs mite dpores directly onto the gills, This 

. helps te explain oy similarities above although, in the abeence of information 

life. history and of ein niorohabitat factors which. influence the settlovent 

3 “9 of a practi, this cust renain pare speculation,
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Fish movements are of considerable biological and, often, 

economicsimportance and associated phenomena have been subjected to 

numerous investigations, particularly in relation to marine populations, 

less information is available for freshwater fishes, The movenents of 

fishes in running bodies of water have been described by a number of 

authora, mainly with reference to the migrations of salmonid species 

aithough other species have been investigated, In this thesis I am 

coneerned only with the fish population of a standing body of water and 

these investigations will not be discussed further, 

Paterson (195) described an investigation of the diurnal 

movenents of minnows by direct observation of fish lying close umier the 

water surface, An investigation by this means is unusual ani, whilst more 

extensive use of the aqualung, Photography and closed-cireuit television may 

facilitate such techniques(Barnes, 1943; Poole et al, 1963) in general the 

study of the distribution and movenents of a lacustrina fish population



Aaiq 

requires fairly exteisive sampling, often in conjunction with a tagging 

Programne 

Various sampling techniques, and the problems of bias arising 

from their use have been discussed on pages © et seq, In summary, 

it need only here be stressed that fishing gears are selective, the 

nature of this selection being quite complex and varying with the type 

of gear in use and the species of fish sought. It is possibile to overcome 

this selection to some extent by using a sufficiently wide choice of gears 

(Houser and Ghent, 1944) but the problem ranains difficult to resolve, 

The fish are influenced to some degree by the method of observation and 

success depends upon many contingencies, There is a need for a maans of 

investigabing the movements of a lake fish population which will overcome 

some of the problems outlined above, 

The aims of the present investigations were to determine the 

possible role that modern echo-sounding equipment could play in this 

context and to use this equipment to study the movements of the fishes of 

Llyn Tegid, with particular reference to the gwyniad population,
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The echo-sounder was primarily designed and developed as 

an aid to navigation (Hodgson, 1950), Used as a depth recorder it can 

provide continuous, rapid ani more or less accurate information on the 

depth of water lying beneath the transducer, It wag later discovered 

that, under certain circumstances, the sounder could be used to provide 

information on the nature of the bottom and for the detection of objects 

lying between the transducer and the bottom, Sven later developments 

have brought about the perfection of horizontal echo-ranging and fish- 

finding (sonar) techniques, 

Ny research has baen concerned only with the application 

of echo-sounding to the problem of detection and investigation of fish, 

It is worth pointing out at this stage that the requirements of a ‘navigating ' 

sounder differ somewhat from these of a ' fish finding ' sounder; this has 

ied to what has been described as ' a dilemma in echo-sounding ' there being 

‘no one best, type of machine for ali purposes! (Craig,1959). 

Horton (1959) discussed in some detail the respective merits



of light and sound as means of making observations, He pointed out 

that any observational agent must be evaluated in terms of three basic 

factors; its range of penetration, its velocity of propagation, and its 

resolving powar, Glearly,light fails, as an unilerwater agent, because 

of its low penetration, In other respects sound is definitely inferior 

to light as a vehicle for carrying information. The velocity of 

propagation is not of the sane order of magnitude for the two and differences 

between their resolving powers are as great as the differences in the 

speeds with which they travel, ‘Light can report the number of bricks in 

the side of a distant building whereas sound, under comparable circumstances 

in water, cannot distinguish between a school of fish and the side of a 

ship, ' (Horten, op. cit.) . It is for this and other reasons that 

Hersey (1952) has described the conventional echo-sounder as ' a very 

blunt onknenids, 2 

Fundamental limitations apart, the intrinsic merit and usefulness 

of the sounder is that it permits continuous observation of fish distribution 

and movements, It supplenents the more traditional and more labcrious 

netting techniques ani has the added advantage that it overcomes certain
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problems arising from gillenet selection, net avoidance and so on, 

In this context, ite usefulness in fish population estimates 

hag been specially stressed by Truskanov and Seherbino (1964) who 

pointed out that every impulse frou the sounder is, in a sense, a 

sample by itself and a higher degree of accuracy can be achieved than 

is possible with other methods of direct determination of numerical 

strength, 

Whilst teleost fishes are clearly not insensitive to under~ 

water sound (Moorhouse, 1933; Moulton and Backus, 1955; Moulton, 1943; 

Busnel, 1964) there is no evidence from field and laboratory studies on 

a variety of opeeies of any reaction to sound of the frequencies norually 

employed in echo-sounding (Scharfe, 1951; Leim, 1952; Skoglund, 1953; 

Moulton and Backus, 1955; Youdanis and Miteugi, 1956), The negative results 

obtained from reported laboratory investigations are remarkable in that, in 

contrast to the conditions prevailing in the open seas, the aquarium is : 

very concentrated medium for optimum and maximus conditions of sound 

reflections (Scharfe, 1951); if fish do react to even a small degree to 

echo-sounders, one would expect to observe this under such comditions, In
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fact, Skoglund (1953) could observe no reaction from herring (Clupea sp) 

to a 30 ke echossounder either in aquaria or in the open sea, Yoshiauta 

and Mitswg i (1954) were unable te record any effect on fish either during 

or after continuous discharge of a 50 ke fish-finder for periods of up 

to 150 hours, Craig (1955) reviewed the work of a number of German 

authors and concluded that, fron the information available, fish are 

completely insensivive to the supersonic pulses from modern echo-sounmlers, 

although marked flight reactions have been ebserved to the note of a sonic 

sounder (3 ke/s) ani to sharp audible sounds, Throughout the work reported 

in this thesis there has been no evidence, either direct or indirect, that 

the noise produced by tha sounders lies within the sound ranges which can 

be heard or otherwise detected by fish, 

g. 

  

Technical aspects of echo-sounding are adequately dealt 

with in a number of text-books and reviews, (Galway, 1951; Horton, 1959 and 

others),  liaslett (1944) presented a comprehensive summary of the physics 

applied to echo-sounding for fish and pointed out that the problem of 

detection of fish by ultrasonic echo-seunder embraces a number of widely
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different subjects, including physical acoustics, electrical and 

mechanical enginesring and fishery science, 

The principle of operation of an echo-sounr may be summarised 

as follows, It functions by transmitting pulses of sound and recording 

the weak returning echoes, The echoes are amplified and the tine interval 

between transmission of a sound pulse ami the return of an echo is 

accurately measured, The speed in water of sound of all frequencies is 

virtually constant at approximately 1500 meters per second (4,40 feet 

per second), so that the time interval is a measure of the distance between 

the transducer and the source of the echo; in fact, it is the time taken 

for the sound to cover twice this distance, According to Barnes (195%), 

the suggestion that sound waves should be used in this way is usually 

attributed to Jean Ff, Arrago about the year 1407, ani the evolution of 

echo-sounding from this basic hypothesis has been reviewed by Hodgson(1950), 

Barnes (1959), Hodgson and Fridriksson (1955) and others. The first 

published account of echo-sounding experiments with fish would appear to be 

thas of Kimura (1929), 

wuite ebviously, the strength of the returning echo imposes an
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immediate limitation on the ' sensitivity’ of an echo-sounder. The 

strength of the echo is influenced by a nunber of factors which are 

related to the nature of the transmitted signal,the nature of the 

eche source and the position of the reflecting object in relation to the 

transducer (Haram, 1955), I do not intend to deal with these matters in 

any detail in this thesis, 

B A of . 

Since its first conception in 1607, the technique of 

eeho=sounding has been used repeatedly by oceanographers and marine 

biologists ‘ton the voluminous literature relating to a variety of applications 

has been reikewed by Hodgson (1950), Tucker and Stubbs (1962) pointed out 

that acoustics should be a powerful tool in the realm of biology but that 

the application is still in its infancy, and Mullan (1964) wrote that on 

the American continent ' except for depth mapping, the inherent possibilities 

of echo-sounding have been little exploited by freshwater biologists, ! 

This, he claimed, is ' rather surprising considering the fairly extensive 

fund of knowledge covering a wide range of uses, ' 

Tn recent years there have been a nunber of technical
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developments leading to the production of small, portable and inexpensive 

gourding equipment making the instrument more suitable as a working tool 

in limnology, Problems involved in the adaptation and modification of 

echo-sounding equipment, and particularly in accommodation of the 

transducer, for use in the small boats normally used in freshwater research, 

have been specially discussed by a number of authors)» Burrows , (1949); 

Stroud and Grice (1952); Warner, (1953); Saila and Horton, (1951); 

Taylor, (195h); Schroeder and Schroeder, (196k). 

Some workers have taken advantage of the surface freezing of 

bodies of freshwater and operated sounding equipment through the ice cover. 

(Hashineto ‘ Maniwa (1962); Stone, 1961), The applications of echo- 

ssounding in limnology have been discussed and reviewed by Tibbles (1954); 

Shiraishi (1940); Schroeder and Schroeder (1964); Mullan (1944); Gordon 

and Larsen (1965) and others, 

The echo-sounder was designed and developed primarily as a depth 

recorder and its earliest and most frequent use in limnological research 

has been in bathymetric survey work (Mortimar and Worthington, (1940;1943); 

Burrows, (1949); Stroude and Grice (1952); Kawada and Yoshimuta (1952); 

darner (1953); Saila and tlerton (1957); Laniewsk (1959); Hashinoto
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Nishimura and Maniwa (1959); Taylor (1964); Jones (pers.comn.), 

The advantage of echo-sounding over traditional survey techniques 

jies in the speed and ease with which a survey can be completed, Accuracy 

depends upon the specifications of the sounder in use and the nature of 

the bottom topography and eatin difficulties are encountered whilst 

sounding over a sloping or irregular botton (Scharfe, 1952) 5 Hashimoto 

and Nishimura (1954; 1955); Hashimoto, Nishimura and Maniwa (1959) were 

able to survey an artificial lake and make a comparison of the results of 

echo-sounding, lead-lining and a triangulation survey made before the lake 

was filled; they concluded that accurate results could be obtained using 

high frequencies (200ke.) and a narrow beam angle, It is interesting to 

conpare the results of two independent surveys of Llyn Tegid, the one using 

lead~lining (ferrar; 1952) and the other echo-sounding (nage ((pp)) (Jones; 

(1953). Whilst there is a close similarity in resultant maps, that produced 

by echo-sounding was produced more quickly and is more detailed, The 

earliest ie accounts of echo-sounding in freshwater are perhaps 

those deseribed by Mortimer and Worthington (1940, 1943). In addition te 

carrying out bathymetric surveys in the English Leke District they were
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able © show that the sounder could be used to provide information as 

te he nature and thickness of bottom deposits, Somers and Stubbs (1°42) 

scribed just such an application although conventional sounding equipment 

Was not used, 

For the freshwater biologist, the most rewarding application 

of atho-sounding must lie in its use in the detecticn and investigation 

{ 
{ 

of aquatic animals, *hilst there have been investigations of invertebrates | 

  

using sounding techniques (Northcote, (1964) there is more widespread 

interest in the problems of detection, identification and quantitative 

estimation of fish population, (Hasler and Villexonte 1953); TAbbles, (1954 

er 

Sanderson, (1961); Stone (1961); Shiraishi(1962); Gregory and Satnisen (19 

  

Hergenrader, (1963); Holden, (19453); Shiraishi and Furuta (1963); 

nivaishi, *uruta and Tokunaga, (1943); Mulian (1944); Gordon and Larsen(1945;; 

Grimaldi, (1965); Haram (1965); Mulueg (1955) and others, 

There is a great deal of literature dealing with the determination 

of the souml scattering properties of particular sizes, concentrations and 

      195€); Cushing and Richardson (1955); Jones and Peares (1956); Has 

= ee 

Le
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31954; Midttun and Hoff, (1962); Cushing et al, (1963; Shishkova, (1963), 

The general picture which emerges from these papers is that the apparently 

simple echo received by the sounder has a most complicated genesis, An 

isolated fish is a very complicated reflector of acoustic waves and 

contributions to its echo are received from a number of sources, in 

particular from the swim bladder, fleshy body and vertebral column, As 

no two fish are identical no two fish will give identically the same echo, 

All the machines used in my research produced dry paper records, 

They have the advantage that they produce permanent records and do sot 

raquire the constant and immediate attention of a skilled operator, 

Graig (1959) points out that one of the merits of tha recorder is that its 

indications of fish have a great deal of character - it is possible to 

recognise large or small schools, or individual fish, with some confidence - 

and its integrating properties provide an impression of the form of the 

sea bad ( vee previous sections), Although atteapts have been made 

is us® pen-recording echo-sounlers for the quantitative evaluation of 

echo signals (ilashimoto (1953), Haslett (1962) has pointed out that they 

cannot readily be used for this purpose. The relationships between size of
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object, strength of echo and density of resultant ' fish trace on the 

recording paper are extremely complex, Haslett (op cit.) concluded that 

‘the intrinsic non-linear characteristics of recording papers in general 

and their changeable nature, make then unsuitable for quantitative 

observations, ' 

B- Scho sounding on Livyn Tecid, 

introduction, 

Clearly, once one is able to detect and locate fishes and 

determine their distribution in a body of water, it becomes possible to 

etudy the changes in this distribution, farly observations made in Llyn 

Tegid during the course of an echo-sounding bathymetric survey (Jones, 

pars, coms,) stimukied my interest in this use of the sounder. It was 

found that, even with thelow frequency Kelvin Hughes sounder then used, 

it was possible to detect echoes in aidewater and that diurnal and seasonal 

changes in the distribution of these echoes was apparent. It was concluded 

that the echoes derived from fish and that further investigation, with more 

suitable echo-sounding equipment, would be profitable. The rescarch I 

carried out was the preliminary step in this further investigation, The
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research is continuing, and I will conclude this section of my thesis 

with some proposals for immediate future investigation, 

Many hours of recording on the lake have resulted in the 

acconulation of many echo-sounder records, the complete analysis of 

which will involve much more work, In this report I intend to deal only 

with that part of the work in wich I attempted to follow the diurnal and 

annual changes in fish distribution, with particular reference to the 

gwyniad, 

Once each month an echessounding survey of the lake was carried 

out at four-hourly intervals, over at least 24 hours, following the route 

shown in figure 41 , Usually the first survey wae made atl230 GMT and 

the surveys continued until 1630 GMI the following day, Whenever possible, 

texperature and oxygen recordings were taken at some time during the 

‘programe at one or more deepwater stations in the lake, Every attempt was 

made to keep the experimental procedure constant and the same route and 

boat speed were adhered to as far as was possible, Particular importance was
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paid to the requirement for echosounkr efficiency to be comparable on 

ia and in each month ani the same gain eetting ‘ies 9) was used 

each tine, Ta fact,’ thie ideal was not achieved because of vazaries of 

“weather, the difficulties of navigating in complete @rkness and certain 

technical problens ete,, but I do not think that the variations which 

did take place invalidate the use I made of the echo-soumler records, 

a Mescelas wokh: Wirdued: & Wives uta. lsnubs Al dsks;tnk Kens 

iinge ward msiah vic-both dep jin!’ daaieir voter, 'in.  siuilined bay ant 

in the main bedy of the lake and clearly covered a wide range of habitats 

within the lake,  %ehees must have been recorded fron a wide variety of 

fish species, fron individual fish of different sizes and from groups with 

different patterns of aggregation. The analysis of the bewildering array 

of echoes shown on the records was thus not easy, Whilst I have made sone 

very general, subjective interpretations of records (Haran,1965) sone more 

critical method of relating recorded echoes to fish distribution was 

required, I attempted to achieve this in the following way,
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From theoretical considerations, it is known that a fish 

echo will have an inverted v shape ( see figure 42 ) and identification 

was besed largely upon this feature, Of course, echoes from objects, 

such ag floating detritus, can produce similar echoes but the only 

possible source of sii en this count in the present investigation lay 

in the mis-identification of gas bubbles, which can produce echoes which 

‘a9 moreor less indistinguishable from those produced by fish (iaras,1965). 

With very emall echoes (traces) it becomes increasingly 

difficult to pick out the trace fron background noise, Background noise 

appears all over the record and comparison of the paper above and below 

the transzission-merk can assist in the correct recognition of noise, One 

useful feature is that background noise is of a randon nature and will only 

rarely occur at the sane level over two or core transmissions; fish, on the 

Glia acehs kk ‘eileiae Suniel 46: dice thes old’ teenaiinaten’o thie oe 

called ' trace to trace correlation, '
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Method of analysis. (Fig. 43). 

A template of clear plastic film was placed over the section 

of the record to be analysed. The template wag ruled across at intervals 

representing one-meter depth strata, using the manufacturers scale iniex 

ai. tik Theta ess sak sal Sabnadabueg ths Wags get Won 

tranonission mark, which was taken to represent the water surface, Counts 

ware then made of ' fish echoes ' at each meter interval, An acho lying 

across a line was counted in the total for the stratun above the line, 

Difeiculties were encountered when high fish densities led te overlapping 

ani fusion of fish echoes and accurate counting was not possible. fhen 

an eatinate of tie minimus nusber of fish involved in the production of 

trace was atteupted, as follow, If it was observed that majority of 

individual fish traces at the depths in question had a width sivmiepensing 

to 0,3 m, on the record, a trace covering a depth interval of 3 m was 

assuaed to have been caused by a shoal of fish at least 6 fish deep. In 

thie sane way the possible width of the shoal was estimated by comparison 

with the widthe of individual fish traces obtained on the sane record, 

It is clear that such estiaates are inaccurate and there was a tendency
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to underestimate fish density, Fish lying on and close to the botton 

produse echoes which can be distinguished only with difficulty from the 

bottom traces for this reason counts were not made in the meter interval 

which ineluded the botten echo, 

  

In wy preliminary analysis of the sourler racords I assumed 

that the gone of detection of the sounder was an elliptical-cone and 

was identical for all fishes sounded. This is not strictly true, 

an (beam shape) are 

  

a property of a specified sounder for the conditions under which it is 

operated (see figure 44+ ), The shape of the gone of detection (effective 

wone), on the other hand, is related to a specific terget, or group of 

targeto, Each individual target has an effective zone whieh has a shape 

characteristic of a sound seatterer of its particular dimensions (see 

figure 4S ), 

Wilst the bean shape 1s core or less easily determinedfor a 

particular sounder the effective zone presents an array of superimposed 

shapes and it ie impossible to talidin terzs of a single effective zone
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when dealing with the complex range of target sizes which is met with 

in Llyn Tegid; the sone of detection for a large adult gwyniad is 

different to that for a small gwyniad, and an even greater difference 

would be observed between the zones for a large pike and that for a 

small roach ete, 

The assumed conical shape for the effective zone is an approximation 

waich I have used to analyse my data more conveniently. If I had been 

dealing with a single target it would haw been pessible to determine thas 

shape accurately, (as below) and apply an accurate correction factor, As 

T was not dealing with a single target this approximation, altiough somewhat 

inaccurate, was theoniy possible alternative, 

  

in order to see how far my approximation might be true, i carried 

out the following tests to determine the effective zone for a standard target, 

For convenience, instead of gwyniad I used table-tennis balls as ay standard,
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These could be guaranteed to provide targets with identical acoustical 

properties and they could easily be suspemled in the lake, I felt that 

the table«tennis balls represented an approximation to the volume of the 

adult gwyniad swim bladder and that the results with the balls could be 

applied te gwyniad, The errors resulting from this asswaption are likely 

te be no greater than would result if actual fish targets were used as it 

would be extremely difficult to ensure that these had identical acoustical 

properties and were accurately orientated in the lake; I was concerned 

oniy in finding out what was the likely effective zone shape over the depth 

range investigated, thus a strict relationship is not too important, 

Six teble-tennis balls fitted with wire clips were mounted on 

wonofilanent line and suspended from a tightly anchored raft. The tests 

were carried out in 23 = of water ani a target was suspemied at each of the 

following depths; 4 =, 6=, 9a, 13,5m, 18m, and 22 m, The sounder was 

kept at gain number 10, which was the sensitivity used in my surveys. 

The boat was moored by the bows to the raft, with the transducer immediately 

over the targets, After recording in that position, the boat was allowed to 

drop back from the raft at carefully measured meter intervals and recordings 

were made at each stop, This process was continued untilithe targets were no
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longer visible on the sounder, 

Results. 

Figure 46 shows the number and location of the standard targets 

visible at each meter interval from the main axis of the sound bean, 

The effective zones for the standard targets was conical in shape, I 

measured only the shkpe of the effective zone in a fore-aft direction 

and it will be seen to be bounded by the fore-aft sound beam angle given 

in the handbook for the Simrad sounder (figure 44 ), 

Discussion, 

Although the tests were not easily carried out in sis field, the 

results do show that for the standard target the effective sone, in the 

fore-aft direction at least ami, probably, in the port-starboard direction 

alse, was conical over the depth range investigated and close to, if not 

identical with, the beam shape, The correction factor adopted in ny 

analysis of the sounder records is acceptable, with the reservations 

outlined on page 234 ,
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In calculating the correction factors I have assumed that sounder 

beam is a true cone at ali depths and that fish are recorded with equal 

ease at all depths, Figure 47 shows the assuned beam shape, 

h « depth of the cone, 

r = radius of the base of the cone, 

@ = 4 beam angle, 

(4) tan @ =» r 

b 

(ii) & vr © htan, 6 

(iii) volume of acone =1 
“Tr h 
3 

from (44) and (414) 

(iv) volume of a cone » 1 TT tan, 26 n2 

3 

  

Angle © is constant, 

vw). 2 2 
* Bis tan, € is constant, Call this factor ¢, 

from (iv) and (v), 

(wi) ?. volume of a cone » eh 
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Por any depth interval it is possible to calculate the volume of the 

effective zone, 

For example, § Calculation of volume (Vn) of effective zone between 

depths h, and hh), 

from (iv) and (v) * 

(vii). vol, of cone at depth h, 2 6 h? 

“7
 4 g 

(viii) * = [R
s 

from (iv) and (v). 

(4x), vol. of cone at depth h.) oy rrtan.* 6 w 

3 nel 

(x) . = e.h? 

Bel 

vol, of effective gone between those depths = (viii ~ (x), 

er = eho 
n 

3 (xi). we, (w -h2,) 
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It is convenient to convert the volune (¥,) of the effective 

zone at any depth interval to the volune (¥,) or stamlard volume of 

the effective zone between the surface ani one meter down, In the 

present study, changes in fish density were investigated over one meter 

depth intervals, 

from (xi), 
vo ose@ a+ ®) 

(xii). ® ¢.l, 

  

from (x1) & (xdi), 

Yt = o,{ i - ney ) * Cod. 

oe to convert the volunes one need only divide by the factor b>, = h?, 

Thsse correction factors have been Calculated and are shown in table 29 ‘ 

Clearly,as the volume of the effective zone of the soumler increases 

30, in proportion, mus tthe chances of recording fish, Therefore to convert 

the numbers of fish recorded at any depth interval to the number which would 

have been recorded had the effective sone at thet depth interval been of 

standard volume (VY) it is necessary to divide the nusber of traces by 

the volune correction factor for that depth interval,
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i Siig 2 3 & = o 1 ° 
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3 [hi 3. h,| chp c[h,-hp_ II 
1 Gel 0-1 (1-0) 1 

2 c.8 1-2 (8-1) T 

3 . 27 2-3 (27-8) 19 
zg c. 64 34 c(64-27) 37 

5 0.125 4r5 (125-64 ) 61 

6 c. 216 5-6 (216-125) 91 

ft Co AZ 6-7 e( 343-216) 127 

8 e512 7-8 o(512-313) 169 

} 9 c+ 128 8-9 (729-512) 217 
10 | 1000 9-10 e(1000-725) 271 

1l e+ 1332 10-11 (1331-1000) 331 

12 | 0.1728 11-12 «J c(1728-1331) 397 
13 | 2197 12-13 c( 2197-1728) 469 

uf o 274 1-144 ff o(274a-2197) ff 47 
15 | c- 3375 14-15 e( 3375-2744) 631 
16 ] c.4096 15-16 e(4096=3375) # 722 

17 4 4913 116-17 | e(4o1a-+096) 817 

18 | 0.5832 17-18 ff e( 5832-4913) 919 
i9 | 6859 16-19 ff (6859-5832) 1027 
20 8 oc. 8000 f 19-20 f c( 8000-5959) 1141 
21 | 2.9262 20=21 o(9261-P000) ff 1262 2 

22 | o.10S4B f 21-22 ff of1064¢@-9261) } 1387 
23 | c.12167 2223 ff ofl21¢7-10648) | 1519 

  

4 c-13624 f 23824 o(13824-12167) 9 1657 
25 | 15625 24-25 Wf (25625-13821) § 1802 
26 | o-17576 | 25-26 ] f 1952 
2T | c-19683 J 26-27 ff o( 29683-17576) 4 2107 
28 J c.21952 § 27-28 o( 21952-10693) 9 2269 

29 § c.24389 28-29 § cl 24389-21952) | 2437 

32 | oc. 27000 29-30 0( 27000-24389) 9 2611 

31 f c.29791 30-31 (29791-27000) ff 2792 
32 | c- 32768 31-32 o( 32768-20791) } 29117 

TABLE 2q 

VOLUME OF EFFECTIVE ZONES 

AND CALCULATION OF 

CORRECTION VALUES.
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series of echo-sounding surveys made between July, 1944 and May, 1965, 

For climatic sitions beyond my control no recordings were made in the 

months of December, 196!, and January and June, 1955. The figures show 

fish density, not in absolute teres bub in echowsounding units (derived 

as explained on pages 2341-40) plotted against depth at 1 meter intervals 

for each four hour pericd of the survey, For convenience of illustration, 

some graphs are drawn with a log. plot of the fish density, whilst in 

others fish density is plotted arithmetically, and special note aust be 

taken of this feature when interpreting the magnitude of changes in fish 

density, 

Tt was difficult to plot all the analyses on an arithmetical 

scale because some month Ly records show an apparent increase in total fish 

density between records taken during the day ond those made at night; the 

magnitude of these changes, particularly near the surface, was sometimes 

of the order of many hundred times the densities recorded during the day, 

The reasons for this apparent increase and complex and require further
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researcn, and I do net intend to discuss them at length here. An 

evening migration into the middle of the lake of fishes which spend the day 

inshore, fish moving up off the bottom from which they could not previously 

be distinguished, small fish moving closer to the sounder and therefore 

producing stronger echoes, (see appendix two (b))fish moving away from the 

water surface and away from the ' blanked ‘out' area on the sounler record, 

aml the breaking up of large fish shoals into smaller units or individual 

fish are a few of the more obvious explanations for the increased 

‘ availability ' of fishes to the echo sounder, 

It is not my aim to present here all the data which I have 

oom egcumlated relevant tothe interpretation of fish distribution and 

movements as seen on the echo-sounder, It will be appreciated that the 

changes in pattern of distribubion of the many species of fish found in 

Llyn Tegid must be very complex, Most of my sampling on the lake has been 

concerned with obtaining adequate samples of gwyniad for an investigation 

of the life history of this species alone, and my catches of other species 

were very limited, The sampling of fish in a lske is most easily 

accomplished by means of bottom-set gill nets; mid-water nets and, to a
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lesser extent, surface-set nets are not very efficient. It is thus 

much easier to identify the species of fish responsible for echoes 

recorded near the bottom than from elsewhere, The selectivity of fishing 

gears ( see page & ) presents a major obstacle and the capture of a 

particular fish species, or a particular size of fish, in a region fren 

where echoes are recorded cannot be taken as unequivocabdle evidence that 

that fish is the sole, or even the most important, contributor to the 

echoes, 

Attempts to identify the sources of echoes by direct cioashdad 

by skin-diving, photography and underwater iiialiihei have not yeb proved 

very successful, although the various reasons for this cannot be gone into 

here. I have carried out a large mumber of experiments to determine 

exactly what the Simrad sounder can and cannot do, and the results of 

calibration tests carried out jointly with the Fisheries Research Station 

at Lowestoft are to be published elsewhere (see appendix two), ‘the 

report of the skin diver, Dr,d,lythgoe, on his observations in Liyn Tegid 

is presented as appendix three, 

The following account is a sumnary of the data relating to
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ewyniad although more work is needed before the validity of these 

observations can be determined, The netting data which supports ay 

interpretations is voluminous and I will do no more than give my main 

conclusions, 

log plob. and Fiqnune +Se 

  

The analysis shows that at midday fish echoes were recorded 

at all depths Lut that there was a concentration of fish in «idwater, 

Setween 30 m and 21 m, few echoes were recorded but there was a sharp 

inioedis in echoes between 21 m and the surface. The midwater concentration 

appears to be bimedal, with a peak concentration at 17 m and another at 

42m, Temperature records show that a thermocline existed between 10 and 

20 m and the two peak concentrations lie one above and one below the 

thermocline, This bimodal feature can be recognised on the records for 

16,30 ami 20,30 and it is apparent that the peaks rise gradually up towards 

the surface, Sy 00,30 by sounder recorded heavy concentrations of fish 

throughout the water column but the density of fish increased as towards 

the surface. The pattern at 04.30 was similar toe that recorded four hours 

previously, By 08,30 1t can be seen that fish were moving back into deeper
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water and the bimodal concentration, so characteristic of earlier records 

was reforming, The record for 12,30, although not shown! is more or less 

identical to that recorded 24 hours previously, 

July records ,then,imlicate a definite diurnal migration of fish 

towards the surface. Whilst gill netting indicated that the fish in deep 

water were gwyniad,the location of mid-water gill nets was never sufficiently 

precise to identify the fish lying above and below the thermocline, 

Gayniad and roach were the two species taken in abundance in mid-water and 

it is likely that gwynied were concentrated below the thermocline and 

reach above it, 

August, 196h. Ficure 50, log plot, 

A marked diurnal migration is apparent from the August records, 

At 12,30 the midwater fish concentration is at 16m and this peak can be 

followed as it moves progressively up towards the surface during the 

afternoon and night, The movement of fish away from the surface is 

clearly shown by the 06,30 analysis, when the midwater peak is at 17m, 

By 22,30, the distribution is identical to that recorded 2) hours previously 

and the midwater peak again lies at lim,
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Gill. netting records for this month showed that the fish concentrated 

at 18m were gwynlad, and that they did swim up to the surface at night, 

September, 1954, Figure S!  . Arithmetic plot, 

Compared to the previous two months there doesnot seam to be a 

marked diurnal migration of fishes; the large midwater peak density, 

seen at 16 m at 12,30 certainly moves up towards the surfece but gets no 

further than 12 m, Between the bottom and 20 m there is smaller peak 

which does seen to cove up in the water during the night, 

Guynied were taken in nets only below 12 m and I coneluie that the 

aidwater peak is composed largely of gwyniad, 

October, 1964, Figure 52, Arithmetic plot. 

Once again there is no diurnal migration, A midwater concentration 

of gwyniad is seen at 16,30 at approximately 12 m andi, if anything, this 

concentration appears to move downwards by 1 or 2 m during the night, 

Sovember, 196k, Figure 53, Arithmetic plot, 

There is no marked diurnal migration and the concentration of fish 

in midwater does not show such a sharp peak, 

Repeated nettings showed that only g wyniad Could be caught at 

and below 12 m,
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December, 1954. Ne records available, 

January, 1965. lio records available, 

Rebruary, 1965, Figure S4, Arithmetic plot, 

The analysis of this month records draws attention to the 

dangers of interprating too rigidly the pattern of fish movements as seen 

in the main body of the lake as being indicative of the movements of 

the guyniad population sc a whole, In the main body of the lake there was 

angerenke no marked change in fish concentrations over the 24 hour period, 

icsusteie MUMTis ‘ceesk weinc iad PA, batunin Ae us Sake Wad Settee vere 

gwyniad, with a peak concentration at 16m, Only roach were taken in nets 

set in the upper layer of fish echoes, between 12 m and the surface. It 

could be argued on the basis of the sounder records that the gwyniad do not 

show a diurnal migration at this timeef the year, Yet a complex separate 

shoaling of the sexes and, probably, of running ripe and maturing fish is 

evident from netting data(see page 169 ), ami gill nets set inshore 

overnight cateh many gwyniad, The spamming migration takes place at dusk 

and my four-hourly records showed no change in fish distribution because 

the spawning fish had moved towards the surface and inshore before my first
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run at 20,30. The records from moored echo-sounders showed this 

spawning migration quite clearly (see figure 6, Haram, 1945), and 

also the movement of fish away from the surface before dawn (see 

figure 7, Haram, 1965), 

areh, 1965, Figure SS _, Arithmetic plot, 

The distribution of fish changes very little over the 24 hour 

period and the peak concentration of gwyniad at approximately 16 m is 

apparent on all. the records, In contrast to most records made in other 

months there is no apparent increase in total fish density during the night, 

April, 1965, Figure S$, Arithmetic plot. 

A diurnal migration is evident, and gwyniad, wiich were 

concentrated between 22 and 24 m move up towards the surface at night, 

The results of gill netting suggested that the gwyniad did not move right 

up to the surface and none were captured in the raft net at depths shallower 

than 12 m, The sharp increase in fish echoes near the surface seen at 20,30 

aay be another fish species, possibly roach, 

Hay, 1965. Figure 57. logarithmés plot, 

A diurnal pattern is well established and the gwynled which at
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12,30 were concentrated at 20 m,move up to thes urface at night, 

The apparent increase in total fish density which marks the evening 

records has been discussed on page 2#a. 

dune, 1955, No records available, 

  

The use of the echo-sounder and the techniques I have described 

do permit observation of the diurnal and seasonal changes in fish 

distribution, My task inthe immediate future is to study in detail all 

my sounder records and netting data and, using the accumulated information 

from may work on echo-sounder calibration ete., to attenpt to relate the 

observed movements to particular species of fish, The various patterns 

must in turn be related to my records of monthly texperature profiles 

in the lake, 

Using the many records I have available wiich were male from 

anchored boats, it should be possible to investigate diurnal changes in 

fish activity, using the techniques outlined in my paper (Haran, 1955). 

It is regrettable that neither time nor space permits a more detailed 

discussion of my echo-sounding data in this thesis,



“Echo sounding in freshwater fishery research” by O. J. 
Haram, B.Sc., Department of Zoology, University of 
Liverpool. 

It is not possible, and probably not desirable, in a paper of this nature to cover in any detail 
the various applications of echo-sounding in freshwater fishery research. | shall content myself with 
a description of some of the work carried out by the Department on Llyn Tegid (Bala) North Wales. 

Put briefly, an echo-sounder functions by transmitting ultra-sonic pulses of sound and recording 
the weak returning echoes. The effective-zone of a sounder is typically conical in shape so that an 
increasingly larger area is sampled as the depth increases. The echoes are amplified and the time 
interval between transmission of a sound pulse and return of an echo is accurately measured. 

The speed in water of sound of all frequencies is virtually constant at approximately 1500 metres 
(4,800 ft.) per second, so the time interval is a measure of the distance between the transducer and 
the source of the echo. In fact, it is the time taken for the sound to cover twice this distance. 

A recording unit converts this information into a visual record of the distance involved and, to 
a certain extent, may provide some indication of the strength of the returning echo. Such a record 
is deceptively simple and interpretation of echo-traces is not always as easy as may appear at first 
sight. 

Two machines are at present in use in this Department, the Ferrograph ‘Offshore’ sounder and 
the Simrad ‘Skipper’ sounder. The records made by both machines have an upper horizontal black 
line which indicates the surface, and a prominent, variable line representing the bottom echo. Between 
the two, of course, the fish echoes are recorded. 

Ferrograph records are printed with depth and time scales, each horizontal line representing a 
change in depth of 5 ft. Each vertical line marks a paper distance of 2 in. which represents a time 
change of either twelve, six, three or two minutes, depending on the paper speed. ‘Time increases from 
the right-hand side of the trace. Simrad records are on plain paper and | have indicated the depth 
scale. Time scale is constant at */ in. per minute, and although not shown, may readily be estimated 
by comparison with the width of the record which is 6 in. and equivalent to eight minutes. Time 
increases from the left-hand side. Two types of record are illustrated (i) those taken from a moving 
boat which show variations in time and space (e.g., Record 2) and (ii) those taken from an anchored 
boat which show variations in time (e.g., Record 5). 

A number of factors—the nature of the transmitted signal, the distance between the transducer and 
the echo source, the position of the source in relation to the effective zone of the sounder and the 
nature of the echo source—influence the strength of an echo and hence the ‘sensitivity’ of a sounder. 

The development of the sounder as an instrument for fish detection involved the production of 
machines having a high transmission frequency coupled with a narrow beam, thus increasing the 
strength of echoes from such weakly reflecting objects as fish. 

The nature of the signal affects the ability with which the sounder can separate objects which 
are close together, be they the individual components of a fish shoal or fish close to or on the bottom, 
and with the sounders available to this Department it is difficult to record fish which are lying on 
and between one or two feet off the bottom Similarly it is not always possible to be sure whether a 
trace is caused by one or more fish. 

For this reason it is difficult to assess numbers of fish with any accuracy, although more sophisti- 
cated equipment does go part way to achieving this. One point which must be borne in mind is 
the effect beam shape has upon the apparent numbers of fish recorded. With increasing depth the 
chances of recording fish are increased. 

In theory it is possible to determine stock size from a series of echo records merely by counting 
the numbers of traces (taking one trace as one fish) and relating the area sampled to the area of the 
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water in question. In practice this is not so straightforward and is best attempted on more elaborate 
sounders. 

| have made some analyses of records by counting techniques, usually attempting to interpret 
each individual trace to estimate the possible number of fish involved in its production. At best such 
analyses are embarrassingly subjective. 

| have also tried mechanical analysis of strips of record in order to get objective information 
on the relative densities of echo traces along the width of the record. This work is in progress and 
[ am not at all sure as to the degree of confidence which can be placed in all such analyses and 
I do not intend to pursue the matter further in this paper. 

The further an object is away from the transducer the weaker will be its echo. Similarly an object 
placed at the periphery of the effective zone of the sounder will give a weaker echo than one centrally 
placed in the beam. Note how individual fish traces in Record 5 begin quite faintly, increase in inten- 
sity and ultimately fade away as the fish move out of the beam. 

In order to prevent direct feed-back of the transmitted signal no echoes are recorded for a short 
time after transmission. No fish or other object can be recorded from the surface to a few feet below. 

The strength of an echo returned from an object is a measure of the density difference between 
it and the water; the greater the difference the greater the echo. The almost 100 per cent. reflection 
which occurs at the surface and the bottom frequently results in the appearance of secondary or 
multiple echoes, the sound travels repeatedly between the surface and the bottom, the process con- 
tinuing until the energy is finally dissipated. Record 3 shows such multiple bottom echoes. The shoal 
of fish likewise is so dense that it too has produced secondary echoes. 

Generally, the larger an object the larger the echo, but it is not always easy to decide whether 
a large echo is caused by one large fish or a few small ones. 

The reflective capacity of fish is attributed in the main to the swim bladder, acting effectively 
as an air-water interface. The ‘interference’ produced by bubbles of methane gas rising off the bottom 
can clearly be seen as diagonal streaks in Records 4 and 5. Recorded from a moving boat such 
bubbles may produce false ‘fish’ traces although they can often be recognised as such. Other naturally- 
occurring objects which produce echoes in freshwater include plankton, detritus and thermal dis- 
continuities. 

How then can we be sure that we are recording fish, and how can we identify the fish concerned ? 
By and large the answer to both these questions is that only rarely can we be 100 per cent. certain 
as to the nature or identity of a particular echo source. Familiarity with the sounder and the fish 
in question; consideration of netting and other fish capture data; direct observation by skin diving; 
underwater photography and closed-circuit television; and the testing of known targets all promote 
a certain confidence in interpreting a particular trace, but time and time again records have to be 
put aside for future consideration because at the present time they can be interpreted in only a most 
speculative fashion. 

In 1951 Dr. J. W. Jones carried out a bathymetric survey of Llyn Tegid, using Kelvin Hughes 
sounding equipment. During the course of this survey echo traces were recorded other than those from 
the bottom, and preliminary investigations in 1952 suggested that these were fish echoes. 

My own research is concerned with an investigation of the biology of the gwyniad, Coregonus sp., 
one of our British freshwater whitefish. One aspect of this work has been an_ investigation 
of the distribution and movements of the gwyniad, both annual and diurnal. To this end a pro- 
gramme of echo-sounding and netting has been carried out and a 12-month series is now nearing 
completion. 

Record 1 shows an example of the diurnal changes in the pattern of fish distribution as recorded 
on the Simrad sounder. The records were made in July, 1964, one for each four-hour period of the 
24 hours beginning 1230 GMT, following a set course down the three-mile length of the lake. 

Both the distribution of traces with a concentration between 15 and 20 metres, and the group 
of bottom traces on the right-hand side, show a marked similarity to that recorded at this time of 
the year some 11 years previously and lend credence to the suggestion that we are indeed recording 
a regular pattern of fish distribution. The thermocline at the time of these records was situated between 
12 and 20 metres approximately. 
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It can be seen that there is a tendency for the mid-water traces to move up and become more 

diffuse during the hours of darkness. The bottom traces show a similar movement up off the bottom, 
with the suggestion that they do not pass the thermocline, although it is difficult to be sure on this 
point. At mid-day of the second day the picture is once again similar to that of the first record. 

There are some 13 species of fish in the lake and it is not easy to identify the sources of all the 
echoes shown on these records. Gill-netting indicates that most of the mid-water traces are roach. 

The bottom traces are almost certainly gwyniad. 

Many other features can be recognised, including the ‘comet-like’ and ‘streak’ traces near the 
surface and the ‘cloudy’ trace in deep water, although the identity of such echoes must for the present 
remain purely speculative. 

As this is a Coarse Fish Conference, | have selected a number of records which illustrate some 

aspects of the behaviour of coarse fish as recorded on the sounder. To begin with I 
will follow through part of the sounding programme carried out over a few days in March, 1965. 
The lake at this time was isothermal. 

Operating from a moving boat, the Simrad sounder failed to record any traces on the afternoon 
of the first day in the small bay where the University boathouse is situated, and groups of gillnets 
of various mesh sizes took only one small pike during this period. 

Throughout the day showery weather brought about an increase in the flow of a stream entering 
the bay and by early evening a considerable amount of material in suspension was being carried 
into the lake. At the same time numerous fish were recorded entering the bay from the main body of 
the lake. 

Record 2 was made at 0200 hours GMT on the second day and shows the distribution of fish 
traces as recorded at this time. Gill-netting captures for the period included numerous roach, gwyniad 
and pike, some perch, a salmon, and a cormorant! They were such as to suggest that the mid-water 

(9-14 metres) and inshore traces were roach, with gwyniad distributed mainly in water deeper than 

14 metres. 
Perch likewise were captured only in deeper water—and never more than a few inches off the 

bottom. Pike were taken at nearly all depths. These sounder records and net captures reflect in general 
terms what is already known of the winter distribution of the fish species concerned. 

Compare this early-morning record with that taken at 1330 hours GMT the same day (Record 
3). Here the fish traces are much more compact and lower in the water. The main body of fish is 
recorded between 13 and 17 metres. The shoal of roach is not as extensive as previously—but is still 
nearly 200 yds. in length. 

I would not at this point like to speculate as to the numbers of fish involved, but the nets caught 

over 100 roach despite the fact that they were fishing well to the fringe of the main. body of the shoal. 

It is worth pointing out that the shoal can’t be contacted by any angler fishing from the shore, 
except perhaps in early morning or late evening, which, | am assured by a keen angler friend who 
regularly fishes Llyn Tegid, is just the time to catch them. 

It is difficult to avoid the interpretation that the fish were moving into the bay in order to feed 
on organisms being swept into the lake by the swollen feeder stream, One can almost picture the pike 
following the shoal in to feed on the roach and gwyniad, although doubtless this picture is an over- 
simplification of the true state of affairs. 

One interesting aspect of fish behaviour which comes to light when records are made 
from anchored boats is the difference in activity of fish at different times of the day. The fish traces 
on Record 4, which was made in early morning in February, 1965, are mainly short and often 
extend over several metres in depth, suggesting that the fish, in this case almost certainly roach, 
were actively swimming about. 

Compare this with the record (No. 5) taken during the hours of darkness the same day; the traces 
are much more elongated and in the main do not change in depth, suggesting that the fish are merely 
drifting slowly beneath the sounder. 

Dusk and dawn are significant times in any analysis of fish distribution and quite 
complex changes are often recorded on the sounder. The next sequence of records are all made from 
an anchored Ferrograph. 
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Record 6, made at dusk in January 1964, shows a definite rise off the bottom at this time. At 
first found only on or near the bottom in some 70 ft. of water the fish, probably gwyniad, are found 
between 20 ft. and the bottom some 45 minutes later. 

Record 7, made some two hours before dawn in February 1965, shows fish moving away from 
the surface at this time, before there is any marked increase in light intensity. The identity of the fish 
concerned remains obscure, although it is possible that they are young perch. 

Time does not permit any further examples, although I have by no means exhausted my supply 
of enigmatic traces. I hope that those I have shown will serve to illustrate some of the applications 
and some of the problems of echo-sounding in freshwaters. 

  
Record One 
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Blood was collected from the heart. Fish blood clots rapidly 

upon exposure to air and hemolyzes at death so the fish must be alive and 

lively to insure sufficient, rapid bleeding, The fish were bled as soon 

as possible after capture, The front of the fishwas dried with paper 

towels, and paper towel was wrapped around the fish, with the fins under 

towel and the towel under the opercula, fhe isthmus, gills and opereula 

were carefully dried with cloth squares, Following a scalpel cut 

through the isthmus the head was tilted up by inserting a finger in the 

mouth, A slight cut into the heart was often necessary to get a good 

flow, and blood was allowed to flow freely from the heart into small 

plastic tubes, Only bleod from the heart area was collected and care was 

taken to avoid getting any of the blood that flowed back from the gill 

arches or dripped from the opercula, A slight pressure on the side of the 

fish helped the blood flow, 

The container with blood was kept on ice until it could 

be placed in a refrigerator, where it was stored for 4 hours, Serun began 

to come out of the @lot in about an hour, After 4 hours, when most serun
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was out, 10 minutes of centrifugation was used te obtain maximum serua 

extraction, The serum was pipetted into capillary tubes which were 

securely stoppered, a colwsn of serum about 75 mm long (0.1 ce) was 

placed in the centre of each capillary tube, leaving space for expansion 

at both ends, A new pipette was used for each fish. The serum was 

then frozen and flown to America packed in dry ice,
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Tests were made on whilst moored to a pontoon in ' 

of water, The standard target used, a 7" diameter air-filled metal sphere, 

wae lowered on monofilament nylon te adepth of 16.5 m, The sensitivity 

of the receiver was measured at various gain settings and the ainisum size 

of fish to produce a mark on the paper was determined, A graph of gain 

setbing against range for various fish lengths was draw to enable an 

estimate of fish size in the lake to be mate (figure 58 ), 

  

Pests which I have made on the lake suggest that the 

results given in appendix two (a) under-estimate the sensitivity of the 

sounder, Gwyniad of between 24 om, and 25em in length suspended on 

monofilament nylon gave the following results, 

on gain 2 + detected up to 10 a, 

s # 3 @ a * 4 46 m, 

at ” & = mt it "20 m
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Unidentified targets in deep water, which were almost cer 

    

sould be detected on gain 4 ~ 5, even at 25 m, Whilst from erect 

\& 
this would suggest fish

 
of lengths in exce

ss 
of any gwyniad T caudiit, in 

, XN 

ins Sain, Men Webalio daseint Snes * obtained by using Sactaus of 

known size, i083 

Much more research is needed into this aspect of echo-sounding 

before the results of echo-sounder survey ( as deseribed in Chapter I ) 

ean be readily interpreted. what can be stressed is that the Simrad 

sounder is capable of recording echoas from single fish of the size of 

guyniad, even in deep water,
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Although only four daylight dives were mate in Liyn Tegid and no 

quantitative measurements were attempted, some general remarks on the 

optical nature of the water can be made, The central observation is 

that there seems to be a relatively large amount of dissolved yellow 

stain i the water with relatively few light-scattering particles in 

suspension, 

The two most important factors governing vision underwater are the 

intensity of the available light and the contrast presented by an object 

when seen against its background, As the light intensity falls so contrast 

perception falls also, The absorptive properties of the water (high in 

Llyn Tegid) affect the attenuation of light penetrating the water and hence 

the intensity of Mght at any particular depth, light scattered from 

suspended particles in the water presents a veil of brightness between the 

eye ani the object and hence the contrast between the object and the back+ 

:ground is reduced, In Llyn Tegid scattering is lowand contrasts high;yet 

the low light intensity caused by the high absorption reduces the ability
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of the aye to discriminate contrasts, 

If a large body of water only absorbed light but did not scatter 

it, an observer very deep in the water would receive light from above only, 

and that reatricted to a very small solid angle, If there was no absorption 

and much scatter an observer deep underwater would receive light equally ‘ 

from all directions, he low scatter and high absorption in Liyn aan | 

means that the ratio of side light to top light is probably somewhat less 

than in less stainoduater, or water with more particles in suspension, 

Pure water is blue, but coastal and fresh waters are stained by 

the yellow products of vegetable decay, These yellow substances act as a 

minus-blue filter, ‘here the yellow stain is virtually absent the water is 

blue, where present in moderate amounts the water is green and when present, 

in large amounts the water is yellow or brown, The waters in Liyn Tegid are 

dark yellow (reference, page 4,6,C in Kornerup, A, and Wansche, J,il, 

Nethuen Handbook of Colour, 1963, Methuen & Co.ltd,, London), 

The high attenuation of light resulting fran the yellow substances 

means that the human diver, even when darkeadepted for 15 minutes before the 

dive, could see nothing at 26 m and only began to see toplight at about 23m,
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The colour of the water could be distinguished at about 20a, 

Taking into account the properties of the gwyniad visual pignent 

alone, a very unreliable calculation suggests that the guynial might be 

able to detect toplight about 10 m deeper than can the human, 

Results of photogranhy. 

Only 1 photograph was satisfactory and this recorded a perch 

(Perea fluviatilis) resting at night on the bottom in some 40'~ 50' of 

water, This behaviour has been observed in Windermere (Stott, pers. comn.).
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